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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 2.15
p.m., and read prayers.

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE
Fridays

MR. BRAND (Greenough-Premier)
2.16]: Mr. Speaker. I would like to warn

members that there is every likelihood we
shall sit on Friday, the 18th November,
from 11 ain, to 6.15 p~m., with the object
of sitting each Friday from then on.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
NARROGIN HOUSING

Shortage of Rental Homes
Mr. W. A. MANNING asked the Min-
ister representing the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Is he aware of the acute shortage

of rental homes at Narrogin, with
many emergent cases unable to
secure an allocation, despite the
fact that they are living under
extremely difficult conditions?

(2) How many more rental homes will
be built this financial year?

(3) When will tenders be called?
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) The commission is aware of four

approved emergent cases awaiting
sui[table accommodation.

(2) and (3) Thirteen houses are now
under contract and further tend-
ers will be called progressively for
another eleven houses.

PINJARRA SCHOOL
Additional Classrooms

2. Sir ROSS McLARTY asked tbe Minis-
ter for Education:

When is it proposed to call tend-
ers for the construction of two
additions] classrooms at the Pin-
jarra Primary School?

Mr. WATTS replied:
Tenders closing on the 22nd Nov-
ember will be called on the 8th
November.

LAND AND METROPOLITAN REGION
TAXES

Revaluations
3. Mr. TONKIN asked the Treasurer:

(1) In what year were the revalua-
tions made in Subiaco, Floreat
Park, Nedlands, and Melville to
obtain the valuations upon which
land tax and metropolitan region
improvement tax for the present
financial year were calculated and
levied?

(2) In which year will the valuations
made in Subiaco in 1959-60 be
used for the purpose of calcula-
ting and levying land tax and
metropolitan region improvement
tax?

Mr. BRAND replied:
(1) Subiaco 1959-60-except the por-

tion east of Broadway, which was
valued with Nedlands.
Floreat Park 1957-58.
Nedlands 1955-56.
Melville 1956-57.

(2) In the current financial year.
These valuations have been made
as at the 30th June, 1959.

4. and 5. These questions were postponed.
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CARNARVON NATIVES
Housing

6. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
the North-West:
(1) Has any decision been reached in

respect of the land to be utilised
at Carnarvon f or the building of
houses for coloured people?

(2) If so, how many houses are to be
built?

(3) When is it anticipated that ten-
ders will be called for the supply
of materials and the erection of
the houses?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) to (3) Owing to the difficulty of

arranging transfers of various
pieces of land to the natives con-
cerned and the delay expected in
the completion of a suggested
subdivision, a decision has been
made to erect four of the five
houses on lot 44, which is owned
by the Department of Native
Welf are.

Each house will have a front-
age of one chain an Shelleross
Street. This decision has been
made subject to the approval of
the local authority and provided
suitable arrangements can be
made for water supply. These
matters are being investigated.

It is proposed to erect the fifth
house on a piece of land which is
part of the Sonny Beasley Estate,
subject to transfer of the title.

Provided no obstacles are en-
countered, tenders will be called
in late November or early De-
cember.

SCHOOL-BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Contracts Let and DVetails of Fulfilment

7. Mr. JAMIESON asked the Minister
for Education:
(1) How many contracts have been let

for the building or extension of
schools since the 30th June, 1959?)

(2) Of these contracts, how many
have-
(a) been completed before the

time specified in the contract;
(b) been completed by time speci-

fied;
(c) been granted an extension;
(d) been subject to penalty pro-

visions of the contract;
(e) taken longer than the con-

tract time and not been sub-
ject to penally provisions?

Mr. WATTS replied:
As the information requested is
available only from the Public
Works Department, It is suggested
that the honourable member
should direct his inquiries to that
quarter.

ROAD BITUMINISATION
Cost

8. Mr. I. W. MANNING asked the Min-
ister for Works:

What is the cost Per mile of con-
structing a bitumen -surfaced
road-

(a) 12 ft. width:
(b) 18 ft. width?

Mr. WILD replied:
(a) Cost to construct and surface

a 12 ft.-wide road in the
south-western portion of the
State starting die nova would
be in the vicinity of £4,000-
£5,000 per mile.

(b) Under similar conditions the
cost of constructing and sur-
facing an 18 ft.-wide road
would be in the vicinity of
27,000-E8,000 pier mile.

9.

UNDERSIZED CRAYFISH
Proseculions and Fines

Mr. CROMMELIN asked the Minister
for Fisheries:
(1) How many boats were engaged in

the cray-fishing industry during
the 1960 season?

(2) Of the licensed boats, how many
owners or skippers were prosecuted
for the taking of undersized cray-
fish?

(3) How many separate prosecutions
were there against these offenders,
and what was the total of the fines
inflicted against each individual
offender?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) 598.
(2) 107.
(3)-

No, or Tota]
ien Fines Fines

Prosecuted oce......S £2 to £20 £510
Prosecuted twce. 14 £2 to £20 £108
Prosecuted three times 4 £3 to £20 £107

l~l ,Those fgigres cover the periodl January I to October
31, 1060.

Should the honourable member
desire specific information regard-
Ing individual offenders he may
inspect the prosecutions register
kept at the Fisheries Department.

MR. JACK MARKS
Association with Collie Mining Unions

Xlz2 Australian Engineers' Union
10, Mr. MAY asked the Premier:

(1) Will he inform the H-ouse when
and where M4r. Marks-referred to
in a reply to a question asked by
the member for Canning on
Wednesday, the 2nd November,
1960-has taken any part in con-
nection with the affairs of the
Collie mining unions?
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(2) Will he also inform the House
what executive office Mr. Marks
holds in the Australian Engineers'
Union?

Mr. BRAND replied:
(1) 1 am not personally familiar wvith

the activities of Mr. Marks. I
merely quoted his own public
statement and that of Mr, Edgar
Ross, a member of the Central
Committee of the Communist
Party, that Mr. Marks was actively
engaged in the Collie struggle.

(2) I cannot say; but I understand
that Mr. Ross, in addressing a
public meeting on the Esplanade,
referred to Mr. Marks as a lead-
ing member of the A.E.U., and
that Mr. Marks referred to him-
self as a member of the A.E.U.
and a shop steward in the Mid-
land Junction Workshops.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
PARLIAMENTARIANS' SUPERANNUA-

TION
Effect o1 Part-time Government

Employment
1.Mr. CROMMELIN asked the Premier:

If a retired member of Parliament,
who is entitled to parliamentary
superannuation of £13 l0s, accepts
part-time employment with a
Government department or in-
strumentality, for which he earns
£6 per week, what is the effect,
as the Act now stands, upon his
superannuation entitlement?

Mr. BRAND replied:
Under section 14 of the Act re-
muneration f rom employment
with a Government department
or instrumentality in excess of
£546 per annum affects pension
entitlement. Earnings of £6 per
week would have no effect.

FISHING VESSELS
Reason for Coastal Accidents

2. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
the North-West:
(1) In view of an article appearing

in this morning's issue of The
West Australian, concerning fish-
ing and freezer vessels and in view
of the number of accidents which
have occurred along the whole of
the north-west coast as far as
Carnarvon, could he tell the House
whether or not the crews of these
vessels are fully skilled and are
in possession of captain's, master's.
and engineer's certificates?

(2) is it considered that the number
of accidents that have occurred
this year is due to the lack of
skilled crews?

Mr. COURT replied:
I do not think that is a question
that should reasonably be asked
of a Minister without notice and
in expectation of a reply. The
honourable member did not give
me any prior warning of his
quest ion and I reques3L that it
be placed on the notice paper.

WATER RATES
Tabling of "Pay-as-you-Use"

Committee's Report
3. Mr. TONKIN asked the Minister for

Works:
In view of the fact that the sec-
ond reading of the Bill to amend
the Water Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Act is down for consid-
eration, winl the Government table
the report of the committee which
was appointed to look into the
question of pay-as-you-use for
water?

Mr. WILD replied:
I will confer with the Premier and
let the honourable member know.

DAIRY CATTLE INDUSTRY
COM1PENSATION BILL

Council's Amendments

Schedule of nine amendments made by
the Council now considered.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr. Rob-

erts) in the Chair; Mr. Nalder (Minister
for Agriculture) in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The Council's amend-
ment No. I is as follows-

No. 1.
Clause 8, page 3, line 31-Insert

aftLer the word "applied" the words
".suchi tests, bacteriological and
biochemical investigations or ex-
aminations including."

Mr. NALDER: I move-
That the amendment be agreed to

subject to the following further
amendment:-

Clause 8, page 4, line 1-Add
after the word "test" the words.
±!nvestigation and/or examination

as referred to in subsection (2) of
this section."

This further amendment has been brought
about by an oversight by the Committee.
Unless we insert those words the meaning
of the previous clause is not clear. Sub-
clause (2) of clause 8 reads as follows:-

The Chief Inspector shall apply or
cause to be applied a tuberculin test
to each animal at such intervals as the
Chief Inspector considers necessary
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for the purpose of preventing, control-
ling or effecting the elimination of
disease from the dairy cattle..

Unless the words I have suggested are in-
cluded in subclause (3) on page 4 of the
Bill, there is no clear indication of what a
person shall do when he has applied the
test.

Mr. HAIL: I am glad that the Minister
has seen the folly of his ways, because I
particularly stressed this matter during the
Committee stage. I think the words "in-
vestigation and examination" should clear
up the matter in respect of the tests.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment, as amended, agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): The
Council's amendments Nos. 2 to 9 are as
follows:-

No. 2.
Clause 9, page 4, line 5-Insert
after the word "test" the follow-
ing: "investigation and or exam-
ination as referred to in subsec-
tion (2) of section eight of this
Act."

No. S.
Clause 9, page 4, line 9-Insert
after the word "test" the words
"investigation or examination."

No. 4.
Clause 9, page 4. line il-Insert
after the word "test' the words
"investigation or examination."

No. 5.
Clause 9, page 4. line 13-Insert
after the word "test" the words
"investigation or examination."

No. 6.
Clause 11, page 6, line 30-Insert
before the word "dairy" the word
"diseased."

No. 7.
Clause 11, page 6. line 31-Delete
the words "Positive reaction to the
tuberculin."

No. a.
Clause 11, page 6, line 31-Insert
after the word "test" the words
"investigation or examination."

No. 9.
Clause 11, page 6, line 32-Insert
after the word "test" the words
"investigation or examination."

Mr. NALDER: I have no objection to
these amendments, and I move-

That the amendments be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendments agreed to.
Resolutions reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Council.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 1st November.

MRE. NULSEN (Eyre) [2.333: I have
perused the Hill; I listened to the Minister
when he introduced it; and I have also
read his speech. The measure is to clarify
some sections of the Act: and although
it does a fairly good job in that respect,
I do not agree 100 per cent, with it. The
Minister might be able to satisfy a few of
my queries. The first query I have is in
regard to the monetary penalties. The
Minister will probably have what he con-
siders to be the answer to this question.
but I have never been in favour of severe
monetary penalties. I think that on many
occasions they impose severe hardship on
the families of the persons concerned, and
I am not at all sure that they have much
effect in stopping those people from com-
mitting similar offences.

The sum of £100 is a lot of money; and
frequently, in an endeavour to pay that
penalty, the offender has to deprive his
wife and children of some need-such as
schooling-and is not able to look after
them in the wvay they should be cared for.
The offender might not have an excuse
for what he has done: but I am not very
keen on heavy monetary penalties, because
on many occasions the wife and family
of an offender are affected more than the
offender himself.

I hope the special constables to be ap-
pointed under this legislation will be a full
bottle; by that, I mean I hope they will
be fully qualified for the special work
they will be called upon to do-fully quali-
fled in accordance with the standards re-
quired by the Commissioner of Police.
They should not be given only two or
three months' training, because they will
have full legal authority to carry out their
duties, and therefore they should be well
qualified for their work.

If they were qualified to the standards
required by the Pollee Department they
could, if the Railways Department did not
require their services any longer, be taken
back into the Police Force. Theref ore
they should be capable of carrying out
Police Department work in accordance
with the standard required by that depart-
ment in its examinations.

Mr. May: That sounds like a police
state.

Mr. NUILaEN: They will be on the same
basis because these policemen will be mem-
bers of the Police Force, but they will be
special constables with the Railways De-
partment.

Mr. May: That is in line with Previous
legislation.

Mr. NtILSEN: But not in exactly the
same form.

Mr. May: It is in the same channel.
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Mr. NULSEN: Yes; but these will be
fully-qualified policemen; whereas previ-
ously they did not have to be fully quali-
fled. I think it is a matter that should
be fully investigated, particularly in respect
of their duties, etc., because these special
constables will be dealing with the public.
They will need a nice approach; they will
have to be diplomatic; and they will need
business qualifications as well.

I have no complaints about members of
the Police Force in Western Australia. I
think their standard is high; and, generally
speaking, they are doing a good job. But
out of 1,000 or more men there must be
a few who are a little more aggressive than
they should be, and who have not the
good manners that one expects.

As regards the special freight rates, I
am pleased to see this provision included
in the legislation; because I think the
commissioner, in co-operation with the
Minister, should have the power to make
special concessions in certain cases, par-
ticularly in dealing with matters on a large
scale. In these cases it will not cost the
railways much to handle the job from
an administrative point of view. The Rail-
ways Department is one of the biggest
commercial concerns in Western Australia,
and we have to look at it from that angle.

We all agree as to the need for a higher
degree of safety; but it depends on how
this provision will be put into operation.
Where a person is drunk he can be dealt
with-and that is the term used in the
Act-but the Bill says "under the influence
of intoxicating liquor." Because of the use
of those words, departmental officers could
be unfairly dealt with; the words could
mean anything.

A man who had only one or two drinks
could be accused of being under the in-
fluence of liquor, and I am not sure how
that will react. A person dealt with uner
that part of the Act will be severely
penalised; he might even be down-grde
one grade, which could mean a difference
of £150 a year to him. I realise that there
is an appeal board to fall back on, but I
think the phrasing used in the Bill is
very loose.

Therefore, although I am 100 per cent.
in favour of a high degree of safety, and
I am more or less satisfied with the use
of the word "drunk", I am not satisfied
with the use of the words "under the in-
fluence of intoxicating liquor'. Maybe the
Minister can give us a definite interpreta-
tion of the meaning of the words tec je
that people will be reasonably protected.

The Bill also says "or of any drug'. This
ianother question that should be fully

explained; because a person could go to
a doctor and have an injection which
might have some effect upon him. He
could be given a drug for the good of his
health; and we do not know what effect
that drug would be likely to have on him.
We could not possibly accuse such a

Person of being under the influence of
drugs. That is something which should
be clarified.

When I was Minister I had the very
highest regard for the employees of the
Railways Department. I do not know
whether it was found as a result of the
recent commission of inquiry that was held
that the standard had deteriorated so much
as to necessitate the imposition of these
penalties; but I can assure the Minister
that during the war no body of men could
have done a better job for the State, and
the Commonwealth. than those employed
by the Western Australian Government
Railways. When over 1,000 men were away
at the war the remaining railway em-
ployees did all the extra work that was
required of them by the military forces
established here.

The Minister has said that If a person
has been degraded and punished in some
way, he will not be Punished twice for
the same offence. It is possible a person
could be degraded and then transferred to
some other place. If be is transferred to
some other place he must pay all the ex-
penses of that transfer. Those expenses
could be quite high if he were sent to a
Place like Meekatharra, or Cue, or some
other distant part. I would like the Min-
ister to give us some explanation of that
aspect.

If he is degraded, is he only degraded
and left in his job; or, after being de-
graded, will he be transferred to some other
district? If he were transferred to some
other district it would constitute a double
Punishment; because, according to the
provisions of the Bill, he will not be en-
titled to transfer expenses.

Mr. Court: With respect, I would say
you have misread that. It merely does
that to list the punishments that can be
mnade so as to be consistent with another
clause.

Mr. NUJLSEN: He could be "punished
twice.

Mr. Court: No.

Mr. NULSEN: Suppose the man were
degraded: Would he be left in his job aind
not transferred to another district? If he
were degraded and transferred to another
district he would be Punished twice.

Mr. Court: He could receive only one
punishment. As it is at the present, the
commissioner has only one alternative
when he reduces him in grade: that is,
either to dismiss him summarily, or to
reinstate him without punishment at all.

Ai'. NULSEN: So he could be dismissed?
Mr. Court: He can now; but one does

not always want to do that.
AV. NIJISEN: If he is not dismissed, he

can be degraded.
Mr. Court: Yes.
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Mr. NULSEN: If he is reduced to an-
other grade, will he be liable to be trans-
ferred to some other district? If he is
transferred to some other place he must
pay all the expenses of his transfer, irre-
spective of the place to which he is sent.

Mr. Court: I can explain that when I
reply.

Mr. NrJLSEN: The Minister says there
are not two forms of punishment for the
one offence; but I cannot see that. If he
is degraded, then he can be transferred;
and if he is transferred, then it seems to
me to be another punishment.

Mr. Hawke: Three punishments are
possible at the top of page 5.

Mr. NULSEN: Paragraph (b) of clause
14 states-

In any case where the Commissioner
considers the circumsgtances warrant,
by way of punishment for an act or
omission reduce an officer or servant
to a lower class or grade-

Mr. Hawke: That is one punishment.
Mr. NrJLBEN: -and also transfer him-
Mr. Hawke: That is two punishments.
Mr. NtILSEN: - without payment of

transfer expenses.
Mr. Hawke: That is three punishments.
Ur. NULSEN: To continue with the

paragraph-
but except as provided in this sub-
section the Commission shall not in-
flict on any officer or servant more
than one form of punishment for the
same offence.

I cannot agree with that. No doubt the
Minister will be able to explain it; though
I think he will have a job to do so. So I
feel the special constables should be fully
qualified-they should not be a half-bottle
on their jobs-in accordance with the
requirements of the Commissioner of
Police.

I think they should also possess another
-and special-qualification of being able
to handle commercial people and the gen-eral public in their relations with the rail-
way system.

If the commissioner is to be given greater
powers, along with the Minister, I feel that
on occasions he will be confronted with
very difficult situations. We all know that
a great deal of thieving takes places in the
railway system, and we also know it is
necessary to appoint special constables.
But I am not perfectly satisfied that they
possess the qualifications necessary. These
men should be fully qualified, and placed
on the same footing as policemen trained
by the Commissioner of Police to do the
work in their sphere. If these men are to
be only half qualified, we will get nowhere.

I remember some of the men who acted
as special constables. I will not mention
any names here, but some of them had no
qualifications at all: they did not even

have the right approach. We should be
very careful in the appointment of these
people.

They can be punished under the Traffic
Act; while, under the Government Rail-
ways Act, they can be degraded. That, of
course, is a punishment. Apart from this,
they can be transferred, which is another
punishment. So they come within the
purview of both the Traffic Act and the
Government Railways Act. That is my
reading of the position; but perhaps the
Minister can explain it.

Mr. Court: There is a simple explan-
ation.

Mr. NULSEN: I think the commission-
er will have a rather difficult job, because
these men can be dismissed, as well as
being punished under the Traffic Act-it
depends on their offence. I agree with the
Bill generally. I think it does clarify the
positon, and it promotes a better under-
standing so far as the Railways Depart-
ment is concerned.

I also am of the opinion that there are
some very useful amendments in the
measure, in its application to the Railways
Department. I would like to give Ivfr.
Wayne, the new commissioner, every op-
portunity to prove himself. I feel he has
the necessary qualifications; but on the
other hand he must be careful about the
manner in which he proceeds. I do not
want to see any of the employees of the
Railways Department punished unduly.

I daresay the Bill is designed to put the
whole matter on a better basis, because
the commissioner did not have any alter-
native previously. It is obvious, however,
that employees can be severely punished
for offences they might commit. I know
that they have access to the Railways
Punishment Appeal Hoard, but I do not
think it can be said that employees always
recei ve true j ustice there.

Accordingly I would like the Minister to
give an explanation with reference to the
special constables, and also a definition of
the word "drunk". I think, however, that
that matter has been dealt with reason-
ably well under the old Act. I cannot see
that we are going very much against the
old Act provided a man can be proved to
be drunk. But there can be a great deal
of miisundcrstand~ng in regardl to a person
being under the influence of liquor, and a
lot of unnecessary suffering could be
caused. The same applies to drugs.

I repeat that an employee of the Rail-
ways Department-an officer, or a servant
as mentioned in the Bill-could be receiv-
ing treatment by way of needles. It might
not be known what effect that is likely to
have on him, as is the case with certain
medicines and drugs.

Mr. Hawke: Who would find the em-
ployee guilty or not guilty?

Mr. NULSEN: That is another question.
I have said all I wish to say at the pre-
sent time. Generally speaking, I agree with
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the Bill; and I think I can safely say I
can support the second reading. Prob-
ably the Hill could be amended in Com-
mittee if we do not get a full understand-
ing as to the real position in regard to
intoxicating liquor; special constables; the
effect of drugs; and, as my Leader inter-
jected, on the question of wvlo is going to
be the judge.

MR. BRADY (Guildford-Midland)
[2.51]: 1 have had a brief look at this Bill.
I would like to have had time to study
it a bit longer owing to the fact that the
trade unions that will be immediately in-
volved in this matter received practically
no warning about it, apart from what they
may have read in this morning's paper.
I have not been able to ascertain their
reaction.

I do not regard this measure as being
of any importance, and for the time
being I intend to oppose most of the
clauses. The parent Act has been in opera-
tion for 50 years; but it is only now that
the Railways Commission and the Crown
Law Department consider that certain sec-
tions are open to question. I do not think
that is a strong argument to put forward
in this House, especially when it is in-
tended to alter sections of the Act in such
a decided way.

We have had in the Railways Depart-
ment for the last 30 to 40 years officers
equal to police constables, and they have
done a reasonably good job. I cannot see
why it is now necessary to introduce regu-
lations to govern them. The regulations
under which they have been working, and
the instructions they have received from
the Railways Commission, have been suffi-
cient for them to bring hundreds-not one
or two-to book for various offences
against the Railways Department.

They have been successful in the law
courts in having offenders fined and even
dismissed. It seems rather strange that
at this time the commissioner should feel
he wants these extra regulations to gov-
ern the position. I am not happy about
that. I feel the present set-up in regard
to police constables in the Railways De-
partment is sufficient cover.

Mr. Court: They haven't got them at the
moment.

Mr. BRADY: Then they have done a
mighty job without these powers. Men
have been sacked and men have been fined
all over the State; and there has been no
lack of prosecutions as a consequence of
the operations of these special officers.
It seems rather strange, therefore, that
the conmmission should now want special
regulations. The House may feel these
regulations are necessary to tighten up the
existing position, but I say that while we
have a Police Force in Western Australia
which comprises over 1,000 constables and
which costs the State a lot of money, it
is an unnecessary precaution to interfere

with what has been operating for 50 years
and at this stage provide extra powers to
cover special constables in the railways.

I am not altogether happy about the
Proposal to double fines, particularly as
employees in the railways are now subject
to State Arbitration Court awards and also
to the very stringent regulations of the
Railways Department. In addition, they
are now subjected to very close scrutiny by
departmental officers of the railways, by
the special officers of the railways, and by
all sections of the community, who are now
very vigilant. I think that to double the
fines is rather harsh. I cannot imagine
Boans or Foys, or any other firm, having
a set of internal penalties double what
they were 25 years ago.

I do not feel that the subject matter
covered by this Bill is of immediate im-
portance. I am not opposed to the Rail-
ways Commission having the Power to
enter into special contracts to obtain
special freight rates in order to secure
custom for the railways. I think all mem-
bers desire to assist the Railways Commis-
sion, and these special contracts will help
the railways economically. I also believe
they will be beneficial to the railway em-
ployees.

However, I hope this aspect will be given
ample publicity, because it may lead to
some abuse. Perhaps contractor A. is a
very keen man and knows the Railways
Act and regulations inside out. He will
know this amendment is going through
and he will take full advantage of it. Un-
less plenty of publicity were given to the
amendment, both in railway circles and in
the newspapers, contractor B. could lose
considerably by virtue of the fact that he
was not as keen as contractor A. and dlid
not know that a practice that had been
operating for many years had been
changed.

When I was secretary of the Midland
Railway Union, the Midland Railway Com-
pany endeavoured to induce contractors
to send big consignments over the Mid-
land Railway line by offering special in-
ducements by way of reduced freight rates.
I know the job of the Railways Commis-
sion is very difficult. However, I am
pleased to see that the commissioner is
keen enough to want this matter to be
tightened up legally. I hope he has the
initiative to compete with road transport
which is, no doubt, very unsettling to the
railways. Railway transport seems to be
in competition with road transport which,
in the main, does not seem to have Many
awards or agreements covering the work.

The employees of road transport, apart
from those working in the metropolitan
area, seem to work around the clock, and
under shocking conditions. One sees them
all hours of the day and night in the
country taking cat naps, as they are re-
quired to travel 600 to 1,000 miles over a
24-hour run. The railway system has to
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operate under Arbitration Court awards
and road transport is, therefore, a big
menace to the railways. I am pleased to
see there is now provision for this aspect
to be t-died up leg-ally so that keen corn-
Petition can be entered into with road
transport.

There is a clause in the Bill dealing with
the carrying of firearms, the penalty for
which at the present time is £50. Instead of
increasing that £50 by 100 per cent.. I think
the Minister would have been sufficiently
Protected had he increased the penalty to
£75. I am all in favour of the increased
penalty being imposed for vandalism to
railway property. Too many people today
damage this property under the impres-
sion that it does not belong to anyone.
One sees broken windows and torn unhol-
stery, and no end of damage throughout
the railways in Western Australia. There-
fore I have not the slightest sympathy for
those who go around smashing things
simply for the sake of smashing them.

I am also in favour of the increased
Penalty which will be imposed on those
who endeavour to obstrucet a departmental
officer when he is trying to carry out his
work efficiently.

There is one penalty, however, which I
believe is a little too severe; and that is
the one which is being imposed for those
who travel on the railways without a ticket.
The Minister stated quite rightly that a
number of suburban stations are un-
attended for certain hours of the day and
night and there are even those which a:-e
left unattended for 24 hours a day. It
would appear that if a passenger boards a
train at one of the stations which has no
officer in charse. az :; vapveheflded for
alighting from the train at another of
these stations, he can, because he has no
ticket, be fined £:20 under this Bill as
against £10 previously. In the first
instance I maintain that the Railway
Department has itself to blame to a
certain extent for leaving these stations
unattended.

The Government is trying to eheasepare
the expenses of the railways to such an
extentP that it is being unreasonable. Only
this morning a woman came to my house
and informed me that her mother had
fallen down the steps at a suburban station,
and had broken her thigh. She had been
using these steps for the last 14 years and
this was the first time she had met with
an accident. I believe that her accident
was attributable to the fact that the rail-
way premises. are not kept clean and tidy
now anywhere near to the same extent as
over the last 25 years.

The steps to which I referred are very
well known to me, and I do not think
they are cleaned from one year's end to
the next. Despite that fact, if anyone
meets with an accident, as did this lady,
that person has to accept full responsi-
bility, I have asked the lady to let me

have the letter she received from the com-
missioner in which the Railways Depart-
ment denies all liability, and T have
assured her that when I receive it I will
take the matter up with the Minister.

I mentioned that incident as a side
issue to illustrate the way the Government
is cheesepar lug. By leaving these stations
unattended, it is inviting people to travel
on the trains without tickets. For this
reason I think that the doubling of the
penalty in this case is very harsh, and
that the old penalty of £10 would have
been quite sufficient.

I agree with the member for Eyre's con-
tention that the Minister is going too far
in trying to insert in section 51 the
passage, "or under the influence of in-
toxicating liquor or of any drug." The
present provision covers only those who are
drunk. I had 31 years of active experience
in the railways and I met some drunken
railwaymen and also some who were under
the influence of drink or drugs.

I have no sympathy for a drunken man
who goes to work and tries to carry out
his duties. I am pleased to inform the
House that neither has the railway union
any sympathy for such a person. I remem-
ber on one occasion I attended a meeting
of raiwaymen at which the secretary of
the union, the late W. Rudinger, threat-
ened to resign if an attempt was made to
defend a drunken man who had trans-
gressed the railway regulations. The rail-
waymen do not want drunken men in
charge of railway vehicles, because it is a
bad advertisement for both the railways
and the men themselves.

However, there is another angle to this
matter. Some of these men work long
hours-sometimes, 12, 13, and 14 hours a
day. I have even known railwaymen to
work around the clock-

Mr. Court: Not today.
Mr. BRADY: -in certain circumstances,

these including washaways or any serious
accident which might occur. They do
that to keep the railways going. Some-
times they have not been able to obtain
sufficient food, and therefore they have
had a drink or two of beer to keep them
going. Such men could be classed as being
under the influence of liquor and would
be liable to these penalties.

I am a teetotaller myself so I am not
speaking now because I like liquor my-
self; but I do want to be practical. I do
not feel that such heavy penalties should
be imposed if a person is found to be under
the influence of liquor or drugs, because
there are a lot of returned soldiers working
in the railways today, some of whom take
drugs because of the injuries they sustained
and experiences they suffered during the
war.

I know a man who at the moment is
absent from work through sickness be-
cause, In my opinion, of his experiences
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in the first world war. I worked with
him and I do niot think he drinks at all
now.. But if hie has to take drugs,
he could find himself in a serious position
if this clause is retained in the Bill. There-
fore, the Minister should leave the section
as it is in the Act.

If a man is drunk he should be sacked
or suffer the penalties applicable if he
attempts to take full wages for work which
he has been incapable of performing.
However, I do not agree with the Minister's
intention to include in this provision those
who are under the influence of drugs, be-
cause the penalties are far too stiff.

A further provision in the Bill with
which I do not agree is that which gives
the commissioner Power to fine a person
who has already been suspended, reduce
him to a lower class or grade, and trans-
fer him without payment of transfer
expenses. This mounting up of penalties
is harsh. I remember that some time ago
a very high-ranking officer in the railways
was subjected to two penalties. In fact,
he was dismissed from the railways; and
he made an appeal which, quite recently,
in the last couple of years, he won. He
maintained that he could not be pena-
lised twice.

But under this provision in the Bill a
person could be penalised about three
times. He could be reduced to a lower
grade and he could be transferred-prob-
ably even to the country-without having
his transfer expenses paid. Three penalties
for one offence is harsh, and I think the
Minister should water it down a bit. There
may be isolated cases which should he
dealt with very severely: but why penalise
everyone when perhaps only an accidental
breach has been committed? That does
happen.

I remember a young railway officer, who
was one of the most efficient in the ser-
vice, and who was stationed in the metro-
politan area. He was one of the most in-
dustrious of the railway employees; and
the only people who counted with him
were his employers. One night, however,
he omitted to do something which he
should have done, and he was very badly
dealt with by the Railways Commission.
That occurred 30 years ago, and since
that time the railways have come last with
him. All he thinks about, so far as the
railways are concerned, is holding his job-
he told me that himself-because the
commission was too harsh with him on
that occasion, and because it did not have
any regard for his previous service in the
railways.

'I hope the Minister will remember that.
I would say that by far the majority of
railwaymen are conscientious and are
mindful of the position of the railways
in the economy of the State. They are
anxious to help tlhe railways and their fel-
low workers by making the railways pay

and so ensuring to the employees a job.
To have a regulation by which the em-
ployees can suffer three penalties for one
breach is too severe.

What is more, not only does the man
himself suffer, but so does his family. Take
the example of a fireman at Midland Junc-
tion where there are relatively good
amenities for the average family-such
amenities as schools for the children, and
so on. Let us say this fireman passed a
signal and was deemed to be under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or a drug.
As a result he could be transferred to Tim-
buktu where there are no facilities or
amenities; and not only he but his wife
and family would suffer because he had
been under the influence of a drug which,
probably, he had taken because of war-
caused injuries, or even because of in-
juries sustained in the execution of his
railway work. For there are hereos
in the railways just as there are in the
armed forces. I remember that some years
ago, during the war, a railwayman at
Midland Junction, at very great risk to
his own life, separated a train that was
carrying explosives. Because of fire, or
the like, he could have been blown to
pieces.

I know of other railwaymen who are
living on their nerves when travelling over
level crossings in the metropolitan area
where there are no flashing signals, and
where a large amount of traffic uses the
crossings.

I1 am putting up this side of the case be-
cause I have spent some of my life in the
railways, and have lived alongside them,
and I sometimes feel that the people hand-
ling railway affairs do not appreciate the
difficulties of the railwayman, particularly
the man on shift work; and perhaps to a
lesser extent the man who works from
7.30 to 4 o'clock or 4.30; and the men who
work long hours seven days a week, in
all sorts of weather and who have to
work when they are 60 years of age as
they did when they were 25 years of age.
I think the whole position has to be kept
in mind by those who are prescribing
regulations and penalties.

As I said before, the Arbitration Court,
when granting these awards, takes into
consideration all of these factors. It is
entirely unnecessary for the Railways
Commission to begin inflicting penalties
over and above those laid down by the
Arbitration Court. I can only show con-
sideration to those parts of the Bill with
which the Commissioner of Railways is
endeavouring to stop these inroads intoD
the railway service.

I am anxious to support those clauses
in the Bill for the purpose of Preventing
vandalism, which has become rife through-
out the metropolitan area and in various
country centres. However, I cannot agree
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to those clauses that seek to inflict penal-
ties on Conscientious ralwaymen who are
trying to do a goad job, and also on those
people who support the railways and who
may be unfortunate enough to be caught
without a ticket. The penalty of £10 is
sufficient, and it should be left at that.

MR. COURT (Nedlands-Minister for
Railways-in reply) [3.15): 1 thank the
members who have spoken for the corn-
mnents they have made on this Bill. My
only regret is that there seems to be a
complete misunderstanding of the provi-
sions of the Bill In regard to certain mat-
ters and a complete misinterpretation of
the commissioner's intentions. If I may
take the comments in the order in which
they were made, I will first deal with those
of the member for Eyre.

When introducing the Bill, I made the
point that no attempt had been made to
alter the penalties of imprisonment.
Whilst we acknowledge that there has been
a change in money values, I do not think
it can be said that inflation applies to
time.

Mr. Tomns: I wish you would have a
talk with the Minister for Police about
that.

Mr. COURT: For that reason, unless
there has been any change in the signi-
ficance of the off ences, the money value
is the only thing that we seek to alt2r.
There has been no change in the signifi-
cance of these offences and therefore I
have sought only to place before the House
a -suggestion that the money values should
be Increased.

It must be borne in mind that these
penalties were imposed as being reasonable
penalties in 1904. For instance, one pen-
alty concerning conviction was imposed on
the basis that it should be two weeks'
wages. In 1904 that was factual, but to-
day, in bringing that amount up to £10
w e s till have not raised it to the same
relative degree of punishment. However,
I consider that doubling the penalties,
after a period of 56 years, is as far as
we should go.

Mr. Nulsen: Do you niot think it would
be a greater penalty on the families of
those men? That is, by increasing the
monetary penalty?

Mr. COURT: That is the point I am
coming to. In all cases these are mani-
mnum penalties, as I have heard the hon-
curable gentleman explain to this House on
many occasions when introducing other
measures when he was a Minister. He
Pointed out with some vigour that such
penalties are maximumn penalties and we
should assume that the magistrate and
others interpreting the law would act with
a certain amount of commonsense. It
gives them some degree of manoeuvrabllty

between nothing and the maximum pen-
alty. As to any hardship on the family
of the individual, there wiould be much
greater hardship if the person concerned
decided that the imprisonment section
should be invoked.

As the honourable member well knows,
it would be only in extreme cases that
those sections would be invoked. If one
examines this Bill objectively it will be
appreciated that any disability that might
be suffered by a family under what is pro-
posed in the Bill would not be as severe
as that which was possible when the law
was originally introduced in 1904 if we
allow for the changes in money values in
that period of 56 years.

Mr, Nulsen: I do not think it would be
as much as we think it is, because the
price of goods and everything essential to
life has risen.

Mr. COURT: If the honourable member
has a look at the offences involved he will
appreciate that the penalties are not ex-
cessive. I was extremely careful to study
the penalties before a decision was
made to accept the recommendation of
the commissioner to double them, so that
we would not have anomalies creeping
i by adopting a formula for the increases.

I agree that each off ence should be
examined and I respectfully suggest that
the honourable mnember have a look
at each of the oflfences, having regard to
the fact that he was at one time the Min-
ister for Justice. I am sure that he will
see that the fines proposed are reasonable.

On the question of special constables it
should be thoroughly understood that every
member of the investigation branch of the
railways is not going to he made a special
constable. There has been a provision in
the Railways Act for special constables but
it has not been invoked. Suggestions
have been Made from time to time that
the Commissioner of Police should swear
in certain officers of the railways as special
constables and, with justification, the
Commissioner of Police has resisted this
suggestion because he does not like having
officers acting as special constables who
are beyond his jurisdiction.

in some States the Railways Act provides
that officers of the Police Force can In
fact act as special constables for the rail-
ways, but in this State it is expressly pro-
vided in the appropriate section of the Act
that special constables shall not be mem-
bers of the Pollee Force.

Mr. Nulsen: But they will have the full
qualifications of policemen under the
commnissioner's jurisdiction.

Mr. COURT: Yes; but I think we should
stress this point so that there is no mis-
conception.

Mr. May: Do they wear a special uni-
form?
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Mr. COURT: No; I do not think so. In
respect Of special constables the Act pro-
vides-

The Commission may, from time to
time, with the approval of the Gov-
ernor, appoint and dismiss special con-
stables who, within the limits of the
Government railways,-

and they are the imiportant words. Con-
tinuing-

-shall have, exercise, and enjoy all
such powers, authorities, and immuni-
ties, and be liable to such duties and
responsibilities as any police officer
duly appointed now has by law;-

Mr. Brady: What clause is the Minister
reading?

Mr. COURT: That is section 74 of the
existing Act. When Royal Commissioner
Smith examined this position, in view of
the very unsatisfactory state of affairs in
the investigation branch, he drew attention
to the fact that this section was in the
Act and it was one of his recommenda-
tions, after considering the views of the
Commissioner of Railways and the Com-
missioner of Police, that there should be
training of selected officers and the selected
officers selected were the senior officers in
this particular section. That is sensible
because it is of no use appointing as a
special constable any one of the officers
who is acting in a junior capacity. The
commissioner appreciates that it involves
an important responsibility. It was obvi-
ously envisaged when the original Railways
Act was passed by Parliament.

It has always been accepted by suc-
cessive Governments over all of these years
and, in view of the unsatisfactory state of
affairs that was found to exist in the in-
vestigation branch, it is felt that special
constables should be appointed. The point
made by the member for Eyre is very per-
tinent; that is, that only men specially
trained for the work should be appointed
and an assurance is given that that will be
done.

Mr. Nulsen: And they should be specially
qualified.

Mr. COURT: Yes. At the present time,
the invitation issued by the Commissioner
of Police has been accepted and two men
are undergoing special training. They will
not be made special constables within the
railway system until they have completed
their course of training with the Police
Force. Mrt. O~rien (the Commissioner of
Police) made that offer and suggestion
which has been accepted. It is the Inten-
tion of the commission that only men who
have been trained by the Police Force will
be used as special constables within the
meaning of section 74. 3I think that is a
fair enough proposition, because it is
agreed that the men must have special
training.

As far as the amendment dealing with
men being under the influence of liquor or
drugs is concerned, I think members, on

reflection, will accept that it is necessary
to widen the present law. The point is:
When is a man drunk?

The member for Guild ford -Midland ex-
plained quite fairly that in his experience
some of these men-and we must expect
this with a force of 13,000 employees-do
get under the influence. It is very difficult
to pollee the present law. The railway-
men themselves, as has been emphasised
by the member for Guildford-Midland,
have no tolerance for men under the in-
fluence of liquor when on duty in railways,
because it is not only the public safety and
the good of the service that are involved,
but also the safety of the other members
of the service.

The reason for including the word
"drugs" is easily explained. Some em-
ployees who have been charged with being
under the influence of liquor have claimed
that they were not under the influence of
liquor at all, but were under the influence
of drugs. Of course we will always get
the fellow who will use the law to his own
advantage. I do not suppose we can blame
him when he is in a spot. Under the
present law he commits no offence if he is
under the influence of drugs. Railwaymen
are just as concerned about a man who
prejudices the safety system through drugs
as they are about the man who does it
through liquor; and so it is felt desirable
and necessary to include this provision.
The same problem arises in connection
with the Traffic Act.

Mr. Fletcher: The drugs would be hard
to define.

Mr. COURT: Not really. Being under
the influence of drugs Is an offence in
other legislation, such as the Traffic Act.

Mr. Fletcher: I mean, to distinguish
A.P.C.. for instance, from phenobarbital.

Mr. COURT: That is taking an extreme
case. if a man feels he Is being harshly
dealt 'with, he can resort to the appeal
system which, in the railways, is a very
effective one; and I do not think any rail-
wayman would deny that the appeal
system is effective. If aL man were receiving
medical treatment and were taking drugs
as a result, and if he were charged with
being under the influence of drugs, it
would be simple for him to demonstrate
his position to a sympathetic appeal
board-and it is a sympathetic appeal
board; I do not think any railwayman
would deny that.

Someone might ask, "How does this man
get suspended for being under the in-
fluence of liquor or drugs?" The position
is that if a man is, in the opinion of the
senior officer of the day, under the in-
fluence-or, to use the word in the Act,
"drunk"-action has to be taken; and
where it is possible and practicable to get
another officer of the service to collabor-
ate, that is done, because the officer con-
cerned has to live with these railwaymen.
The more senior men in the railways do
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not go around looking for trouble, since
they have to justify their actions. They
have to go before the appeal board, if nec-
essary, and give evidence. So they show
a great degree of restraint and responsi-
bility. There is a lot of camaraderie in
the :railway system.

The member for Eyre and the member
for Guildford-Midland can be assured that
these senior officers do not use this power
lightly. No-one likes using such power, but
there are times when they have to use it.
I am assured-and I firmly believe this to
be truco-that where a man is committing
a breach of the regulations, the officer who
has the responsibility of taking action to
suspend him from duty, seeks the collabor-
ation of another senior officer. Of course
there are occasions when only one man is
available to take action; and he has to
carry this rather grave responsibility.

Mr. Nulsen: I think we should be very
careful that no-one gets penialised unjustly
under this clause.

Mr. COURT: I can only repeat that
there is a well-established and elaborate
system of appeal, and any officer acting
under this legislation, either in its present
or in its amended form, knows that he has
to run the gauntlet of the appeal system.
For that reason, no-one exercises these
powers lightly or without a full under-
standing of their implications.

I consider that the proposition to en-
large the word "drunk" to the term "under
the influence of liquor or drugs" is a
reasonable request. The employee will be
adequately protected. Surely we should
not plead the case of a man who is under
the influence of liquor; we should only
ensure that he would receive a fair deal.

Mr. Hawke: How long- after the offence
will the appeal be heard?

Mr. COURT: I cannot say In point of
time. The longer the time, the more
favourable it is to the man charged. It
is a matter of obtaining supporting evi-
dence. After all, the appeal board cannot
sit while the man is drunk any mole than
the same thing can be done under the
Traffic Act, because probably by the next
day the person is sober again. We did not
have this outcry in respect of the Traffic
Act.

Here is a service which is very much
dependent on safety. If there is any
laxity in this system, the person concerned
can become much more dangerous than
a man In control of a car. The railway-
men have accepted the fact that liquor is
a very bad thing for the railway system.
The public would not favour any weakness
on the part of railway administration in
this regard. I am sure the ralwaymen
themselves will not advocate any weakness
on behalf of their workmates. All they
want is to ensure fair treatment for the
employee.

Mr. Hawke: Is there any system for a
practical test of a person charged?

Mr. COURT: A person charged under
this legislation can avail himself of the
same facility as is provided under the
Traffic Act. Under that Act he can re-
quest the attendance of a doctor, or that
a sobriety test be carried out. That is
entirely up to the individual. This is not
a thing which has just arisen in the rail-
ways. It is a matter which has been
dealt with by sound and mature experience
over a long period of years.

Mr. Nulsen: You will give us an assur-
ance that no-one under the influence of
liquor would be unjustly Punished, if he
had only one or two drinks?

Mr. COURT: I am certain of it. If a
person had one drink I could not imagine
the senior officer suspending him.

Mr. Tonkin: We had better have this
assurance in writing.

Mr. COURT: Let us not start that off
again and make a monkey out of this
provision in the Bill. We are dealing with
the Railways Act. The member for Eyre
is aware that every employee in the rail-
ways is adequately protected under the
appeal system. No railwayman will deny
that. One might find a disgruntled rail-
way employee here and there who claims
that he has not been fairly treated by
the appeal board.

The question of more than one form of
punishment which this Bill seeks to pro-
vide in certain cases is very important in
the interests of the employee. If the pre-
sent law prevails the Commissioner of
Railways will be forced into the position
of summarily dismissing an employee who
has committed a serious offence. The
commissioner has no alternative.

Surely it will be all to the good if we
can Provide some other machinery to deal
with a man who has committed a serious
offence or a complete breach of the under-
standing of the railwaymen themselves of
sound practices! Surely we should advo-
cate some system whereby such a person
can be punished, without having to be
summarily dismissed! This provision will
not weaken but strengthen the position
of the employee.

Mr. Brady: What has been the Practice
in the last 30 years?

Mr. COURT: The employee concerned
had either to be reinstated without any
Punishment, or summarily dismissed.

Mr. Brady: Would it not be punishment
if the employee were put back?

Mr. COURT: If an employee commits a
serious offence and endangers his work-
mates and the good name of the railway
system, putting him back without punish-
ment is not enough.

Mr. Brady: He will lose some wages. He
might lose £300 or £400 a year.

Mr. COURT: Not if he is put back with-
out penalty.
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Mr. Brady: He is reduced in grade and
he can be transferred to other depots.

-Mr. COURT: The honourable member
has misread the legislation.

Mr. Tonkin: Would he not be regressed?
Mr. COUIRT: If this amendment is

passed an employee of the railways can be
regressed and he can be transferred with-
out the payment of transfer expenses. In
the interests of the family of the employee,
such a Provision is infinitely better for
him than to be summarily dismissed. If
an employee had committed a serious
offence-sufficiently serious to warrant
these penalties-and the commissioner had
to decide on reinstatement without any
penalty, or summary dismissal, in all
probability the person would be summarily
dismissed.

Mr. Hawke: Under the present law he
can be regressed.

Mr. COURT: No.
Mr. Hawkce: I think he can be.
Mr. COURT: It is important that the

commissioner should have this power to
deal with the matter in accordance with
a reasonable assessment of the situation.

Mr. J. Hegney: The commissioner can
regress an employee. An engine driver can
be regressed to a fireman.

Mr. Hawke: Can they or can they not
be regressed?

Mr. COURT: Yes; they can.
Mr. Hawke: A moment ago you said

they could not be regressed.
Mr. COURT: Not in these circumstances.

We are dealing with a particular clause.
Mr. Hawke: We arc dealing with a par-

ticular section of the Act.
Mr. COURT: To be accurate, we are

dealing with a particular section which
is covered by a particular clause, if the
honourable member wants it that way. If
this provision is not passed, the c ommis-
sioner will be placed in the position of
dismissing the employee summarily-a
man who probably had many years of
service and then committed a serious of-
fence. The commissioner may not want to
dismiss him. The term "transferred with-
out expenses" has been inserted because
there is an anomaly, inasmuch as section 77
of the Act provides for appeals in respect
of transfers without expenses. That par-
ticular power has not been included in
this section of the principal Act. I strongly
commend to this H-ouse that the commis-
sioner should be given this power.

it will be noted that in reference to this
clause, the commissioner cannot impose a
fine when the man has been dealt with
under section 31 or section 32 of the Traffic
Act. 1919, because he may already have
been fined by the magistrate in respect
of the offence under the Traffic Act: but
the other penalties can prevail and the

employee can be dismissed, or reduced to
a lower class or grade, or transferred with-
out the payment of transfer expenses.

Let us examine that situation. The
member for Eyre put forward the proposal
that an employee having been dealt with
under the Traffic Act should not be dealt
with by the commissioner. If he had a
man in his employ driving a vehicle who
committed a serious offence under the
Traffic Act, would he continue to permit
that person to drive his motor vehicle? Of
course notr1

Mr. Nulsen: You said that no employee
should be punished twice for the one
offence.

Mr.' COURT: Except as provided in this
particular clause. I went to some pains
in the second reading speech-re alising
that the honourable member would be
reading my comments-to explain the exact
import of this particular clause. Whilst
we agree to the proposition that an em-
ployee should not be fined by the commis-
sioner after he has been fined by the magis-
trate, we have to allow the commissioner
some room to manoeuvre, when the em-
ployee is found guilty under the Traffic
Act, of a serious breach;, otherwise the
commissioner is possibly placed in the
position of having to permit him to re-
main in charge of a railway road vehicle.

Mr. Nulsen: The penalty would be much
more severe under the Railways Act than
under the Traffic Act.

Mr. COURT: The employee will not be
fined again under the Railways Act.

Mr. Nulsen: He could be regressed by
as much as £-150 a year.

Mr. COURT: Yes.
Mr. Nulsen: He could be transferred

without expenses.
Mr. COURT: That is true. Is that not

better than dismissing that employee sum-
marily? We have to make the choice be-
tween the two forms of punishment; to
put the commissioner in a position that
he has to dismiss the employee summarily
or reinstate him, under the provisions in
the Bill and invoke the two penalties re-
ferred to. We could have the silly situ a-
tion where an employee who had been
found guilty of a serious offence under the
Traffic Act coul1d return to his duties in
the railways and be permitted to carry on
his work; and yet, from the commonsense
point of view, he should be taken off that
work. He could be taken off it by being
dismissed. But he might be an employee
upon whom the department did not want
to impose the maximum punishment
through dismissal.

The member for Guildford-Midland said
that because the Act had been in existence
for 50 years it was good enough. The fact
that it has been in existence for 50 years
is a very good reason why it should be
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shaken up. Hec referred to special con-
stables, and I think I have covered that
aspect in my reply to the member for
Eyre.

I also referred to the method of arriving
at the new penalties in the Bill and the
relative values and the methods of fixing
the amounts in 1904. I think it should be
appreciated-and this point has direct re-
levancy to the question of the member for
Guildiord-Midland-that in imposing pen-
alties in a system like the W.A. Govern-
ment Railways, it is rather different from
a normal business. He referred to the fact
that Boans would niot have such penal-
ties. of course it would not. Boans can
discipline an employee in other ways. He
can, for instance, be demoted or sacked.
without the necessity for any law. The
employee has the protection of the Indus-
trial Arbitration Act. But there would
not be any system of fines in a case like
that. It is left to an arrangement between
master and servant. In a railway system,
where very many men are employed, it is
necessary to have a clearly defined basis
of discipline and of punishment.

Mr. Nulsen: Boans would have the same
number of employees in its establishment
as the railways.

Mr. COURT: Hardly, when the railway
system has. 13,000 men. Also, in the railway
system we have men in special categories;
and it is necessary to have a law which
covers the whole of the system.

The member for Guildford-Midland re-
ferred to the fact that in the fixing of
special freight rates the provision could be
somewhat abused by a particular contrac-
tor getting a better rate than somebody
who was not wide awake. That will not
happen. The railways will be out seeking
business.

If the department quoted a special rate
for the member for Eyre's electorate for
shipment of a particular mineral, anyone
else moving that mineral in the same quan-
titles and under similar conditions could
gladly have the same benefits. That would
be essential. If there were any abuse of
this privilege we would hear about it and
Parliament would know of it. We have to
provide this ability to enter into special
contracts if we want the railways to com-
pete with other comnmercial interests.

The penalty against non-payment for
tickets%-referred to by the member f or
Gulldford-Midland-ls not very severe.
The person we want to catch is the one
who has found a weakness in the law and
is exploiting it.

Mr. Brady: What about the innocent
person? I

Mr. COURT: We are not concerned with
the person who is prepared to pay for his
ticket, but is not able to do so.

Mr. Brady: What about the person who
falls to pay for his ticket?

Mr. COURT: The honourable member
has not read the amendment. It is not
only a matter of failing to pay but also
failing to tender. One is not expected to
chase after the commissioner at his home
and say, "Here is my fare." A similar
situation used to apply in Sydney. The
tramns there were so crowded that all fares
could not always be collected before per-
sons reached their destinations. If one
stood with the fare money in one's band
until the tram had gone, then it was con-
sidered that one had tendered his fare and
it was just too bad that the tram had gone
without it.

We have to move with the times. We
cannot carry on staffing railway stations
for a few people. The present system of
metropolitan passenger railway transport
is a great improvement so far as the travel-
ling public is concerned.

Mr. Tonkin: Those who cannot catch
trains when they want them do not think
SO.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.7 p.

Mr. COURT: I was dealing with the
question of penalties for people who try
to evade paying their fares under the new
system that operates in the metropolitan
railway passenger transport system.

Mr, Nulsen: What would be the posi-
tion if a person got on at an unattended
station, and his destination was 'an un-
attended station, and in the meantime he
did not have an opportunity of tendering
his fare?

Mr. COURT, He would be in the clear.
First of all, there would be no-one there-

Mr. Nulsen: But suppose he was picked
UP.

Mr. COURT; If he refuses to pay his
fare, or he fails to tender his fare, surely
he mIust be guilty of an offence!I

Mr. Nulsen: But he would not have
refused to pay it. He probably would have
been willing to pay it but had nobody to
pay it to. What would happen if he were
picked up before he had an opportunity
to pay it?

Mr. COURT: He would not have com-
mitted an offence. The provision In the
Act not only refers to failing to Pay a
fare, but it also refers to failing to tender
a fare. It is as simple as that. If no-
one is there to take a person's fare, he
cannot pay it. In the case quoted by the
honourable member no offence would have
been committed because he would not
have had an opportunity to tender his
fare, and would therefore be completely
in the clear. Even had he wanted to pay
it in that instance, there would have been
no-one to whom he could give it.

With the Sydney trains a few years ago
I know it used to be a common practice
for a person to be unable to pay his fare.
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The people were as thick as fles all over
the trains, and the conductors were so busy
that on occasions it was impossible to pay
the fare. If a Person had his fare, and
was prepared to pay it, and if the tramn-
ways people were so busy that they could
not take it fromi him it would not be
his fault. The same position would apply in
the case of the railways. But, un-fortu-
nately, tha;ra are s,5me people who are
using the present system deliberately to
evade their responsibilities. Surely no-one
would want to condone such a practice.

It is significant that in other States
unions have complained that the various
authorities were not enforcing the collec-
tion of their fares with sufficient vigour,
thereby losing some of their revenue which,
as a result, showed that particular public
utility in a worse light than it need be
shown. I think the provision is only
making the Act conform to present-day
practices as compared with the time when
the railways had an entirely different
significance in suburban life. In those
days they were the only means of public
transport and we could afford to have
people manning all the stations all the
time. Today we cannot afford to do that.
If we do not streamline we must accept
the inevitable-that we will not be able
to afford to operate the metropolitan rail-
way passenger service.

Mr. glay: It is not that bad, is it?
Mr. Nimmo: Yes.

Mr. COURT: it is very acute. It loses
a lot of money and we have taken action
to reduce that amount of money.

Mr. Janmieson: This mainly occurs on
the Whitford Beach line, does it, judging
from what the member for Wembley
Beaches said?

Mr. COUTRT: I am afraid we will have
to forgo all the fares on that line, at
least for the moment.

Mr, Nulsen: I agree that those who
can pay their fares and who do not should
be penalised; but on the other hand I am
sorry for a person who is penalised when
he has not had the opportunity to pay his
f are.

Mr. COURT: He will not be penalised.
He cannot be penalised because he has not
committed any offence. It is only in the
case where a person fails to pay, or falls
to tender, that action will be taken. If
a person is prepared and willing to pay,
and is not given the facilities to pay.
obviously he has not committed any of-
fence. That sort of thing will happen;
but we have to weigh up between the cost
of getting the job done to the nth degree
as against the potential revenue we might
collect;, and very often one has to put -a
blind eye to these cases where the revenue
collected does not make it worthwhile
employing any further staff. As a matter

of common-sense it is intended to give
necessary authority to the commission to
take some steps to discourage those who
want to find a loophole in the law.

Mi'. Nulsen: It is to catch up with the
deliberate evader?

Mr. COURT: Yes. The member for
Guildford-Midland is also concerned about
the clause which gives the commissioner
better facilites for dealing with disciplin-
ary oases. I think he overlooked two
things; firstly, that there has always been
a degree of responsibility in the railway
system in the imposing of penalties; and,
secondly, that the employees have a very
comprehensive and satisfactory system of
appeal.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr. Rob-

erts) in the Chair; Mr. Court (Minister
for Railways) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2 put and passed.

Clause S--Section 23 amended:

Mr. BRADY; Could the Minister tell
me what powers this will give officers over
and above those which they have possessed
for the last 30 or 40 years?

Mr. COURT: The matter is best sum-
marised in the report of the magistrate
who considered the special investigations
branch. He made special reference to the
fact that there has not been proper train-
ing of some officers of this branch, and
that they were unable to carry out their
duties. Members know the unsatisfactory
state of affairs that existed in this section.
Reforms have taken place.

One of the recommendations was that
officers of this section should be trained
by the Police Commissioner in police work.
At present the officers in the special in-
vestigation section have not the powers of
police constables, and it is considered that,
to enable them to do their work more
effectively, senior officers should have that
power. It is not proposed to make all
officers of the section special constables.
but only those who have special training.

Perhaps if I read the appropriate part
from the report that prompted the comn-
missioner's recommendation it will explain
the position. It is as follows-

Another suggestion made, was that
a special C.L.B. officer should be per-
manently attached to the section. The
Commissioner of Police is not in
favour of this and it certainly has its
difficulties. If any such officer were
appointed, he would have to be paid
by the W.A.G.R., and the Commis-
sioner of Police would have to look
around for another capable officer to
take his place.
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- The Commissioner of Police rightly
Points out that the CJI.B. is on call at
any time and has always co-operated
to the full, in the past and this is very
true.

In discussion with the Commnis-
sioner, he has agreed to take any
nominated W.A.G.R. officer and give

* him the basic police training in a pro-
per police school. In addition, he has
offered to take any nominated officer
and attach him for experience to the
G.B.

I strongly recommend that consid-
eration be given to the acceptance of
the offer. At the present time, all the
Investigation Officers have come from
positions in the railway which hardly
fit them for police and administrative
work. Bearing this in mind, most of
them have done a particularly good
job.

Selected officers are undergoing a special
six months' course, after which they will
be created special constables under the
Government Railways Act. This provision
is to make the position more efficient. It
is only because the weakness of the sec-
tion has been exposed that it is proposed
to take this action.

Mr. BRADY: I still feel the clause is
unnecesary. I know that the officers of
the Police Department and of the Rail-
ways Department now acting in civilian
uniform have been doing a job equal to
anything that can be done by the C.I.B.
The railwaymen will resent this provision.
I would point out that it is only because
of the diligence of the railway investiga-
tors that Mr. Smith was found a job as
Royal Commissioner. The police should
be allowed to do their work, and the rail-
way investigators theirs.

We have a Police Force over 1,000
strong, and the community is taxed quite
enough already to maintain that force.
There are many men in the Police Depart-
ment who have had railway experience,
and who could be seconded to this work,
without special constables being appointed.
If we accept this provision for the rail-
ways, other Government departments wlU
want to follow suit. I oppose the clause-

Mr. COURT: The remarks of the hon-
curable member are quite exasperating. I
do not wish to become involved in this
matter, which is really not contentious. If
this service was so efficient, why was it
that the previous Government wanted a
Royal Commission to investigate the posi-
tion? We all know it was in an awful
mess, and it is part of the cleaning-up
campaign to have men properly trained
and appointed under the provisions of the
Act.

Under the Act special constables are em-
powered to act only within the limits of
the Government railways. We are appoint-
ing two specially-trained men, not a
battalion of police. The job they will do

11071

is just as important to the men in the
railway system as it is to the people who
own the railway system. I think the
special investigation section of the rail-
ways will be the better for this provision.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 4 to 10 Put and passed.
Clause 11-Section 46 amended:

Mr. BRADY: I would refer the Minister
to the wording of proposed new paragraph
(6). In my electorate there is a station
called Success Hill at which a number of
people entrain. They then proceed to
Bassendean where quite a crowd of people
are generally waiting for the train. The
next station is Ashfield, where there Is no
attendant station officer. The man issuing
tickets from Bassendean is quite busy. If
anybody leaves the train at Ashfleld with-
out paying, can the Minister assure me he
will not be prosecuted under this clause?

Mr. COURT: I cannot answer that cate-
gorically, because the circumstances will
affect the case. I1 am sure if he were
punished unfairly the member for Guild-
ford-Midland would represent the matter
to me with the same vigour that he dis-
played to secure the opening of the Suc-
cess Hill Station. The paragraph in ques-
tion does not only say "without paying
the fare." It would be unfair to expect
a man to walk a mile to pay a railwayman
his fare. If a person tenders the fare-
and it can be done in a hundred different
ways--that person complies with the law.

Mr. Tonkin: You have said you cannot
tender unless there is somebody there to
receive it.

Mr. COURT: one could be willing to
tender one's fare.

Mr. Tonkin: That is a different matter.
Mr. COURT: A man could not be prose-

cuted if there were no officer there to take
the fare. This prevails all over Australia.
I can assure the honourable member the
railway officials will not go rushing to the
home of the person who has not paid his
fare and say, " You did not pay your fare
on the 8.45." This is to control those
people who deliberately evade their legal
responsibilities, not only to this service, but
to the community generally.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 12 put and pass ed.
Clause 13-Section 51 amended:

Mr. BRADY: The Minister wishes to
substitute for the word "drunk" in section
51 of the Act the wards, "or under the
influence of intoxicating liquor or of any
drug." I hope the Minister will not Per-
sist with this amendment. If a man Is
drunk he should be penalised, even to the
extent of being dismissed; but it is stretch-
ing it too far to include the provision of
being under the influence of intoxicating
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liquor or drugs. It is surprising to see the
number of People who, because of the
tempo of modern life, are obliged to take
various kinds of tablets and drugs. Only
the other day I interviewed a painter who
had beside him two Pills which he proposed
to take with his morning tea to keep him
going throughout the day. I feel the
Minister could well leave this section as
it is. The position is well provided for
with the word "drunk", and I hope the
Minister wilt not insist on this amend-
ment.

Mr. COURT: These words are very im-
portant in the interests of the system. I
repeat the question I asked during the
second reading: When is a man drunk?
Is it when he falls over flat on his face,
or when he gets abusive and starts to
talk too much and gets rude to the cus-
tomers of the railways? What is the point?
Some people say a man is drunk when he
starts to get coarse, rude, and insulting,
although he may be still reasonably coms-
par. Other people do not think a man is
drunk until he is cold on the floor.

There has to be some reasonableness in
the interpretation of this clause; and I
can assure members that the commissioner
would not have asked for this provision
without good reason, and had there not
been those who would try to take ad-
vantage of a technicality. There is no
danger to an employee, because he has
a right of appeal. Any person who
charges another with being under the in-
fluence of liquor or drugs must accept a
grave responsibility. It is no good doing
it on suspicion; he will have to prove his
case before an appeal board. The odds
would be in favour of the employee un-
less the officer concerned had good evi-
dence to demonstrate.

We have this provision under the Traf-
fic Act, and it has not raised any serious
difficulty. People try to get around the
Traffic Act, but I do not think any of us
wants that provision to be taken out of
that Act, because drunkenness is a grave
danger to the community. Under a sys-
tern such as that of the railways, where
safety in operation and co-ordiniated team.
work is so important, there should be pro-
vision, in the interests of the system and
in the interests of other employees, for a
man to be dealt with if be is under the
influence of liquor or drugs.

Mr. NtJLSEN:, I agree with the Minis-
ter to a very great extent. Under the
Traffic Act the penalty is not as severe as
it would be under the Government Rail-
ways Act. Under that Act the man could
be degraded or transfered to another part
of the State; and this might cost him
anything from £100 to £1,000 per year.
Therefore we should be very careful in
what we do. I am a great believer In the
safety of the railway system, and I do
not think anybody should be allowed to
continue in his employment if he is drunk.
It is the degree of intoxication that is

worrying me. At one time I was drink-
ing in the Palace Hotel with my brother-
in-law; and after one or two drinks I was
told by the barmaid that I could not have
any more as I was under the influence of
liquor. After this Mr. Glowry came into
the hotel and I asked him whether he
considered I was under the influence of
the liquor; and he said, "What on earth
are you talking about!" After that. I was
served with more drinks. I give this il-
lustration to show how easily a misunder-
standing can arise in this connection. I
was accused wrongly, and that could easily
happen in the railways.

Mr. H AWKE: It has become clear that
this amendment is being sought because
of the difficulty of deciding when a per-
son is drunk. I think we all know how
intoxicating liquor has varying degrees of
influence upon different individuals, whe-
ther they work in the railways or outside
of the railways. It might be that it would
be far easier to prove a person was under
the influence of intoxicating liquor or of a
drug as against proving that that person
was drunk. It is not difficult to see that
some degree of injustice could arise under
this amendment.

The Minister has told us that any case
of injustice would be righted by the appeal
board on appeal. However, I am not able
to agree with that. I think persons ap-
pealing in connection with this sort of
trouble would have far less chance of win-
ning an appeal than would be the situa-
tion if they were appealing in connection
with some other alleged offence. Being
under the influence is a happening for a
very short period. It is also a matter of
opinion-or perhaps, to some extent, judg-
ment-as to whether a person is under the
influence of liquor or under the influence
of a drug; and one would require to be
quite well experienced in this sort of thing
to be reasonably sure that a person was
under the influence of one or the other
of the two commodities mentioned in the
Bill.

I agree that the Railways Department
is no Place for the employment of any
person who would take liquor or drugs to
an extent which could, even in the small-
est degree, endanger the safety of rail-
way operations, because when those
operations are endangered the lives of rail-
waymen are in jeopardy; and it could
easily be that the lives of some members
of the public would also be in danger.
When the Minister was speaking previously
I asked him whether a person alleged to
be under the influence of liquor or of any
drug would have the opportunity of ob-
taining a test relative to his condition.
The Minister said such a test would be
available.

I take it for granted the minister mecant
that any person accused by an officer of
being under the Influence of liquor or a
drug would have the right immnediately to
request to be examined by a doctor or
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by some expert authority. Unless the test
can take Place almost immediately or fairly
soon after the accusation is made, then
it is not to be of the value which it should
be to both the officer concerned and the
employee. I am afraid that unless these
tests are to be allowed, then the avail-
ability of an appeal would not be of much
value. No appeal could take place for
many days after the event, and probably
for some weeks afterwards. By that time
it would be, in almost every instance, one
man's word against that of another. In
appeals of this kind the word of the
superior officer concerned is mostly
accepted.

The appeal board is made up of a chair-
man, who is independent of the railways,
a representative of the commissioner, and
a representative of the employees. In the
circumstances it would be very difficult
indeed for an employee to prove he was
not under the influence, seeing that the
appeal would not be heard for 14 days
afterwards or for, say, five weeks after-
wards.

So I would require from the Minister
in this matter a clear-cut assurance that
any employee accused by a superior officer
of being under the influence of liquor or
a drug would have the right to request
an examination by a medical authority,
or some other expert authority; and also
when such request was made by an em-
ployee, it would, without any question or
argument, be granted.

Mr. COURT: First of all, dealing with
the comments of the member for Eyre,
I think that we all have to accept the
fact that the final protection for the em-
ployees in this system is through the
appeal board. The men who would be
taking action in respect of another's con-
dition would be fellow-employees. in the
system, and they would not act lightly,
because they have to work with each other.
After all, the railways is their life and
career. Just as a person in the Army
has a reputation for being fair and just
in his dealings, and is someone who can
be trusted, so a person working in a system
like the railway system will have a reputa-
tion for being reliable and decent in his
dealings. That will be a very great
deterrent.

However, behind all this is the appeal
system, and the person who actually takes
action has to be prepared to go before
the appeal board and give evidence. Hie
cannot stand idly by without justifying
his action. Therefore, on those two
grounds alone, I think the employee is
well protected.

Dealing with the point raised by the
Leader of the Opposition, I took action
to check with the Railway Department's
industrial officer in order to ascertain first-
hand information as to how this is handled
in practice. He, of course, pointed out
that the railway system is different from

other transport systems because there are.
for instance, many places where a doctor
would not be available on the spot. But
he informed me that the practice adopted
is as follows-

In so far as this department is con-
cerned, the usual practice is that an
officer or, where possible, more than
one, makes similar types of tests-

and I will refer to those tests in a6
moment--

-in an effort to decide the sobriety
of the person concerned, and then if
it is considered he is incapable of
performing his duties, suitable action
is taken.

He would either be suspended or, if he
took no notice of the crder, have to he
physically removed from the railway sys-
temn in order that he would do no harm
to himself or others. The types of tests
to which the officer was referring are as
follows:-

When a person is considered to be
under the influence of intoxicating
liquor or drugs while in charge of a
road vehicle-

and this is referring now to the Traffic
Act-

-he is put under the usual sobriety
tests of testing his steadiness on his
feet, smelling the breath, testing any
hesitancy in speech and by his general
appearance and demeanour. If the
person concerned desires a medical
test there is provision that he can
have one.

The industrial officer assures me that so
far as it is practicable the employee is
giveni the same right to endeavour to prove
his sobriety at the time if, of course, this
is possible. For instance, aL medical officer
cannot be consulted if there is not one
within miles, that situation being not 'un-
common.

However, I still feel that because of the
experience of the appeal board in dealing
with these cases over very many years, the
employee who has been wrongfully accused
of being under the influence of liquor or
drugs has ample opportunity to defend
himself, because the person who took the
action has to prove guilt and demonstrate
why lie took the action.

Might I respectfully invite the attention
of the Committee to the other point that
the situation does not appear to have been
terribly difficult over the years in respect
of the word "drunk" already in the Act.
Action has been taken from time to time:
and, of course, it is open to grave argu-
ment as to whether or not a man is drunk.

Mr. Hawke: I think the Minister will
agree that the proposed amendment widens
the field considerably.

Mr. COURT: It does; and so it should,
because safety in the railway system Is an
entirely different factor from safety on
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the road, because if a man incapable of
driving properly on the road runs into a
tree, a pole, or even another car, the
accident is isolated to that particular group
of people. Although it is bad, it is not
as bad as what would happen in a similar
disaster involving a train full of passengers.

Members will find that the railway em-
ployees themselves feel very strongly on
this matter of liquor in the system. They
will admit, as was stated by the member
for Guildford-Midland, that there are some
who occasionally violate the rules, Only
recently action had to be taken against an
employee on one of our main passenger
trains. It was a most unfortunate case;
but it was so serious that the man's fellow
employees had no sympathy because he
was letting them down in full view of the
passengers on the very important train
concerned.

Mr. Nulsen: If the offender has the
right to call in a medical officer, does that
mean he would be entitled to a blood test?

Mr. COURT: I think so; although that
is not specifically stated. It must be
realised that the appeal board will take
a very practical approach to these matters,
not only as far as the letter of the law
is concerned. After all, there has been no
outcry about the decisions under the appeal
system. We would have heard of it during
the lifetime of successive governments if
it were not working out well in practice,
but I believe it is working out very well.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 14-Section 73 amended:

Mr. HAWIKE: The Minister told us, when
speaking in favour of the amendments in
this clause, that they were necessary be-
cause, under the existing law, the commis-
sioner has no alternative to reinstatement
but the one of dismissal. When I stated
by interjection that the commissioner did
have alternatives, the Minister went on
to say that he did not have alternatives in
connection with the section of the Act
which this clause proposes to amend, this
being section 73. This section reads-

The Commissioner may appoint,
suspend, dismiss, fine, or reduce toa
lower class or grade....

Further on in the section is the provision
that the commissioner shall not impose
any fine where an officer or servant has
been punished under section 31 or section
32 of the Traffic Act, and it is provided
also that the commissioner shall not in-
flict more than one form of punishment
for the same offence. It appears to me,
upon reading that section, that the com-
missioner has more than one alternative
to reinstatement. He certainly has the
alternative of dismissal and also that of
reducing the officer to a lower class or
grade.

The only alternative punishment which
this clause seems to propose is for a
transfer of the officer or employee con-
cerned without payment of transfer ex-
penses. Under the Act at present the com-
missioner presumably has the right to
transfer an officer but without payment of
expenses.

Mr. Court: That is in the ordinary
course of his duties.

Mr. HAWKE: Yes. He would have
that right whether a person had commit-
ted an offence or otherwise. Therefore the
commissioner has an alternative to rein-
statement. The alternative of fining the
employee concerned is not available when
that person has been convicted of reckless
or drunken driving under the Traffic Act.
I have been wondering how that portion of
section 73 was ever inserted.

Mr. Court: The railwaymen explained
that it was inserted by Parliament with-
out the advice of the Railways Depart-
ment first having been sought.

Mr. HAWKE: I am inclined to think
that is so, because it does not seem to
make much sense, Why a person employed
in the Railways Department, who is con-
victed under section 31 or section 32 of
the Traffic Act, should be subject to the
alternative punishment provided in sec-
tion 33 of the Railways Act, I do not pro-
fess to understand. Why any mention at
all is made of conviction under the Traffic
Act I do not understand either. Why
single out the Traffic Act? Therefore I
am wondering why the Minister and the
Government, when deciding to amend the
section, did not knock out that existing
proviso, as that would have been a sensible
approach.

Mr. Watts: I think the reason for the
reference to the Traffic Act in this Bill is
the fact that in that time the City of
Perth trains were under the control of
the Railways Department, and it was pos-
sible, therefore, for a tram driver to be
convicted under the Traffic Act and also
to be fined by the commissioner.

Mr. Court: There is another reason
also.

Mr. H1AWEE: That might have been
so to some extent, but the proviso in the
Act would not have restricted the situa-
tion to tram drivers. It would have
covered any railway employee.

Mr. Court: Also aL lot of raliwaymen
today drive road vehicles. I can explain
the situation because I, too, was concerned
about it; but I have ascertained that there
was a very good reason for the proviso.

Mr. HAWKE: But the proviso was
placed in the Bill before the Railways De-
partment commenced using road vehicles.

Mr. Court: No: it was put in by Parlia-
ment in 1948 without any consultation
having been made with the Railway De-
partment and its insertion has produced
an anomaly.
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Mr. HAWKE: I think it has, too.
Mr. Court: Not in respect of the Traffic

Act but in respect of another matter.
Mr. HAWKE: Yes. But any railway

employee convicted under sections 31 or
32 of the Traffic Act would come under
this Proviso; and it would not matter
whether he had been driving a railway
road omnibus, or whether he was a con-
ductor on such a bus. He could be a
fettler, an engine driver, guard, or any-
thing in the Railway Department, and if
he were convicted under either one of
those two sections of the Traffic Act, the
alternative punishment of the Railways
Commission inflicting a fine would auto-
matically disappear; and the alternatives
still available to the commissioner would
be those of suspension, dismissal, reduc-
tion to a lower class or grade, or transfer;
and that would be a transfer with ex-
penses, I should imagine.

Coming back more specifically to the
clause, I would say that on my reading
of it and of the section, the commissioner
now has more than two alternatives, de-
spite what the Minister said earlier. I
think the commissioner has four alter-
natives, apart from suspension. He may
dismiss; he may reduce to a lower class
or grade; he may transfer under the gen-
eral powers of the Act, and pay the ex-
penses of the transfer; or he may, except
in connection with convictions under sec-
tions 31 or 32 of the Traffic Act, fine the
employee.

As far as I am able to see, the only
additional alternative punishment which
this Bill aims to provide is that of trans-
fer without payment of transfer expenses.
Whether all this clause is justified in order
to put that additional alternative into the
Act is open to question. I hardly think
it is worth the effort.

These alternative forms of punishment
could be very severe, as mentioned by the
member for Eyre. They could quite easily
amount to hundreds of pounds in a year.
If the punishment-whichever form of
punishment was chosen by the commis-
sioner-were to be continued for a number
of years, then in a financial sense, if in
no other, it would be exceptionally severe.

I suppose the employee would always
have the consolation, if we can call It that.
of knowing that should he consider the
punishment too severe, he could leave.
However, most Persons who join the rail-
ways do so with the idea of making the
railway service their life's employment.

Mr. O'Connor: Don't you think it is
equally severe as it applies in the
T'raffic Act?

Mr. HAWKE: This is much more severe
than the Traffic Act Penalties.

Mr. O',Connor: what about the truck
driver?

Mr. HAWKE: What about him?

Mr. O'Connor: Well, what if he were
caught under the influence?

Mr. HAWKE: What about him?
Mr. O'Connor: He could be put out of

work completely.
Mr. Court: He could lose his license and

his job.
Mr. H{AWKE: Yes.
Mr. Court: That would be severe.
Mr. HAWKCE: It would, where it hap-

pened. But the power of dismissal oper-
ates here.

Mr. O'Connor: A truck driver would be
automatically dismissed.

Mr. HAWKE: Why?
Mr. O'Connor: His license would be sus-

pended automatically.
Mr. HAWKE: Not for a first offence.
Mr. Watts: Yes.
Mr. Bovell: It is three months for the

first offence.
Mr. Fletcher: You can get a restricted

license.
Mr. O'Connor: You may.
Mr. HAWKE: The railway employee gets

a double Penalty, because he gets whatever
penalty the Traffic Court imposes; and
then he can get quite a number of these
others. The Minister told us that the
commissioner would not be able to impose
more than one form of punishment for
the same offence. As I read the clause, he
would be able to impose more than one
form of punishment.

Mr. Court: I said, as provided in the
clause.

Mr. HAWKCE: I think, that was a late
afterthought.

Mr. Court: No.
Mr. HAWKE: The clause goes on to state

that in any case where the commissioner
considers the circumstances warrant, he
may, by way of punishment for an act or
omission, reduce an officer or servant to
a lower class or grade. That is one Pun-
ishmnent. The commissioner may also
transfer him to some other place; and that
is another form of punishment. He maLy
transfer the employee without payment of
any transfer expenses, which is a third
form of punishment.

Mr. Court: You do not call a normal
service transfer a punishment.

Mr. HAWKE: But it would not be a
normal transfer: it would be an abnormal
one.

Mr. Court: You are reading a punish-
ment that is not there. If he is trans-
ferred without expenses, that is a punish-
ment; but if he is transferred in the
ordinary course of his duties, that is not
a punishment.
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Mr. HAWKE: I am not saying he is
being transferred in the ordinary course
of his duties.

Mr. Court: You are saying that heis
being transferred by way of punishment.

Mr. HAWKE: Yes. The provision
state--

The CHAIRlMANq (Mr. Roberts): Order!
the honourable member's time has expired.

Mr. Hawke: Already?
Mr. COURT: Perhaps if I start at the

beginning of the clause I could clarify it.
I set out in my second reading speech to
make this clause doubly clear, but appar-
ently I did not succeed.

Mr. Hawke: You did not make it -singly
clear.

Mr. COURT: I will try to do so no w.
There is an anomaly between this provision
and section 77. Section 77 describes the
matters in respect of which there may be
an appeal; and section 77 (5) provides
for an appeal in respect of an employee
transferred by way of punishment involv-
ing loss of transfer expenses. I think 'we
can leave out the transfer in the normal
course of duty, because that is not a pun-
ishmnent.

When section 73 was drafted in 1948.
apparently an amendment was included
without reference to the Railways Depart-
ment so that the department 'was not
given an opportunity to pick up an anomaly
which was created. Section 73 does not
Provide for one of the punishments to be
a transfer without payment of transfer ex-
penses. This is being incorporated in the
redrafted clauses and is to be found on
Page 4 of the Bill in lines 33 and 34. That
is why these words have been added to the
clause. The amended section will then con-
tain a provision' which will permit of a
punishment being a transfer without pay-
ment of transfer expenses. This will bring
section 73 into line with section 77; because
it was always intended that one of the
forms of punishment would be a transfer
without payment of transfer expenses.
That is an established farm of penalty.

On top of that, we have this other pro-
viso incorporated in the original section
73; it was incorporated in 1948. and it re-
fers to the Traffic Act. At first blush it
might appear to be irrelevant to refer to
the Traffic Act, but it is not, because many
men within the railway service actually
drive railway road buses, railway road
trucks, and vehicles of other types.

If we do not allow this section to operate,
,the commissioner wil be in a most ex-
traordinary position, because a man could
commit a very serious offence under sec-
tions 31 or 32 of the Traffic Act, but could
then go back to the railway service. But
he would be about the last Person one
would 'want driving a railway road bus.
Under the law as it is now, the commis-
sioner has the choice of reducing that

man's classification or dismissing him.
There is no in-between punishment. There
are instances when we do not want to dis-
miss a man, but rather to give him a
chance to have a job. Therefore, para-
graph (b) is inc.orporated in the Bill to
provide that where the commissioner con-
siders the circumstances warrant it, he
may by way of punishment for an act or
omission, reduce an officer or servant to a
lower class or grade; and he may also
transfer him without payment of trans-
fer expenses.

The Bill provides that in these circum-
stances-that is, where the commissioner
considers the circumstances warrant-
there can be regression and transfer with-
out payment of expenses. This provision
has been included to give the commissioner
some alternative to sacking a man who
might otherwise have to be sacked. The
clause goes on to say-

But except as provided in this sub-
section the Commission shall not in-
flict on any officer or servant more
than one form of punishment for the
same offence.

The reason why the commissioner cannot
fine for offences under the Traffic Act is
obvious: it is because the men would
already have been fined by the court, and
it is not desired to inflict another fine
within the railway system.

it is obvious that if a man has com-
mitted a serious breach of the Traffic Act,
and he happens to be a railway officer In
charge of a road vehicle, we do not want
him to be driving road vehicles; particu-
larly if he is a bus driver. It is desirable.
therefore, to give the commissioner this
extra bit of room in which to manoeuvre
so that in special circumstances he may
impose this joint penalty of regression and
transfer without the payment of transfer
expenses: bearing in mind that at all times
the employee has the right of appeal.

It would be only in extreme cases that
the commissioner would want to use this
power included in paragrapb (b). I would
go so far as to say that if paragraph (b)
is not incorporated, it could mean men
being dismissed from the service and prob-
ably finding themselves in an impossible
position; whereas under this provision
they could at least have a job retained for
them in the service. For that reason I
commend this provision to the Committee.

Mr. HAWKE, The Minister changed his
ground somewhat during the discussion
on this clause and the section which it
proposes to amend. Earlier on, he empha-
sised more than once that section 73 gave
to the commissioner only the power to
dismiss or, alternatively, to reinstate.
Obviously, section 73, as it is now in the
Act, gives the commissioner more alterna-
tives than that. It gives him the clearcut
alternative of reducing to a lower class or
grade, in addition to the power to dismiss
or to reinstate.
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The only justification the Minister seems
to have been able to put before us is that
by providing for a double penalty to be
imposed by the commissioner upon the
employee, some person who might other-
wise be dismissed would be kept In the
service. That is pretty weak justification
for this amendment.

Mr. Court: No it isn't.
Mr. HAWKE: I think it is.
Mr. Court: I think it is complete justifi-

cation on its own. It is a humane provision.
Mr. HAWKE: I do not think it is.
Mr. Court: Would you rather the man

be dismissed? Surely not!
Mr. HAWKE: That is quite a silly

question, and it shows that the Minister Is
becoming a bit unsettled.

Mr. Court: Do not come at that non-
sense! That is just a technique of yours
which you come at, but it deceives nobody.

Mr. HAWKE: The Minister's question is
quite silly and there is no justification for
it. He knows as well as anybody knows
that I would not wish the person to be
dismissed. I should think, if anyone
would prefer him to be dismissed, between
the two of us, it would be the Minister.

Mr. Court: I do not think so. It does
not seem like that according to your atti-
tude to this amendment.

Mr. HAWKE: it is unfortunate, Mr.
Chairman, that when one disagrees with
the Minister on any question he begins to
get sore or even savage. However, that is
O.K. by me. I am standing my ground and
hope to complete what I have to say during
this run before you call time on me. As I
pointed out, section 73 provides that the
commissioner may dismiss or may reduce
to a lower class or grade or he may fine,-
except when the offence is one committed
under section 41 or section 43 of the Traffic
Act-or be may transfer. That is not
provided in section 73, but it is provided in
the general sections of the Act. So the
commissioner today has quite a variety of
alternatives.

Mr. Court: If he transfers him in the
ordinary course of service, that is not
punishment.

Mr. HAWKE: The Minister seems to be
incapable of comprehending the point that
transfer by way of punishment under this
section would not be a transfer in the
normal way of service. It would be an
abnormal transfer brought about by
unusual circumstances. Paragraph (b) at
the top of page 5 of the Bill, gives the
commissioner the right to reduce an em-
ployee, who is in this situation, to a lower
class or grade in the service, and also to
transfer him anywhere in the service; and
also, In addition, to transfer him without
any payment of transfer expenses.

The Minister tries to tell us that the
Power in section 73. to reduce a person a
class or a grade, and the general power

in the Act to transfer him would not
represent two punishments. I say it would.
In the event of the commissioner reducing
or regrading an employee a class or a grade,
clearly the commissioner would, if he then
decided to transfer that person, be trans-
ferring him to his detriment and not for
his benefit or advantage. In that situation
a transfer would be an additional punish-
ment. The only transfer which would not
be an additional punishment would be
brought about by way of promotion, I
should think; or, in the ordinary course of
events, where a person was transferred
from Laverton, say, to Cotteslee, especially
about this time of the year.

I think the present Act is adequate.
Nobody would ever convince me that the
commissioner would ever dismiss a man
who was in trouble on the ground that
there was not sufficient manoeuvrability
in the present section 73 to punish the man,
because in nine cases out of 10-if not 99
cases out of 100-the commissioner, under
the existing law, in those circumstances,
has the right to dismiss, to fine, to reduce
to a lower class or grade and, in the normal
way, if he wishes to do it, to transfer him.
Whether he would have to pay transfer ex-
penses under the general provisions in a
situation like this, I would not know, but
whether he would or would not, hardlY
matters.

The fact that the commissioner had im-
posed one of these alternative punishments
would be quite severe and obviously the
commissioner would choose the form of
punishment best fitted to the occasion. If
the commissioner considered the offence
serious enough, he would dismiss the per-
son. If he did not consider the offence
serious enough to warrant dismissal, he
would fine the officer if he thought that
was the appropriate punishment. If
neither of those alternatives were accept-
able to the commissioner, he would reduce
the employee to a lower class or grade, and
apparently there is no limit to thea down-
grading which the commissioner could im-
pose. In other words, he would not be re-
stricted to down-grading an employee one
class, he could down-grade him any num-
ber of classes that he thought justifiable
in the circumstances.

So I think the commissioner has plenty
of manoeuvrability in those circumstances
and I do not see any justification to give
him the right to impose three penalties
on the same person for the one offence.

Mr. COURT: I do not want to labour this
point, but I think the Leader of the Op-
position is reading something into the
clause beyond the conception of the amend-
ment. He is placing the commissioner in
the position that the commissioner has to
go from point A to point C without having
the right to go through Paint R which
could be better for the employee. Even if
it Is a serious offence under the Traffic Act,
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the commissioner cannot fine. The refer-
ence to an ordinary transfer is not rele-
vant in this ease because the Act is very
specific in respect of that and the appeal
board, for instance, deals with cases of
transfer as a Punishment when it is a
transfer without payment of expenses. So
we have to rule out transfer in the ordi-
nary course of service.

Therefore we will turn to the remaining
provisions that are proposed; that is, re-
duce to a lower class or grade; dismiss: or
transfer without payment of transfer ex-
penses. He cannot combine regression
and dismissal. That is certain; because
once a man is dismissed the matter is
finished.

Mr. Hawke: Really?
Mr. COURT: I am just trying to explain

the position. I have been fairly patient
with the Leader of the Opposition. There
are circumstances when regression alone
would not be sufficient or practical. Some
difficulty is often experienced in trying to
Place within the service men of different
classifications particularly as the ser-
vice becomes more modern in its technical
equipment and there are employed more
men of specialised capacity. A combina-
tion of regression and a transfer without
payment of expenses could be all that is
necessary to enable the commissioner to
keep such men gainfully employed.

I submit to the Committee that it is very
desirable that the power be granted because
I repeat-and I have said it so often and
it is so well known-that employees have a
very well-established and practical system
of appeal.

Mr. HAWKE: The Minister suggested
that I had tried to read something into the
clause which is not there. I have read
the clause, particularly the appropriate
Part of it, and I will read it again.

Mr. Court: You keep on reading into it
a transfer as being punishment in the ordi-
nary course of duty.

Mr. HAWKE: No; I do not. Paragraph
(b),* at the top of page 5 of the Bill, reads
as follows-

(b) in any case where the Commis-
sion considers the circumstances
warrant, by way of punishment
for an act or omission reduce an
officer or servant to a lower class
or grade and also transfer him
without payment of transfer ex-
penses.

Later on, in the proviso to this clause-
not in the Act-it proposes that the com-
missioner may impose two forms of pun-
lisharent, even though there is mention in
the clause of only one form of punishment,
on the same person for the one offence.
So I1 say that this provision in the clause
for two forms of punishment to be imposed
on a person for the same offence is not
warranted and the Minister has not been
able to Justify it. No one can tell me that
the Commissioner of Railways has not

plenty of mnanoeuvrability in the existing
section in the Act. It is true that he has
somewhat less znanoeuvrability with rail-
way employees who are convicted under
section 31 or section 32 of the Traffic Act;
but how many Instances would there be
of that?
. So to a large extent one can rule out the

limitation that section 73 now Imposes on
the commissioner in that direction. That
limitation is that the commissioner shall
not impose a fine upon those persons. But
even in respect of those persons he may
dismiss or reduce to a lower class or grade.
In respect of all other persons in the ser-
vice upon whom punishment is to be im-
Posed at the decision of the commissioner,
he may suspend-that is No. 1; or he
may dismiss subsequently-that is No. 2;
or he may fine-that is No. 3; or he may
reduce to a lower class or grade.

The Minister, therefore, has clearly
shown that the commissioner has tons of
room in which to manoeuvre. He has a
variety of alternatives in regard to the
punishment which he may inflict upon
these persons; and .I think It is quite un-
necessary, and quite wrong in all1 the cir-
cumstances, to try to put into the Act a
Provision which will give the commissioner
the righ tto impose a double penalty upon
the one person for the same offence.

To bring the matter to a head I move an
amendment-

Page 5, line 6--Delete the words
"and also" with a view to substituting
the word "or".

Mr. COURT: If this amendment Is
agreed to, subparagraph (b) will become
farcical. This subparagraph would reit-
erate what is provided in subparagraph
(a) on page 4. The reason for the inclu-
sion of subparagraph (b) has been ex-
plained. I oppose the amendment.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Mr. Andrew
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Brady
Mr. Outrranl
Mr. Evans
Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Hall
Mr. Hawke
Mr. Heal
Mr. J. Hegney
Mr. W. Hegney
Mr. Jlamieson

Mr. folot)
Mr. Brand
Mr. Burt
Mr. Cornell
Mr. Court
Mr. Craig
Mr. Cromamelln
Mr. Orayden
Mr. Outhrie
Mr. Hearinan
Dr. Henn
Mr. HutchInson
Mr. LewMs

Ayes--23.
Mr. Kelly
Mr. Moair
Mr. Norton
Mr. Nulsen
Mr. Oldfield
Mr. Rhatigan
Mr. Rowberry
Mr. Seweli
Mr. Tows
Mr. Tonkln
Mr. May

(Teller.)
Noes-25.

Mr. Mann
Mr. W. A. Manning
Sir Roos McLarty
Mr. Naider
Mr. Nimo
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. O'Nell.
Mr. Owen
Mr. Perkins
Mr. Watts
Mr. Wild
Mr. 1. W. Manning

(Teller.)

Mlajority againsl-2.
Amnendment thus negatived.
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Clause put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes--25.
Mr. Bovell Mr. Mann
Mr. Brand Mr. W. A. Manning
Mr. Burt Sir Ross McLarty
Mr. Cornell Mr. Nalder
Mr. Court Mr. Nimmo
Mr. Craig Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Cromnmelin Mr. O'Neil
Mr. Orayden Mr. Owen
Mr. Outhrie Mr. Perkins
Mr. Hearman Mr. Watts
Dr. Bean Mr. Wild
Mr. Hutchinson Mr. I. W. Manning
Mr. Lewis (Teller.)

Noes--fl.
Mr. Andrew Mr. Kelly
Mr. Bickerton Mr. Motr
Mr. Brady Mr. Norton
Mr. Curran Mr. Nulsen
Mr. Evans Mr. Oldfield
Mr. Fletcher Mr. Rbatlgan
Mr. Hali Mr. Rowberry
Mr. Hawke Mr. Sewell
Mr. Heal Mr. Toms
Mr. J. Hegney Mr. Tronkin
Mr. W. Hegney Mr. May
Mr. Jamiesoni (Teller.)

Majority for-2.
Clause thus passed.
Clauses 15 and 16 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported without amendment and

the report adopted.
Third Reading

On motion by Mr. Court (Minister for
Railways), Bill read a third time, and
transmitted to the Council.

LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT
HILL (No. 3)
First Reading

Bill received from the Council: and, on
motion by Mr. Owen, read a first time.

DAIRY CATTLE INDUSTRY
COMPENSATION BILL

Council's Message
Message from the Council received and

read notifying that it had agreed to the
further amendment made by the Assembly
to the Council's amendment.

STATE FORESTS
Council's Message

Message from the Council received and
read notifying that it had concurred in the
Assembly's resolution.

LOTTERIES (CONTROL) ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Council without

amendment.

TRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Council's Message

Message from the Council received and
read notifying that it did not insist on its
amendment.

POLICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL
In Committee

Resumed from the 13th September. The
Chairman of Committees (Mr. Roberts)
in the Chair; Mr. Perkins (Minister for
Police) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 15--Section 57 amended (partly
considered):

Mr. PERKINS: When this clause was
last discussed by the Committee a ques-
tion was raised concerning the disparity
between the penalties in this clause and
those provided in the Traffic Act, under
which most of the prosecutions are taken
for traffic offences. I have had the posi-
Lion examined, and I think that the
amendments which appear on the notice
paper in my name will bring the position
into line. I move the following amend-
merts-

Page 3:
Line 21-Delete the word "fifty"

and substitute, the word "twenty-
five."

Line 23-Delete the words "one
hundred" and substitute the word
"fifty.,,

Amendments put and passed.
Mr. PERKINS: I Move an amendment-

Page 3, line 24-Delete the words
"three months" with a view to substi-
tuting the words "one month."

Amendment put and passed.

Mr. TOMS: Before the Minister moves
to insert the words "one month" I would
like to ask him what the original penalty
was. Is it now to be doubled?

Mr. Perkins: No. It will be brought into
line with, and parallel to, the Traffic Act.
These amendments have been taken out
by the Crown Law Department, and I do
not think I am making any mistake. I
move an amendment-

Page 3, line 24-Substitute the words
"one month" for the words deleted.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr. PERKINS: I move an amendment-

Page 3, lines 24 to 31-Delete all
words after the word "months" down
to and including the word "vehicle."

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 16-Section 59 amended:

Mr. TONKCIN: It appears to me to be
savage to substitute a Penalty of £20 for 22
in the case of Persons swearing in the
street. I do not think there is any justifi-
cation to go to that length. After all,
Persons who -swear in the street usually
do so because they are under the influence
of liquor;, and to that extent they are not
fully responsible for what they are doing.
It seems to me that £20 is a bit hot for
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an off ence of that nature. The Bill does
provide penalties against prostitutes solicit-
ing in the street, but that is a different
matter. The previous penalty appears to
mnc to be more appropriate. I would not
object to £10 as the limit. What has the
Minister got to say?

Mr PERKINS: I would point out that
this is a maximum penalty I think the
Deputy Leader of the opposition will agree
with me that in the most extreme circum-
stances the penalty of £20 would niot be
too great for some of the offences enume-
rated in the section But if a comparatively
minor off ence--or one of the more heinous
offences--were committed in such a way
that there was perhaps no blame attached
to the offender, I have no doubt the
court would graduate the penalty accord-
ingly. In all these penalties, unless we
alter the amount it will be entirely out of
proportion to the prison penalty.

In view of the last clause, I do not think
that £20 is too great a sum. In the fram-
ing of this Bill-as I told the H-ouse pre-
viously-the original recommendation
came from the Police Department, and the
proposed amendments went to the pre-
vious Minister for Police,

Mr. Tonkin: The fact that they went
there means nothing.

Mr. PERKINS: I quite agree that the
Government of the day has to take the
responsibility. But the previous Minister
for Police recommended them to his
,Cabinet. I recognise that action did not
take place; but there is nothing to mndi-
.cate that any very serious fault was found
with the drafting of them. However, I take
full responsibility for what appears in the
present measure. In view of the fact that
it has received careful consideration by the
appropriate officers, I am fortified in my
mind that!£20 is not too great a maximum
penalty, particularly in view of the fact
that a prison penalty of one month can
be inflicted as an alternative maximum
penalty.

Mr. BRADY: I agree with the member
for Melville that the penalty is too severe.
If the Minister cut it in half he would
be approaching something that is more
reasonable. I wish the Minister would not
keep repeating that the previous Minister
recommended this measure. The Minister
has the minute in front of him, and he
knows he is telling a deliberate le.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): order!

Mr. BRADY: Those are strong words;
but it is a fact.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
The honourable member will keep to the
clause before the Chair.
IMr. BRA.DY: As I have said, I feel that

the penalty is too great. I oppose the
Penalty, and I hope the Minister will see
his way clear to amend it; because he has
amended other penalties, and this clause

will be out of balance with the one we
have already dealt with. He can achieve
his purpose by cutting the penalty in half;
and he should refrain from distorting what
happened concerning the previous Minis-
ter, and from telling lies in this House.

Clause put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Mr. Bovel
Mr. Brand
Mr. Bunt
Mr. Cornell
Mr. Court
Mr. Craig
Mr. Cromzaelin
Mr. Orayden
Mr' Gutbrie
Mr. Hearman
Dr. Henn
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. Lewis

Mr. Andrew
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Brady
Mr. Curran
Mr. Evans
Mr. Pletcher
Mr. Hall
Mr. Hawke
Mr. Heal
Mr. J7. Hegney
Mr. W. Hegney
Mr. Jamieson

Ayee-25,
Mr. Mann
Mr. W. A. Manning
Sir Ross MeLarty
Mr. Nalder
Mr. Nimyno
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. O*UeeD
Mr. Owen
Mr. Perkins
Mr, Watts
Mr. Wild
Mr. I. 'W. Mannin

Noes-23.
Mr. Kelly
Mr. Moir
Mr. Norton
Mr. Nulsen
Mr. Oldfleid
Mr. Rhatigan
Mr. Rowbenry
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Tomns
Mr. Tonkin
Mr. May

(Teller.)
Majority for-2.

Clause thus passed.
Clause 17-Section 59A added:
Mr. BRADY: To my mind this clause

is the most contentious in the Bill and
one which the Minister, up to date, has
not in any way justified. I would like him
to tell us what it means. As far as I can
see, the amendment proposed by the
Minister-

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts):- Order!
The Minister has not yet moved his
amendment.

Mr. BRADY: Hle may not need to move
it after I have asked him what it means!
As I see it, the difference between what
he wants and what is already in the Bill
is the difference between tweedledumn and
tweedledee. I cannot see any difference
in the proposed amendment and the clause
as it stands. It looks to me like camouflage
on the part of the Minister to try to make
People believe that he is doing something
to reduce the severity of this clause. I
think the Minister would be helping us if
he would tell us of the distinction between
the Bill as it stands and how it will read
with the proposed amendment.

Mr. PERKINS: I dealt at some length
with what this clause is designed to do.
There was a lot of debate at the second
reading stage in regard to it, and some
members felt that the wording was such
that it wvent further than I said was the
intention of the draftsman. I resubmitted
it to the draftsman and asked him whether
there was some alternative wording which
would carry out the purpose we have in
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mind, without going any further than that
and making some person liable for some-
thing which was not intended.

Mr. May: What difference will Your
amendment make?

Mr. PERKINS: If members cannot see
that it will make any difference, I am con-
tent with the clause as it stands.

Mr. Brady: Of course you are.
Mr. PERKINS: I am only trying to be

helpful. If members cannot see any dif-
ference between the present wording of
the clause and how it will read if my
amendment is agreed to, there is no point
in going on with it.

Mr. W. Hegney: It is on the notice
Paper; are you going to move it?

Mr. PERKIN~S: Not if members cannot
see any difference between the wording of
the clause as it stands and the clause as
it will read if the amendment is agreed to.

Mr. W. HEGNEY: I thought that as the
Minister placed the amendment on the
notice paper some time ago he would have
proceeded with it. He does not yet know
the feeling of the Committee; and I would
like to know whether I am in order in
discussing the proposed amendment.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): It is on
the notice paper; the honourable member
is in order.

Mr. W. HEGNEY: I would like to know
what the essential difference will be if
the amendment is agreed to. As far as
I am concerned the clause as it stands,
and as it will read if the amendment is
agreed to, are both obnoxious and ob-
jectionable.

Mr. Jamieson: They call for stronger
words than that.

Mr. W. HEGNEY: I have no doubt that
the member for Beeloo could use words
which would suit the clause. I would like
the Minister to explain who will decide
whether a person carrying a notice was
carrying it for the purpose of exhibiting
it. It could be a notice convening a meet-
ing of a football team. The whole clause
is ridiculous, repressive, outmoded, and ob-
noxious, and should be defeated. The Min-
ister says he will not move his amendment
unless the Committee feels it should be
moved.

Mr. Perkins: I will move it so that it
will allow discussion to take place and
make the position clearer.

Mr. W. HEGNEY: I would like to take
the opportunity of telling the Minister in
advance that I think he would be well
advised to let the clause be defeated.

Mr. Watts: What constitutes an offence
under this clause?

Mr. W. HEGNEY: What does?
Mr. Watts: I am asking you.

Mr. W. HEONEY: If a person is carry-
ing a notice convening a football or any
other sporting meeting, he will be commit-
ting an offence under this clause.

Mr. Watts: No.
Mr. W. HEGNEY: He will unless he

obtains the consent of the Commissioner of
Police. I ask members to visualise the im-
plications of this clause. It is unnecessary
and Nazi-like. It is similar to some of the
provisions in the Totalisator Agency Board
Betting Bill. I think there are provisions in
the law now that if any person is obstruct-
ing the traffic, or causing confusion to the
public, he is committing an offence. That
should cover the position without going to
the extent that this clause does. What is
wrong with carrying placards?

If any member during an election cam-
paign carried a notice advertising a meet-
ing, or telling people to vote Liberal,
Country Party, Labor, or something else,
he would be committing an offence unless
he obtained permission from the Com-
missioner of Police. If the Minister could
show that the traffic had been obstructed.
or the peace and safety of the realm had
been endangered by this sort of thing, it
might be all right; but if he cannot do
that the clause should be defeated.

I shall continue to protest against the
whittling away of the freedom of the
people of this State. A number of mea-
sures have been introduced into this
Chamber which to my mind have had that
object, and this is a classical example of
unnecessarily and unjustifiably restricting
the freedom of the individual.

Mr. PERKINS: I think it would make it
easier to debate the clause if I proceeded
with the amendment. I think members
can agree to the deletion of the words
immediately and then debate can take
place when I move the second part of the
amendment, which is to substitute words
for the words struck out.

Mr. Tonkin: Will you explain the essen-
tial difference between the clause as it
stands and how it will read if the amend-
ment is agreed to?

Mr. PERKINSB: I think I could do that
better when I move to substitute the
words.

Mr. Tonkin: Why?
Mr. PERKINS: At this stage I shall move

to delete certain words.
Mr. Toms: Will you agree not to include

the others?
Mr. PERKINS: I move an amendment-

Page 4, lines 4 to 6-Delete all words
after the word "bears" down to and
including the word "notice."

Mr. TONKIN: I agree with the member
for Mt. Hawthorn that this provision is
just a further attempt to take away some
of the liberty of the subject. There is no
Provision in the Police Act as it stands
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which is anything like this, and people
must have been carrying notices and
exhibiting placards for many years. But
nobody has ever objected to it. It re-
mains for the Government in this State to
see something wrong with it. Almost every
night, when watching the news on TV, we
see crowds gather for different reasons,
and many of the people carry all sorts of
placards. Recently a lot of material has
been displayed on TV in regard to the
presidential campaign in America, and it
is amazing the amount of advertising which
is done in the streets. People carry
placards and posters there and nobody
takes any exception to it.

Mr. J. Hegney: And also in London,
when they are protesting about something.

Mr. TONKIN: What harm is there in
it?

Mr. Watts: Are you sure they do not have
the permission of some local authority?

Mr. TONKIN. How can I be sure of
that? Of course 1 cannot be sure! I do
not know whether they ask for permission.

Mr. Watts: In this case you could have
1,000 placards with this sort of provision.

Mr. TONKCIN:. Yes;, but the purpose of
this is to stop it from being done.

Mr. Watts: There is no proof of that.
Mr. TONKIN: No; we cannot get any

.proof of lots of things. Unfortunately we
Can only guess. But that is what seems to
be the position; otherwise why have this
Power in the Act?

Mr. Watts: Because there can be objec-
.tionable placards.

Mr. TONKIN: Just fancy having to ap-
ply to the Commissioner of Police if one
wants to put a button in one's lapel! It is
,lst too silly.

Mr. Watts:, That is not a placard or a
poster.

Mr. TONKIN: it is a notice.
Mr. Watts: I suppose it is. No; on

second thoughts, I doubt it.
Mr. TONKIN: There is no definition in

the Bill or the Act.
Mr. Watts: A notice means more than

a button.
Mr. TONKIN: As there is no definition

of "notice" in the Bill or the Act, we have
to fall back on the dictionary or the en-
cyclopaedia. The Concise Oxford Diction-
ary, in referring to "notice," says-

Announcement by party to an agree-
ment that it is to terminate at a
specified time.

That does not apply. It goes on-
Hleed, attention, cognisance, observa-

tion, attract attention-
So that anything one wears to attract
attention is a notice.

Mr. watts: I think you are Using the
verb and not the noun.

Mr. TONKLIN: After reading through the
definition it seems that the only portion
which helps us at all is that part which
says that a notice is something which
attracts attention.

Mr. Watts: I do not think it says it is
something which attracts attention, I
think you have used it in the sense of the
verb.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.mn.

Mr. TONKCIN: I was endeavouring to
show what the term "notLice" would in-
clude. The Attorney-General was in doubt
as to whether it would include a button
on the lapel. I am in no doubt whatsoever
now having had an opportunity to consult
the dictionary during the suspension.
Webster gives this definition-

"Notice" -Infornation or intelligence,
however communicated; know-
ledge given or received; instruc-
tion, direction or order; premon-
ition or warning; a board that
communicates information; means
of evidence of knowledge; intima-
tion; written remarks or notes.

The synonyms of "notice" are-
Note; instruction; direction:, order:
warning or intimation.

On election day it is the custom for the
supporters of the opposing parties to hand
out how-to-vote cards which are instruc-
tions, and therefore they come under the
definition of "notice." if this Bill becomes
law it will be necessary for every individual
who wishes to hand out how-to-vote cards
to obtain the Permission of the Commis-
sioner of Police. If he hands them out
without permission he commits an offence.
WYhilst I would not expect the Commis-
sioner to take action against anyone who
wears a Rotary Club badge in his lapel,
nevertheless he would come within the
law if he were wearing that badge without
the permission of the Commissioner of
Police because he would be giving an in-
timation that he belonged to a certain
organisatLion and, according to Webster's
Dictionary, a "notice" is information or
knowledge, however communicated. It is
an intimation.

So it is a very embracing term and it
is just too silly to say that anybody carry-
ing an exhibit or notice must get the
permission of the Commissioner of Police
to do so. We would have thousands of
people unknowingly contravening the law
because they had not obtained the per-
mission of the Commissioner of Police
beforehand. To show how far the defi-
nition could be taken, before any official
on a sportsground could put a ribbon on
his coat indicating that he was the secre-
tary or a committeeman, he would have to
get the permission of the Commissioner
of Police because it is giving an intimation
of what he wants to convey.
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Mr. Perkins: Your argument is more
applicable to the words we want to put
in rather than to those I wish to take out.

Mr. TONKIN: No;
directed to the words
in the Bill and which
poses to put back in.

my argument is
which are already
the Minister pro-

Mr. Perkins: No; I am proposing to take
some out.

Mr. TONKIN: And then put some words
back.

Mr. Perkins: No; we have not come to
that as yet.

Mr. TONKIN: That is how the Minister
dodged the issue a while ago when I asked
him how his amendment differed from
what was in the Bill.

Mr. Perkins: At that stage I wanted
only to take the words out.

Mr. TONKIN: I know-with the inten-
tion of putting more words in. If I could
be convinced that the Minister had no in-
tention of inserting any words after he
was successful in having these words, the
subject of the amendment, deleted, I
would agree to their deletion; but the Mini-
ster has no such intention.

Mr. Perkins: I will not give you that
assurance.

Mr. TONKIN: It would not make any
difference if the Minister did because I
would not accept it: and my attitude is
completely justified on past experience.
not only on one occasion but orf several.
It is no use the Minister shaking his head
because I can give him some examples
if he desires.

Mr. Watts: You would only be going on
with tedious repetition if you did.

Mr. TONKIN: But it is constant drip-
ping that wears away the stone. It is
perfectly obvious that the Attorney-
General interpreted the word 'notice" in-
correctly and that it does imply all the
things I have mentioned. The Attorney-
General also asked me-knowing that I
wvas not in a position to give the answer-
whether I knew that the persons who were
exhibiting notices in the United States of
America in connection with the presiden-
tial election had had permission to do so. I
do not know, but I rather think that they
did not. However, I do know that in Great
Britain people walk around the streets
bearing notices without any permission.
because I saw them doing it and I knew
that they did not have permission.

Mr. Watts: Of course, in some cases
people cannot do it lawfully in Perth now.

Mr. TONKINT: If that is so I suggest we
rely on that law that does not allow them
to do it now rather than go this far and
create difficulty. This seems to me to be
a deliberate tie-up with the traffic Bill that
was previously passed. It is obvious that
the same brains were thinking along these

lines: 'We will prohibit the advertise-
ments in the taxis and we will atop people
from exhibiting notices and tarrying
Posters in the streets."

When the Traffic Bill was under discus-
sion in another place, and it was suggested
there was a tie-up with the provision in the
Police Act Amendment Bill, the Minister in
that House admitted there was. So it 'would
seem there is a concerted attempt on the
part of somebody further to encroach on
the liberty of the subject. I see nothing
Objectionable in people who want to pro-
test against something that is happening
using the cheapest and most effective
method of voicing their protest; namely,
the carrying of placards upon the street
so that people can see them.

Why should they not do so? When the
Press invariably takes the side of vested
interests, and it is difficult for the work-
ing section of the community to express
their point of view, why should they be
prevented from carrying a placard around,
or putting a poster up to let people know
what they think?

As soon as we start to repress that ex-
pression we are sowing the seeds of revo-
lution and Communism. Look what was
attempted at the birth of trade unionism!
When it did not suit the employers to
have trade unions, they prosecuted them
for having trade union meetings; they put
them in gaol to prevent the formation of
trade unions.

Mr. Rowberry: Sent them to Australia.
Mr. TONKIN: But they did not prevent

the formation of trade unions, despite the
strong penalties imposed, and the strong
use of the law. They could not have done
so any more than they could have kept
back the sea.

The People will just not put up with
such repression. Why should we have to
take this action? Wherever we see crowds
gathered on television we see people carry-
ing placards. Even when the Queen is
seen to be going down the street we see
people carrying placards advertising some-
thing. Neither in Great Britain, nor in
any other country are they stopped from
doing so. They might be in Russia, though
I do not know. But in a democratic
country, where we hold free elections, we
are about to tell the people they cannot
exhibit notices or carry around placards
unless they obtain the permission of the
Commissioner of Police. It is too silly!

Mr. WATTS: It is a great pity the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition was not
alive in the days of the Black Prince, be-
cause he would have been an extremely
valuable adjunct to that gentleman, be-
cause of his capacity to draw the long
bow.

Mr. Tonkin: That is just an assertion.
Mr. WATTS: If the honourable mem-

ber will wait until I have finished he will
probably find it is not an assertion but
a fact.
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Mr. Tonkin: I must have got under your
skin.

Mr. WATT'S: Not at all; it is just that
I do not like to hear an otherwise very
intelligent member of this House talk a
lot of rubbish.

Mr. W. Hegney: Are you accusing the
Minister for Police?

Mr. WATTlS: I am referring to the
member for Melville.

Mr. Tonkin: Get on with your story.
Mr. WATTS: I listened very patiently

to what the honourable member had to
say, and I will tell him what I think about
It presently.

Mr. Tonkin: It will have to be within
Standing Orders.

Mr. WATTS: There was a glorious op-
portunity for the member for Melville,
and those associated with him, to estab-
lish the principles he enunciated so
strongly a few moments ago, having refer-
ence to the liberty of the subject and the
like; because on the 15th December, 1954
-which date no doubt will ring a bell in
the mind of the honourable member-
regulations under the Traffic Act were re-
gazetted; and therefore at that time, since
they were consolidated, and regazetted,
they were subject to correction or altera-
tion. Yet we find in Regulation No. 303
these words-

(1) No person shall, without the
written permission of the Commis-
sioner of Police in the metropolitan
area, or a traffic inspector of any other
district, drive or cause to be driven
in or along any road any vehicle, with
signs or advertisements printed or
painted on calico, paper, or other
material attached thereto, or carry
or exhibit on any road any board or
other thing having an advertisement
thereon as aforesaid, or solely or,
mainly for advertising purposes.

(2) No picture, print, board, plac-
ard, or notice shall he carried in any
road, street or public place by any
person unless the approval of the
form and manner of doing so shall
have been first obtained in writing
from the Commissioner of Police if
within the metropolitan area or from
the traffic inspector if within any
other district.

(3) This regulation does not apply
to the sale of newspapers.

Regulation No. 304 states-
The following provision shall be ob-

served as to form and manner in
which boards and placards may, by
way of advertisement, be carried on
any road within the specified limits:-

(a) As to form:
The advertisements are to
be written or printed on
wood or Pasteboard of not

more than 32 inches in
length nor more than 20
inches in width.

(b) As to manner:
(I) The boards or placards

shall be suspended from
the shoulders over the
chest and back of the
person carrying them,
or carried overhead in
the manner approved
by the Commissioner
of Police for the metro-
politan area or by the
local authority outside
that area.

Mr. Brand: Who was Deputy Premier
in 1954?

Mr. WATTS: The member for Melville.
To continue-

(ii Every board and plac-
card shall be carried at
a distance of not more
than 30 yards from any
other board or placard
carried in the streets by
way of advertisement.

(III) Every board and plac-
card shall be carried in
the carriageway, close
to the kerb of the foot-
Path, but not on the
footpath but with due
regard to the rules of
the road as prescribed
in regulations.

There we have, in effect, 100 per cent. of
what is proposed in this Bill which is
before the House.

Mr. Jamieson! It does not say on or
about a person.

Mr. WATTS: The reason for bringing
this Bill here is that the regulation was
said by the court in Western Australia to
be ultra vires the provisions of the Traffic
Act; there was no power under the Traffic
Act to make such regulation. But the
Government of the day did not hesitate
to support the regulation, by sending the
Assistant Crown Prosecutor (Mr. Dodd),
as he is now, to appear for the respondent.

The court decided that the Traffic Act
did not provide power to make such regu-
lation effective. Accordingly, it allowed
an appeal against the prosecution which
was instituted just before against a per-
son who had carried a placard or notice,
in the nature of an apron around her
waist. The member for Beeloo should
have no doubt about that notice being car-
ried on or upon the person.

Having made this regulation, the Gov-
ernment of the day-I do not blame the
Government and I think it was reasonable
in the way the regulation was admini-
stered-took a case to court. When the
person charged appealed against the con-
viction, the Government employed an
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officer of the Crown to defend the appeal.
The verdict of the appeal court was that
the Traffic Act did not contain a power
to enable such a regulation to be made,
so the regulation was ultra vires.

I submit that the Government of the
day, of which the member for Melville was
a Minister, did pass a regulation which
sought to enforce, and later on by force
of law sought to enforce, a provision
similar to the one contained in the clause
before us. This provision in the Bill has
been inserted at the request of the Com-
missioner of.Police, in order to cure the
weakness which was declared by the ap-
peal court to be in the Traffic Act; it was
inserted for no other reason.

Mr. TONIN: I listened very care-
fully to the Attorney-General to hear him
prove I was drawing the long bow. He did
not utter a single word in support of his
statement, which I said was only an asser-
tion. I told him that it was an assertion
which he had to prove. Not a single
sentence did he utter in proof of that
assertion. The reason was he could not
prove it. I am not drawing the long bow.

Mr. Watts: No court on earth would
prosecute a person for wearing a Rotary
buttonhole badge. If there was a possi-
bility, why did your Government pass the
regulation?

Mr. TONKIN:- My experience of
lawyers is that when they get an Act of
Parliament they try to read into it all sorts
of things which are not contained there-
in.

Mr. Watts: Can you find anything in
the Bill which is not in the regulations I
have just read?

Mr. TONKIN: There is nothing in our
Standing Orders to give the Speaker a
deliberative vote, but I know an investiga-.
tion is being made by lawyers to find how
to give him such a vote.

Mr. Brand: We will jump that hurdle
when we reach it.

Mr. TONKIN: The honourable member
will find the hurdle. bigger than he expects,
when he attempts to jump it. One cannot
rely upon a reasonable interpretation of
the law, because lawyers are looking for all
sorts of loopholes when the occasion suits
them.

Mr. Watts: Are you denying that your
regulation was intended to have a similar
effect to what is contained in the clause?

Mr. TONKIN: I do not deny that.

Mr. Watts: That Is all I want to know.
Mr. TONKIN: As I understand the situa-

tion, the regulation was passed because the
display of these placards could be a danger
to traffic. That was the reason the regula-
tion was made under the Traffic Act. But
in this instance the Government is seeking
to put a, similar provision Into the Polle

Act, so that it will be able to use the
provision for political purposes. It is at
this point that the Attorney -General and
I part company.

It is perfectly clear what the Govern-
ment wants this power for. A few months
ago there was a demonstration in Preman-
tie when the Fremantle Harbour mrust
took action against members of a union
because they were endeavouring to bring
about a situation which they subsequently
were successful in bringing about. Because
the union members had the temerity, in
an orderly manner, to walk around with
a few placards they were hustled off by
the police. This power in the Bill is in-
tended to prevent such people from doing
that. I shall not be a party to this pro-
vision in the Bill.

If there is nothing wrong for people in
Britain or in the U.S.A. to walk around
with placards, there should be nothing
wrong in people doing that in this State.

Mr. Watts: If there is nothing wrong
now, there was nothing wrong in 1954.

Mr. TONKIN: I agree.
Mr. Watts: I think it is desirable to

have the provision in both instances.
Mr. TONKIN: I do not.
Mr. Watts: You thought it was desirable

in one instance.
Mr. TONKIN: The honourable member

has given examples of a change of mind.
A classic one took place a few weeks ago.

Mr. watts: r admit I sometimes change
my mind. You change yours at intervals
also.

Mr. TONKIN: The honourable member
is a bit vulnerable in that regard.

Mr. Watts: Not a bit.
Mr. TONKIN: There is this difference:

On the previous occasion the Attorney-
General expressed himself in very strong
terms in support of his view, but he sub-
sequently changed his view. He is now
chiding me for having supported the regu-
lation.

Mr. Watts: You have to accept responsi-
bility for it.

Mr. TONKIN: I agree; but there is a
difference. On one occasion the honour-
able member declared himself, so we knew
where we stood. Now he has turned a
somersault.

Mr. Watts: I told you where I stood on
this occasion.

Mr. TONKIN: It was a somersault.
Mr. Watts: You are off your head.

Mr. TONKIN: The Attorney-Gleneral is
starting to get nasty, because I am getting
under his skin.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
The honourable member will keep to the
amendment before the Chair.
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Mr. TONKIN: I think you, Mr. Chair-
man, have to accept that I have feelings,
the same as anybody else. I cannot be
expected to stand up here to be shot at,
without having a chance to retaliate a
little. Of course, I can take care of my-
self anyway. All I am doing is to show
that the Attorney-General failed very
badly in making good his assertion, which
he uttered as soon as he got on to his
feet. That was to be the main portion of
his contribution to show hew I was draw-
iug the long bow; but he did not say a
word about that. Instead, he did what
the Minister for Labour is so fond of
doing; that is, to try to draw conclusions
from submissions to Cabinet. I am not
making an attempt to run away from my
responsibility.

Mr. Watts: I was not referring to
Cabinet submissions. I was talking about
the regulations.

Mr. TONKIN:, The difference is this:
The provision was put into the Traffic Act
because it was regarded as a traffic mat-
ter; whereas, on this occasion, the Govern-
ment is seeking to put the provision into
the Police Act, which contains different
penalties to the Traffic Act, in order to
use the provision for political purposes and
for the suppression of this method of
expression. I am opposed to it. I am
not drawing the long bow when I say that
If this Bill is passed in Its present form
the Commissioner of Police could deny the
right of any individual, on election day, to
hand out how-to-vote cards. He would
have such power under this provision. It
is no use denying that the commissioner
will use the power. Why it is to be
inserted into the Act? If the commissioner
is urged a little as to what he is doing
about this provision, he will use it all
right.

Mr. Perkins: What you want are differ-
ent words. You are not objecting to tihe
words being taken out.

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister is trying to
use that dodge! I invited him previously
to indicate to the Committee what he pro-
posed to do when those words were de-
leted. I invited hint to give an indication
how the amendment will alter the situation
to which objection is taken, but the Min-
ister ran away from that explanation. He
wants a vote to be taken on the deletion
of the words first. The Government has
the numbers to carry the vote, and of
course that will be the end of the clause.
This is an old dodge which the Minister is
using.

I suggest there is no need for this. No
great catastrophe is going to occur in this
country if people are allowed on occasions
to display a few placards. Why not? If
people have something to protest about
why not allow them to let others know?
We, in Australia, are not fools. One does
not have to swallow all he is told or all

h-e sees. There are a lot of things that
People ought to be told about, but are not.
This is one method by which they can be
told, and they should not be deprived of
it.

Mr. Watts: I think I had better read
these regulations again and remind you
of what is in them.

Mr. TONKCIN: I followed them very
closely when the Attorney -Genera! read
them before, and my memory is pretty
good. I am complaining about something
which the Government wants to Put in
the Police Act; and which will be, in my
opinion, used f or political purposes.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
The honourable member's time has expired.

Mr. FLETCHER: I am speaking on be-
half of the trade union movement of West-
ern Australia. I know the reaction of the
trade union movement to this particular
move. The clause is objectionable anid the
Minister knows the reaction of the trade
union movement to it. The Deputy Leader
of the Opposition has made it clear that
there is a vast difference between the
Traffic Act and the Police Act. If this
sort of thing is going to creep on to the
statute book of Western Australia, it is
something to be deplored.

I know this provision is in the Traffic
Act to prevent congestion of traffic as the
result of carrying placards. etc., in the
street. But to put it in the Police Act is
to turn Western Australia into a police
state. That is not an exaggeration.

Mr. Watts: Of course it is!I The police
administer the Traffic Act. The same
people administer both Acts.

Mr. FLETCHER: Why insert the provi-
sion into this Act? Recently I saw men
going around wearing something fore and
aft-a naval express ion-bearing the letters
PAB. These men were jumping over
fences delivering this aid to the laundry.

Mr. Watts: They were samples.
Mr. FLETCHER: I do not know whether

they got police permission. The Govern-
ment would probably fall out with the
Chamber of Commerce because that asso-
ciation was probably responsible for forc-
ing this dubious article on the unsuspecting
public. Under this provision, they would
be just as liable as the trade union move-
ment would be for carrying something
about their person. I wish to quote from
The West Australian of the 26th Septem-
ber last. This article represents the church
view and it was written by the Rev. Edwin
White. The heading of the article is "Free-
dom to Carry Banners' and reads as fol-
lows-

I am intrigued by Police Minister
Perkins' reported reasoning that the
carrying of placards must still be con-
trolled by the police because other-wise
it might become a public nuisance and
lead to unlawful demonstrations.
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This principle of anticipating
breaches of the law-which also in-
volves restricting the whole community
now because someone might conceiv-
ably do something wrong at some time
in the remote future-could be ex-
tended. We could forestall unlawful
shootings and dangerous driving
merely by making it necessary to ob-
tain Police Permission and supervision
for every particular use of a firearm
or motor vehicle.

This would save a lot of trouble. It
would also infringe the reasonable
rights of individuals. So, I submit,
does this law which Mr. Perkins wants
to perpetuate.

In England, for example, freedom to
assemble, to process, to speak and to
carry banners in streets and most other
Public Places without seeking anyone's
Permission is a right not so much
cherished as taken for granted by all
sections of the community.

There it is the duty of the police to
protect the individual in the enjoy-
ment of these rights and to interfere
if and when-but not before-traffic
is impeded, life or property endan-
gered or the canons of good behaviour
ignored.

Why can't we, too, be free?
Reference has been made in the Cham-

ber tonight about having more Police in
the railways. Surely the police are playing
an ever bigger part in our lives. Even on
a Federal basis we have the security police.
In the most recent journal of the Civil
Service Association reference is made to
where Police were listening in at a meeting
and taking notes.

I wish to read a further quote from The
West Australian of today under the head-
ing. "Chief Justice Quits-Lashes White-
head". What I am about to read draws
a Parallel between what is going on in
South Africa and what is going on in
Western Australia. Portion of the article
reads as follows:-

Sir Robert Tredgold, who resigned as
Chief Justice of the Central African
Federation yesterday, said today: "I
believe people have lost confidence in
Sir Edgar Whitehead (Premier of
Southern Rhodesia).

Sir Robert resigned in protest
against the Law and Order (main-
tenance) Bill which has reached the
second reading in the Southern
Rhodesian Parliament.

He claimed that Northern Rhodesia
and Nyasaland were not opposed to
federation as such, but were opposed to
federation with Southern Rhodesia as
at present.

He said: 'Tho key to main-
taining federation is Putting Southern
Rhodesia's house in order." The Bill
outraged almost every human right.

This is a report of what Justice Minister
Reginald Knigt-the equivalent of our
Minister for Police-had to say-

Justice Minister Reginald Knight
told Parliament that the Bill provided
for the control of public processions
and meeetings and for penalties rang-
ing from a fine of £100 sterling to ten
years in gaol.

It gave greater powers over publica-
tions and prohibited placards, songs
and slogans likely to lead to disorder.

That is identical to the provisions in this
clause; and that is why I am drawing
a parallel.

Mr. Watts: You think these two are
comparable?

Mr. FLETCHER: I believe so.
Mr. Watts: I suggest you study Rho-

desia's legislation and you will see a
difference.

Mr. PLETCHER: I believe in all sincerity
that throughout the capitalist world to-
day-and do not misunderstand my use of
the word "capitalist' 'more and more in-
fringement is being made on human rights.
The trade union movement is waking up
to the injustices which are being per-
petrated against it, like the Crimes Act
which is being thrust on the people. The
trade unions will come out with slogans,
placards, and pamphlets, irrespective of
the legislation which is introduced here
or in the Federal Parliament.

Mr. Court: Don't-
Mr. FLETCHER: I do not want to

listen to you,' because I am asking you
to listen to me!

Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
Mr. Court: The age of freedom has

come!
Mr. Brand: The great disciple of free-

dom.
Mr. PLETCHER: I know you do not

understand what I am talking about!
Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
Mr. FLETCHER: You were not brought

up that way!
A member: No; you were dragged up!
Mr. FLETCHER: I can quite symnpathise

with a lot of You members opposite be-
cause you do not know what I am talking
about. You live in a different world; that
is the whole substance of it. I might as
well be talking in a foreign language.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!
Mr. Court: If you spoke in Russian, your

language would be in keeping with what
you are saying.

Mr. FLETCHER: Well, you have to put
up with it.

A member: You are right!
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Mr. FLETCHER: We have to have a
mixture of thoughts here, and I am putting
the views of the trade -unions to which
I am answerable, and to which you will
be answerable at the next elections.

The CHAIRMAN
I would recommend
ber to address his
Chair, and keep to

(Mr. Roberts): Order!
the honourable mem-
remarks through the
the amendment.

Mr. FLETCHER: I know what the clause
is, and I know the amendment; and I know
that the words to be taken out and those
to be inserted are precisely the same. I1
took exception to them before and I am
doing so now.

Mr. Hawke: You have the Minister for
Works half convinced.

Mr. FLETCHER: What happened in 1954
has nothing to do with me. I was not
here then.

Mr. Watts: It's a pity you weren't; you
would know something about the regula-
tions if you had been here.

Mr. FLETCHER: What is being done is
a retrograde step. The incident men-
tioned by the member for Melville is very
well known to me because I witnessed it.
I would draw the Premier's attention to the
fact that there were more police present
at that particular incident than there were
trade unionists. The newspaper photo-
graphs were taken anid the police jostled
the trade unionists. There will be more
reaction as a result of the Federal legisla-
tion which is pending.

The unionists were demonstrating at that
particular time in the only way available
to them in defence of their industrial con-
ditions. This legislation proposes to pre-
vent them from indulging in their inherent
right to defend their conditions and liveli-
hood. Their livelihood at that time was
at stake; and as the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has said, they were successful
in their attempt.

As the Attorney-General has stated.
there is already on the statute books legis-
lation to deal with this particular matter;
and there is no necessity for involving the
police any further. It is an attempt , I
suggest, to shackle the trade unionists
into-

Mr. J. Hegney: Submission.
Mr. FLETCHER: --subservience.
Mr. may: That will be the day!
Mr. FLETCHER: It is an attempt to

make the trade unions accept the exist-
ing conditions. I am not drawing the long
bow. This is not only as I interpret it,
but it is the significance which can be seen
in it by all those concerned.

Mr. Watts: Why couldn't they see the.
same significance under the Traffic Act?

Mr. FLETCHER: Under the Traffic Act
they have been permitted to indulge in
demonstrations in an orderly manner pro-
vided they do not impede the traffic.

Mr. Watts: Both provisions state that the
Commissioner of Police may give permis-
sion: so what is the difference?

Mr. Jamieson: Then what is the neces-
sitsy for this provision?

Mr. FLETCHER: Exactly! There is no
necessity whatever for it. If there is a
spontaneous demonstration-as occurred
before-the demonstrators are not able to
gain the assistance of the Press or the radio.
The only mention they get through those
mediums is adverse criticism. The only
way the unions can tell their story is
through Placards and so on.

Mr. Hawke: Surely the Attorney-General
is not in favour of the clause!

Mr. Watts: It is no worse than the one
in 1954.

Mr. Hawke: That was six years ago. We
have progressed a little since then.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
Mr. Watts: Don't try to tell me that!

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
Mr. FLETCHER: Thank you very much,

Mr. Chairman! The Arbitration Act is al-
ready loaded heavily against us; and when
I say "us" I mean the trade unions. As I
have said earlier, all mediums of propa-
ganda are closed to the trade union move-
ment with the exception of this one. is
the Attorney-General trying to say that
Permission has to be obtained for each in-
dividual placard which it is desired to dis-
play on such days as Labour Day?

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
The honourable member's time has expired.

Mr. BRADY: In 1958 the Crown Law De-
partment maintained that an amendment
to the Police Act in connection with this
matter would cover the alleged deficiency
in the Traffic Act. The Crown Law De-
partment advised that the words "every
person who without the consent of the
Commissioner of Pollee carries or exhibits
on any road any placard or notice" should
be inserted in the Act. Can the Attorney-
General tell us what has occurred between
August, 1958, and today to alter that posi-
tion? In 1958 an amendment was sub-
mitted whereby if a local authority made
a by-law in regard to this matter the pro-
vision in the Police Act would become null
and void. The wording in this Bill is such
that it cannot be overridden by a local
governing authority. Recently legislation
was passed giving local governing bodies
power to deal with this very matter tinder
discussion.

The Attorney-General was right on the
ball with what he said before tea. The
member for Melville mentioned what was
occurring in England with regard to plac-
ards. and the Attorney-General stated that
probably permission had been granted by
the local authorities. That is the way
that Parliament decided the situation
should be here in recent months, and It
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has given local authorities power to deal
with the matter. What I want to know
particularly is what has occurred between
August, 1958, and today, to induce the
Crown Law Department to decide that this
matter should be dealt with in an entirely
different way.

I make the suggestion that there has
been a change in Government, and this
Government apparently wants it this way.
Never at any time during the regime of the
Labor Government was a provision of this
nature considered; but the Minister is try-
ing to make out that it had my authority
and approval and that I recommended it to
the Labor Cabinet. That is a deliberate
lie. I1 told the Minister before and I will
tell him again.

.Mr. Perkins: Your signature is on the
minute.

Progress reported, and leave granted to
sit again.

FREMANTLE MUNICIPAL TRANS-
PORT BOARD (POSTPONEMENT

OF 1960 ELECTIONS) BILL
First Reading

Bill received from the Council; and, on
motion by Mr. Perkins (Minister for
Transport), read a first time.

ACTS AMENDMENT (SUPER-
ANNUATION AND PENSIONS)

BILL
In Committee

Resumed from the 1st November. The
Chairman of Committees (Mr. Roberts) in
the Chair; Mr. Brand (Treasurer) in
charge, of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: Progress was report-
ed after clause 2 had been agreed to.

Clause 3-Short title and citation:

Mr. HAWKE: This is a very long clause.
I was wondering whether it might assist
the deliberations of the Committee if we
could take the clause subolause by sub-
clause. Altogether there are 18 subclauses,
and some of them are quite long. How-
ever, I will leave that decision to the
Chairman. I would at this stage again
raise the questions I posed to the House
during the second reading debate In con-
nection with subelause (5) of this clause.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Roberts): Order!
I will put the subelauses. independently,
and the Leader of the Opposition may re-
fer to subclause (5) when we come to It.

Subelauses (1) to (4) put and passed.
Subelause (5)-Section 37 amended:
Mr. HAWKE: During the second read-

ing debate I mentioned that this part of
the clause proposed to raise the maximum
number of units which could be contribu-
ted for from the present maximum of 26

to a proposed new maximum of 42. it also
pointed out that the maximum number of
units in the Superannuation Act of Vic-
toria, and also in the one of South Aus-
tralia, is 36. 1 mention again my belief
that Western Australia, at this stage of
her progress, could hardly be expected to
provide a higher maximum number of
units to any contributor than the maxi-
mum provided in the two States I have
just mentioned. Their maximum is six
units less than the maximum proposed in
this Bill.

The present maximum pension which
may be contributed for in Western Aus-
tralia is £22 15s. per week. Should this
proposed new maximum of 42 units be-
come law, then the maximum pension per
week for which the contributor could pay
into the fund would be £36 15s. per week.

I raise the point here that those who
would be eligible to contribute for this
proposed new high maximum would be
few in number. They Would be on very
high salaries--at least over the lnst several
years of their service-and they would be
able, I should think, during that period to
accumulate some substantial savings and
to establish some very worthwhile invest-
ments.

So the question arises as to whether the
State should be called upon to make avail-
able from taxation which it levies upon the
whole of the people money to enable those
in receipt of very high salaries in Govern-
ment employment to receive, on retirement,
very high pensions.

Therefore I ask the Treasurer whether he
and his colleagues in the Government, on
second thoughts, consider that we in
Western Australia should lay down in the
Act a higher maximum number of units
than is laid down In Victoria and South
Australia. I should think that South
Australia would be the State which is more
or less comparable with ours, and that the
maximum of 36 units in that State should
also be the maximum number to be pro-
vided under the law in Western Australia.

Mr. BRAND: A lot of consideration was
given to the matter of increasing the
maximum number of units which any
member of the Superannuation Fund could
take out. Our present maximum is 26 and
the maximums in the other States are 36
in South Australia and Victoria, 54 in the
Commonwealth, and 48 in New South
Wales. I do not know what system is in
operation in Queensland. our maximum
of 26 has been in the Act for some con-
siderable time, and from inquiries made it
appears that consideration is being given in
Victoria and South Australia to some
increase. We arrived at the figure of. 42
by striking an average of the States. It
seemed that if we were to make our
maximum 36, and South Australia and
Victoria immediately moved their maxi-
mum. to 42. we would once again be
trailing the field. As we are amending the
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various Superannuation Acts this seemed
an appropriate time to clean up a number
of anomalies and to take the Opportunity
of increasing the maximum number of
units to 42.

This naturally follows the large increases
that have taken Place in salaries over
recent years; and I am of the opinion that
Western Australia should not trail the
field and always be the last State to in-
crease benefits to its employees. We are
not breaking away from the system which
has been adopted for many years, but are
simply following the example and the
standard set by the other States. The
maximum number of units which can be
taken has not been increased since the 1st
October, 1951, and over the intervening
nine years substantial and unprecedented
increases in salary levels have taken place.
All these factors indicate the need for in-
creasing the maximum number of units.

The Leader of the Opposition asked for
some examples of various cases. It is
difficult to work out examples because
there are many hundreds that one could
bring forward. This would only confuse
the issue. I might remind members that
in his speech the other night the Leader Of
the Opposition said it was a most difficult
Hill to understand, and that the whole
situation was complex anid difficult to
comprehend, particularly for a layman
and for somebody who has not followed the
matter right through. I can assure mem-
bers that that well and truly applies to me.

In the first place an employee must be in
receipt of a salary in excess of £2,210 per
annum before he can elect to contribute for
more than 26 units. If, for instance, his
salary exceeds £2,600, he may elect for 30
units under the new scale, whereas he is
limited to 26 at present. If an officer's
salary exceeds £4,160 per annum he may
elect to contribute for 42 units. If an em-
ployee is eligible and decides to take out
more units he must, of course, increase his
contributions to the fund.

Let us take the case of an office we know
well-that of under-secretary-and con-
sider an under-secretary who is aged 50
years, and wvho now contributes to the
present maximum of 26 units. If he
decides to take out an additional 13 units,
which would bring him to his maximum
entitlement of 39 units under the new
scale-because the number of units he can
take out is linked to his salary range-the
additional 13 units of pension would cost
him £2 12s. per week and would entitle him
to an increase of pension entitlement of
£11 7s. 6d. on retirement at the age of 65
years. If he is now 55 years of age he
would have to contribute an additional
£4 8is. per week for the same increased
entitlement of pension of £11 7s. 6d. when
he retired at 65 years of age.

So we can see that in the case of the
higher brackets, and in the event of an
officer being over 50, very worthwhile con-
tributions must be Paid by the member if

he wishes to receive any reasonable in-
crease in pension. It seems to me, after
having gone into this matter fairly
thoroughly, that all the superannuation
schemes throughout the whole of Australia
are based on the same premises. If we
apply any restrictions and limitations on
benefits for the higher classifications I
think the whole system of superannuation
schemes breaks down.

It is not possible to assess the cost of
the Proposed extension of the scale to 42
units, but it would not be great because
of the relatively small number of officers
who would be eligible to contribute for
more than 26 units; and because not all
of the eligible officers would avail them-
selves of the opportunity. Therefore I
ask members to support the Hill as it
stands, particularly in view of the fact
that Victoria and South Australia will
shortly move to increase the maximum
number in those States beyond 36. All we
dd was to strike an average number.

Mr. HAWKE: I thank the Premier for
the information he has just made avail-
able. I have hurriedly worked out a few
examples. The person who now receives
£22 15s. a week, where he has to contri -bute for 30 units in future, would receive
£26 5s. Where, in the future he will con-
tribute for 35 'units, he will receive £30
12s. 6d. against the prevailing maximum of
£22 15s.

Mr. Brand: What is the value of the
unit on which you are working?

Mr. HAWKE: It is 17s. 6d. a week, the
same value that now applies to the maxi-
MUM of 26 units. Where he would be
eligible, under this proposal, to contribute
for 40 units, he would be entitled to re-
ceive £35 a week pension as against £22
i15S. under the existing Act and 35s. more
than that if he contributed for the abso-
lute maximum of 42 units as set down in
the Bill.

The Treasurer told us that, together with
his colleagues, he had arrived at this new
proposed maximum of 42 units as a result
of a line taken between the maximum
which exists in each of the other States
with the exception of Queensland and, I
think, with the exception Of Tasmania.
He took the maximum for the Common-
wealth. New South Wales, South Australia.
and Victoria.

Mr. Brand: As we understand it, there
is the possibility of a. review of the maxi-
mum, particularly in Victoria.

Mr. HAWKE: I am Coming to the possi-
bility Of a review of the existing maximum
in Victoria and also the Possibility of a
review in South Australia. I am surprised
to hear the Treasurer say, In regard to
Victoria, that there is oniy a Possibility
of a review and an alteration of the exist-
ing Maximum with a view to increasing
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it. I took it for granted that Victoria had
decided to introduce an amending Hill to
raise the maximum in that State.

Mr. Brand: I am just using that word
because I have not the actual facts with
me today and I do not want to mislead
the Committee.

.Mr. HAWKE; I thought the Treasurer
might have investigated the situation a
little more closely with the Premiers of
Victoria and South Australia. However,
that is not the main point on which I
wish to speak. I found, in my years of
experience as Premier of Western Aus-
tralia-and I would imagine that the pre-
sent Premier has, in his shorter experi-
ence, also found-that there is a fair
amount of playing off one State against
another in this situation and in similar
situations. it Is a great pity that there
cannot be more uniformity of action estab-
lished as between all the States in situa-
tions of this kind.

Mr. Brand: Hear, hear!

Mr. HAWKE: No doubt the Premier has
already found that this sort of situation
arises in a dozen and one directions. We
find it in university salaries. Once the
university salaries go up in one State the
pressure is on in all the other States to do
likewise. The same situation develops in
several other directions from time to time.
It is a comparatively easy thing in a more
wvealthy State for the Government to set
the pace, but it Is a pity that those par-
ticular Governments have not more con-
sideration for the less prosperous States
and for the Governments which are in a
more difficult situation.

So although discussions along these
lines have taken place quite a few times
in past years as between the Premiers of
the less prosperous States and the Pre-
miers of the more prosperous ones, and
although all the progress that might have
been wished for has not been made, this
is a vital angle of government which
should continue to be pursued. I
hope that the Premier and Treasurer, as
a result of the practical experience which
he has already had, and which he is
having at the moment with this measure.
will have further discussions with the
other Premiers, particularly the Premiers
of New South Wales and Victoria, who are
in a position, financially, to set the pace.

I was surprised to hear from the Trea-
surer, when he made his speech on the
second reading of the Bill, that the maxi-
mum number of superannuation units
which could be contributed for in Victoria
was only 36. 1 would have imagined that
the public servants and Government em-
ployees generally in Victoria would have
that situation righted from their point
of view in having the maximum number of
units in Victoria raised to somewhere
near the maximum number in New South
Wales.

Mr. Brand: I have no doubt that that
situation will be rectified in the near
future.

Mr. HAWKE: Yes; it could easily be.
Whether 42 should be the new maximum
that should be established or whether it is
36 or 40 is not the argument or discussion.
However, it is a pity that the taxpayers
of Western Australia generally should be
called upon to make additional money
available to meet substantially increased
pensions for those who are in the higher-
salaried brackets in the Public Service.

I could appreciate the argument which
the Treasurer put forward to the effect
that unless conditions of service generally
in Western Australia are reasonably coml-
parable with those in other States, the
most highly-paid civil servants, who are
naturally the most skilled and the most
experienced, could duly become dissatis-
fled to an extent sufficient to cause them
to seek employment in Government ser-
vice in some other State, but only to the
extent of thinking about it.

No doubt the Premier has had suggested
to him that unless the Government meets
that situation, this situation, or some
other situation, some highly-placed people
in the Government service will go to Mel-
bourne and get a job with the Government
in that State. I have heard that said
quite a few times during my six years as
Premier and no doubt the member for
Murray heard it quite often during his
six years of Premiership, but it was only
on an odd occasion that anything really
happened.

Mr. BRANDf: I am impressed with the
point of view expressed by the Leader of
the Opposition about uniformity between
States, but it is not only in respect of
pensions of civil servants that uniformity
is required. It is required also in regard
to the pensions and salaries of members
of Parliament. The States of New South
Wales and Victoria set leads of all kinds
which States less fortunate financially are
unable to follow. The granting of con-
cessions of all kinds to salaries and wages
groups in many other directions estab-
lishes a precedent which we find it very
difficult to afford. For that reason the
Government, and I, would be very anxious
to see some uniformity in respect of these
things, thus avoiding the embarrassment
and the problems which a small State, such
as Western Australia, faces in endeavour-
Ing to maintain the standard to which its
employees are entitled.

Mr. Hawke: I think the Commonwealth
is the worst offender.

Mr. BRAND: Once again, in the matter
of salaries the Commonwealth sets a high
rate, and it is one of those things which
the States can hope to combat by establish-
In~g a standard among themselves as a
first step towards uniformity.

Subelause put and Passed.

Snbclauses (6) and (7) put and passed.
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Subelause (8)-Section 46A amended:
Mr. HAWKE: This subelause proposes

to grant a small increase in the per unit
value payable to widows who come under
the superannuation scheme, by virtue of
the fact that their husbands before de-
cease were pensioners under the scheme, or
contributors to It. As I understand it,
this increase per unit will amount to
2s. 3d. per week; and 5/7ths of the in-
crease will be paid by the State Treasury
and 217ths only from the superannuation
fund.

I think the proportions are a bit un-
reasonable; however, the main point I
wanted to raise is as to whether, in legislat-
ing to increase the amount of pensions
payable to widows under this Bill, we
should not try to treat all widows reason-
ably alike. In other words, whether we
should not adopt a principle of supple-
mentation on a fiat-rate basis. Under
this proposal a widow who is in receipt of,
say, four units of pension would receive
10s. additional; and if in receipt of double,
of £1 a week additional; and if in receipt
of double that, of £2 a week additional.

I have not investigated the matler suffi-
ciently to know what is the minimum
number of units of a pension, or the maxi-
mum number payable to a widow; but
presumably they would be half the number
which the husband was drawing before
his death, or half the maximum number
for which he was contributing whilst in
the service if he died before reaching the
retiring age. I am not able to see really
any vital argument which could be put
forward to justify the State in making
available 5/7ths of the increased payments
which will become available, and then dis-
tributing that increase in such a way that
perhaps some widows will get as low as
2s. Gd. increase, whilst others will get as
much as 30s. per week increase.

It might be argued in reply that those
widows on the higher number of units of
pension are on that basis because their
husbands, when contributors to the fund,
contributed for a larger number of units;
whereas the widows now on the lower
number of units of pensions are in that
situation because their husbands, when
contributors to the fund, contributed only
for a small number of units.

That might be all right if all the addi-
tional payments under this amendment
-were coming from the fund. Is the total
amount made up by the moneys paid in
from time to time by the contributors?
However, as I have said, only 2/'lths of
these proposed increases will come from
the fund; the balance-namely, 5/Vths. or
almost twice as much-will come from the
State Treasury.

In all the circumstances I think it would
be more just and reasonable if this part
of the Bill provided for the payment to
widows drawing pensions under the 1938
superannuation fund, of an amount of E1

a week, or whatever the appropriate in-
crease would be when worked out on the
basis of the increase proposed at 2s, 6d. per
unit. I would like the Treasurer to give
some thought to the points I have put
forward, which. I think, have more merit
than the proposals contained in this part
of the Bill.

Mr. BRAND: Under the present provi-
sions a widow or heir, prior to the 1st
January, 1958, received a unit pension of
7s. 6d. per week plus a fiat rate supple-
mentation of El per week. In such oases
the widow received more than would be
the case if each unit is Paid at ils.
per week under the new proposals before
us. The additional proviso to the section
of the Bill will ensure that she will con-
tinue to receive the higher amount. That
deals specifically with subolause (8). The
contribution of 2I7ths and Sf7ths was
arrived at after some discussion with the
superannuation board, and that is the only
information I can give as to the reason for
the Government bringing forward the
suggestion. I think subolause (9) is very
closely linked with subolause (8).

Mr. HAWKE: The Treasurer has not
given any argument in support of the pro-
vison in this part of the clause. I support
the subelause as it stands, because it does
Provide for some increase. However, I
ask the Treasurer to have further con-
sideration given to the suggestions I have
made, because from my point of view they
are preferable to the proposition set down
in the subolause.

On a further examination of subolause
(8) 1 find that some widows will not re-
ceive any increase in their pension. The
situation is such that provision is made
for the Prevailing rate of pension to apply,
should there be a reduction in the pension
as a result of the application of this sub-
clause. That underlies the argument I
put forward and gives it more merit. I
support the proposition because there is
no alternative.

Mr. BRAND: I shall cause a further
examination to be made of this provision.
Any flat-rate increase application will
upset the principle of the superannuation
fund. I want to avoid creating anomalies.
I want to help widows, in respect of whom
some increase is being Provided. Those
who are receiving a rate will remain on
that rate, and there is to be no reduction.
I shall discuss the suggestion of the
honourable member with the Under-
Treasurer and the Superannuation Board
and seek their advice; if necessary, adjust-
ments will be made elsewhere.

Subelause put and passed.
Subelauses (9) to (14) put and passed.
Subelause (15-Section 62 amended:

Mr. HAWKE: I raised fairly strong op-
position to this provision during the
second reading. It provides that where a
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pensioner is re-employed by the State, or
where the widow of a deceased pensioner
is re-employed by the State, the State, in
addition to paying the full salary to the
re-employed pensioner or re-employed
widow will also pay not only the amount
of the pension which is due from the fund,
but also the State's share of the pension
if this new provision is agreed to.

As I see the position in relation to re-
employed pensioners, they go back to work
on the lull salary and they receive the full
pension. That seems to be an undesirable
situation to create. As an example,' this
proposition will set up pressures on gov-
ernmental authorities to re-employ retired
Government servants.

The retiring age is 65 years, although
in these days many people contend that
the age should be extended because men
and women at the age of 65 are still fit,
capable, and well able to carry on with their
occupations. However, the law in regard
to 98 per cent. of the employees of the
State provides that they shall retire at
65 years of age. If we are to establish
by law the proposition that any person-
once retired and on the superannuation
pension-shall on re-employment receive
the full salary, as well as his full pension,
then there will be many headaches for
Ministers and others who have authority
over the re-employment of these persons.

A large number of retired State em-
ployees would love to become re-employed
so that they could receive the full wage
as well as the full pension. That would
be a marvellous situation to be in. 11 think
this provision would have the effct of
creating much dissatisfaction in the par-
ticular section of the service in which they
were re-employed. They would receive fort-
nightly from Government sources far more
than the officers who have not reached the
retiring age, and who consequently draw
only their salaries.

The Treasurer explained that this pro-
vision was included in the Hill because of
cases of hardship which have arisen. If
he wishes the Committee to accept this
proposition it is up to him to submit such
cases of hardship. I cannot imagine there
are any. Let us examine the situation in
relation to the person who has retired
from Government service and is on the full
superannuation pension. Such pension
would not be as great as the salary he
would receive if he were re-employed on
a full-time basis. So the pensioner goes
back into Government service and receives
a full salary. That immediately places
him into a better 'financial position than
he was in when he was receiving only the
superannuation pension.

The amendment proposes that not only
shall such a person be better off financially,
but that he shall be ever so much better off
financially, because the proposition is to
give him not only the full salary on re-
employment, but the full pension as well.

I shall await with considerable interest the
details of cases of hardship which the
Treasurer is to submit to us in support of
this provision.

Whenever one discusses anything relat-
ing to widows, one is immediately on softer
ground because there is a great amount of
sympathy for a woman who is a widow.
However, at the risk of mistakenly being
regarded as a bit hard, I do raise the point
that if a widow is receiving a superannua-
tion pension and is then re-employed on a
full-time basis by the State, her financial
and economic position is then immediately
very greatly improved because of that em-
ployment. She is far better off immedi-
ately in full employment than she was
when receiving only the pension. Yet under
the proposition in this Bill in regard to
such widows not only shall they receive the
full wage applicable to Government em-
ployment, but in addition they shall re-
ceive the full superannuation pension,
including the share which the State
Treasury provides in regard to that pension.

I cannot imagine that the Ministers and
the Government can have given this pro-
position as much thought and attention as
It deserves. I am not at all convinced or
persuaded that the proposition can be
justified. I think that all the arguments
that can be put up are against it. It was
suggested here earlier in the week that if
a pensioner takes employment with a pri-
vate firm, he gets his full salary with the
private firm, and his full pension, including
the State's share from the Superannuation
Fund. So he does. But that is quite a
different proposition to the State employ-
ing him, because when the State re-employs
him then the State pays everything except
the share of the pension which comes from
the fund.

So I would think this part of the Bill
should be amended very substantially. I
would have no objection to it if it were
related to part-time employment of 50 per
cent, or less of full-time employment. But
when it is unrestricted and will apply to
a re-employed pensioner who is employed
on full time and full salary, it seems a bit
rich for the State to pay him a full salary
and in addition a full pension. To a lesser
extent, the same argument applies to
widows who might be employed by the
Government.

Mr. BRAND; There are many employees
of the State Civil Service who are loth to
retire, but there is no question that the
law states quite clearly that they shall re-
tire at the age of 65. If this Bill becomes
law that position will still apply. When
I took over this office, there were a number
of cases drawn to my attention regarding
widows who were employed by the State
in order to help them with problems of
hardship such as inadequate salary to meet
the repayment on the homes, rent, and
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other obligations in cases where their hus-
bands had not Provided sufficiently for
them.

That applies particularly in the lower
income groups. Indeed, it applies some-
times where a husband who has been on
a higher salary has not been frugal enough
during his working days to provide for
those he leaves behind. I think, perhaps.
there are widows of members of Parlia-
inent-men who in the past and for many
Years -were on allegedly good salary con-
ditions-who are now finding themselves
in a difficult situation.

Mr. Hawke: This won't help them.
Mr. BRAND: Of course it will not; but

if the measure becomes law, it will help
others who will be subject to the Act. If
the same widow were employed by the
Commonwealth or by a private firm she
would receive her full salary and her full
pension. Therefore, if she is employed by
the State Government, why should she not
receive the full pension? It could be that
the State would want her services for some
special purpose. Why should the State
want to obtain her labour on the cheap?
If these people work for the Common-
wealth or private industry they receive a
full pension, and the State is responsible
for its portion of the pension. Therefore,
the State would not be saving anything
in those cases. It is only fair and reason-
able that the State should meet its Portion
of the responsibility of paying the pension
if, for any reason, the State re-employs a
Person who is entitled to a pension under
the Act.

Mr. J. Hegney: Many members due to
retire at 65 continued in employment for
two, three, or four years after the war.
Was it right that they should receive a
pension and continue in employment for
up to four years?

Mr. BRAND: No; but this Bill does not
provide for those cases. It will provide for
a few eases, but the State will be fully
aware of its obligation when it employs any
person for a particular purpose. I cannot
see that this measure will upset the Civil
Service, because its opportunities will be
available to each and every one of the
civil servants as they reach the age of 65
and retire, but who are re-employed by the
State.

I am. not impressed with the arguments
of the Leader of the opposition as I do
not think the State will be saving anything
at all. If a person-miale or female-gets
a job elsewhere, the State is responsible
for its portion of the pension. There is
the case of a widow in difficult circum-
stances -who has retired from the Civil
Service. I think she was employed at the
Claremont Mental Hospital as a. cleaner.
After some time it was discovered that she
was receiving a pension, and she was called
on to pay £2 or £3. That seemed harsh
and unfair; and this case started me

thinking about a few other eases, as a
result of which it was I who suggested
we might do something about them.

I am of the opinion that this will not
cost the State anything, and I see no
reason why we should not be in a posi-
tion to employ people, If we require them,
the same as the Commonwealth or aniyone
else does. I point cut that if a war pen-
sioner or a civil servant from India, who
draws his Pension frbm another Govern-
ment, is employed, we do not take into
account his pension when we fix his wages.

Mr. Hawke- You cannot.
Mr. BRAND: I know. Therefore he

would draw his pension all the time he
was employed by the State, even though
he might be drawing a pension from else-
where.

Mr. HAWKE: It will be remembered
that we had all this argument earlier,
either in this session or during last ses-
sion, in connection with Sir Russell flumnas.
This Government submitted the proposal
that he should be re-employed and be
paid an appropriate salary while at the
same time receiving his full pension under
the Superannuation Act. The propos i-
tion was argued very strongly and vigor-
ously; and I think the fact that the Gov-
ernment stuck to its guns on that occa-
sion had something to do with the final
defeat of the Bill in the Legislative Coun-
ciI, even though the majority of members
in that place are supposed to be Pledged
supporters of this Government.

There is a strong principle involved in
this matter. That principle, which has
always been upheld in the past, is that no
person shall at one and the same time
draw a full salary and a full pension. This
would be the first breaking down of that
principle. It could be that there will not
arise in the future inany instances where
this altered law will apply. However, the
fact that the law was altered along these
lines would certainly create plenty of re-
quests and pressures for re-employment:
and whenever the Government found it-
self in the position of re-employing one
pensioner and paying him the full salary
and pension, it would immediately become
the steppingstone which many others
would try to use in an endeavour to ob-
tain re-employment so that they might re-
ceive a full salary and full pension.

Mr. Brand: Might I suggest that the
same precedent has been set in respect of
jobs with the State Government when a
full salary is paid plus whatever portion
of the pension to which they are entitled,
which is, of course, their own share of
contributions, but nevertheless is addi-
tional.

Mr. HAWKE: The Treasurer has just
answered his own question. Where a
pensioner is now re-employed he receives
his full salary, plus the share of his pen-
sion for which he himself contributed.
No-one can argue against that.
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Mr. Brand: No. of course not. He is
entitled to it.

Mr. HAWEIE: The proposal contained in
the Bill goes much further than that, be-
cause it stipulates that he shall receive
not only the full salary and the share of
the pension for which he himself contri-
buted over the years, but also the share
of the pension which the State contributes
from the taxation it imposes upon the
people.

If this Bill were passed we would find
that more pensioners would be re-employed
while other people who might not be em-
ployed at all in the community would have
their chances of employment lessened.
That is a situation which I should hope
none of us would wish to encourage but
which becomes a distinct possibility in the
event of a proposition like this becoming
law.

There are in the community a lot of
people-not a majority, thank goodness-
who are money-hungry, and these people
would do all they could to gain the bene-
fit of this proposition It has been said
that kissing goes by favour-not that I
know much about that subject. All I can
say is that under this measure those who
are most friendly with Ministers or those
who are in the appropriate position of
authority, would have the better chance of
gaining re-employment with the Govern-
ment and drawing the full salary and full
pension from the Government and the
superannuation Fund.

I am afraid that the Government, in
proceeding with this proposition, will stir
up a lot of headaches, worries, and argu-
ments for future Ministers and those who
are in authority in regard to employment
and re-employment of individuals. How-
ever, I have voiced my criticism: and al-
though I have not impressed the Treasurer,
I still hope that the last word in con-
nection with the matter has not been
said on behalf of the Government.

Mr. BRAND: In reply to the remarks
of the Leader of the Opposition I would
state that it was not the case of Sir Rus-
sell Dumas or any senior servant which
impressed me. It was these few eases of
widows and people who were hard-pushed
which impressed me and which are the
reason for the amendment. I had no con-
cern at all for the senior civil servants, be-
cause they are very few in number. It was
these few cases of the widows and people
on low salaries whom an officer had sought
to help which prompted the amendment.
I could see no reason why the State should
not pay the full share of the pension under
the circumstances.

Mr. TONKIN: There is one point in
connection with this matter which seems
to be a little unfair. Provision is made in
the Bill that where a man is due to retire
but does not, and carries on for a farther
period, when he does retire he gets an in-
creased pension. We may have a situation

arise where a man who Is due to retire but
does not because the Government desires
him to be kept on. will draw his salary
only for the Position he continues to oc-
cupy. But if a man has retired and then
is re-employed in the Government service,
he will be drawing both pension and salary
and in the aggregate will be receiving sub-
stantially more from the Treasury than the
officer above him who did not retire on the
due date,

That would not be a sensible proposition
at all because it would simply mean that
by retiring for a month or two, or perhaps
for a year, a person could be re-employed
and receive the salary for the job in addi-
tion to his pension, which could be very
substantial in some eases; whereas the man
who was requested to remain and did not
retire on the due date would remain solely
on his salary.

We would have a situation where one
man was getting both salary and pension
and the other man was getting only salary,
simply because one man retired for a short
period and the other did not. In the case
of Sir Russell Dumas, when he reached
retiring age he was kept in Government
employment as Co-ordinator of Works.
Under those circumnstances--and had this
Bill then been the law-he would have just
drawn his salary as Co-ordinator of Works.
But had he retired and then been re-em-
ployed by the Government as Co-ordinator
of Works, he would have drawn both salary
and pension.

The fact that a man has retired and is
brought back should not put him in a dif-
ferent category from one who should have
retired but has not done so and has con-
tinued at his Job. Both would be working
for the Government, but one man would
have had a short break in his service en-
titling him to bath pension and salary.

I think an adjustment is necessary.
Either we should apply it to both or to
neither. If it is right to pay both salary
and pension to a man who has retired and
who is brought back, it is right to pay both
salary and pension to a man who has con-
tinued beyond retiring age in the employ
of the Government. What difference does
it make if he temporarily ceases to be em-
ployed and comes back into Government
service? We then create an anomaly
which is pretty hard to define.

Mr. BRAND: The position is that in any
such arrangement the Public Service Com-
missioner, or the advisers to the Minister-
or even the Minister himself-would be
aware of the situation. When Sir Russell
Dumnas was requested by the Government
to carry on he said, "Where do I stand in
respect of my pension?": and arrange-
ients were made. Take Sir Alex Reid.

He had a problem. But he was not paid a
salary; be was paid a fee.

It would seem to me that in the know-
ledge that this Is the law, and that'a pen-
sion must be Paid in the event of an em-
ployee being re-employed, a senior civil
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servant would not be allowed to retire
if the Government had it in mind to re-
tain him for any purpose. In any case.
either of those two senior civil servants
I have mentioned could have obtained a
position with the Commonwealth Govern-
ment and the pension would have had to
be paid. In view of the fact that the
State re-employed them, it was only fair
that they should draw the pension also.
It is quite clear that before any arrange-
ment was made, the position would have
to be thrashed out by the Government it-
self.

We are speaking about senior civil ser-
vants-high-ranking and highly-paid men.
My attention was drawn to cases not of
highly-paid persons, but of widows and
People who had been re-employed by the
State and found themselves having to re-
fund small sums of money which, although
small, they could ill afford.

Mr. HAWKE: The Treasurer tells us
that this provision is to be put into the
Act to help people who are in financial
difficulties-people who have not had high
wages or salaries during their employment
by the Government-and it is not in-
tended, in any shape or form, to help
highly-placed and therefore highly-sal-
aried civil servants. I would point out
that there is nothing in the Bill to safe-
guard that situation.

Mr. Brand: And I do not think there
should be. The principle should be ap-
plied to everybody concerned.

Mr. HAWKE: The principle should not
be applied universally. The civil servant
who retires on a pension of £35 a week, if
that might be the figure, should not be
re-employed at a salary of £4,000 a year
plus a full pension of £35 or £40 a week,
of which the State would pay a consider-
able proportion and the fund a proportion.
I should think that if the Treasurer had
wanted to give practical effect to his con-
ception of this situation, he should have
had this particular part of the Bill worded
quite differently.

I would not have any objection to giving
to the members of the Superannuation
Hoard-the trustees, if one cares to call
them such-a legal discretion which would
leave in their hands the making of any
decision in cases of hardship. That could
be a principle to which, I think, we might
all subscribe. In fact, if I remember
correctly, we altered the Parliamentary
Superannuation Act along those lines some
four or five years ago in order that widows
of those who were contributors to the
Parliamentary Superannuation Fund might,
at the discretion of the trustees of the
fund, be paid amounts over and above the
actual amounts laid down in the schedule
of that Act.

But there is nothing like that here. This
is an unqualified Proposal to give to any
pensioner re-employed by the Government

a full salary covering his re-employment,
and also his full pension, including the
share which the State Treasury has to meet.
I think this particular subclause should be
amended quite drastically in another
Place; and should be amended along the
lines of giving legal discretion to the
superannuation trustees-the members of
the Superannuation Hoard-to decide, in
cases of hardship-where a pensioner is
re-employed, or the widower of a pen-
sioner is employed by the Government-
whether the re-employed pensioner or
widow should, in addition to receiving a
full salary or a full wage, receive also the
full superannuation pension.

This would have some merit and some
reasonable measure of fair play. But to
leave the situation unqualified and unsafe-
guarded opens the way, as I said earlier,
for those retired pensioners--particularly
those who are highly placed-to get an
advantage which, in all the circumstances,
they should not get.

Subelause put and passed,
Subelause (16)-Section 63 amended:
Mr. HAWKE: The Treasurer will re-

member that in connection with paragraph
(e) of subelause (16), towards the top of
page 9 of the Bill, I brought under his
notice the fact that I had received a letter
from a person whose appeal ran com-
pletely counter to the provision in this
paragraph. The Treasurer gave me to
understand that he had also received a
letter and thought it might have been
from the same person. That could very
well be.

I do not propose to mention the name
of my correspondent because he might
not wish to have it mentioned in Par-
liament. However, the point I raise mainly
is that when the Treasurer was explaining
the Bill at the second reading stage he did
not, as far as I can remember, have any-
thing to say about the proposition in this
paragraph. I would like to hear from the
Treasurer the reasons which caused the
Government to make the decision to put
this paragraph in the Bill.

Mr. BRAND: Once again this is one of
the recommendations that came to us after
a review made by the Treasury and the
Superannuation Board. Section 63 is being
amended in line with section 62, but covers
a pension rate for a widow of a pensioner
as distinct from the Pension provided for
the widow of a contributor who dies before
retirement age is attained. The addition
of subsection (2), relating to the re-
marriage of a pensioner after his retire-
ment, was an essential section of the Act
but was erroneously repealed in the 1957
amending Act. I have checked with the
officers concerned and they say that it
was erroneously repealed, and I can only
take their word for it. Section 63 was
identical with section 62 except for the
reference to the widow of a contributor.
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Both sections were rewritten in 1957 but
an extra subsection in section 63, relating
to the remarriage of a pensioner was, by
the substitution of those sections, over-
looked. A pensioner to the date of his
retirement makes contributions to cover
his wife-that is. his existing wife-but the
Provisions were not intended to apply to
a remarriage contracted after the death
of the first wife after the retirement of the
pensioner. I understand that the problem
in respect of this matter is one for the
actuary, because the whole system has
been worked out on a basis of the contribu-
tor providing for his wife, and children of
the one marriage.

Mr. J. Hegney: And not to encourage
remarriage after retirement.

Mr. BRAND: I was not going to go any
further and say anything of that kind. If
the letter referred to by the Leader of the
Opposition was not a copy of the one I
received, it was very similar to it, and dealt
with the same problem of a pensioner who
had remarried. He had married a young
wife and had had children and there was
the problem of sustaining the children. The
reason given to me for the amendment is
that in the event of the retired pensioner
being able to remarry, and have his second
wife and any children covered, it could
have the effect of upsetting all the calcu-
lations which are based actuarially.

Mr. HAWKE: We find ourselves in a
rather strange situation. A few moments
ago the Treasurer was justifying the pro-
posed establishment in the Act of a new
principle to give the widows concerned
more financial assistance from the State,
even though those particular widows would
be employed on a full-time basis and would
therefore be receiving full-time salaries or
wages. His proposition then was that not
only would those widows receive a full wage
or salary from the State but, in addition,
they would receive a full pension to which
the State would contribute a fair amount.

Now the proposition is that where a male
pensioner, after he has reached the retiring
age-or alternatively if he is still employed
after his retirement-marries and dies
before his wife, his wife would not be en-
titled to any Payments from the superan-
nuation fund. I would go part of the
distance with the Treasurer in the argu-
ments which he put forward. However, I
think the difficulty which he foresees could
be substantially overcome by the inclusion
in the law of a Provision that where the age
of the new wife was less than a certain age
the proposition as set down in the Bill
would apply; but where the age of the
woman was above a certain age the pro-
vision in the Bill would not apply, and the
widow, as she would then be, would receive
the pension which was applicable.

Mr. Rowberry: The age varies, though.

Mr. HAWKE: We know that ages vary,
and that men as well as women play
around with their real ages. But there are
ways and means available of finding out
officially the correct age of a person. Of-
ficers of the Superannuation Board would
have no difficulty in that direction. If the
proposition were approached on the basis
I have suggested there would be no possi-
bility of children resulting from the
marriage, and so there would be no risk
to the fund from that angle. The sugges-
tions I have made would not give the
actuary a moment's worry because their
adoption would wipe out completely the
element of uncertainty.

I would agree that where a contributor
had reached the retiring age of 65, and was
continued in employment, or had retired
at 65 and was on the pension, and then
married a young woman of 25, or some-
thing like that, and children resulted from
the marriage, the widow, as she would be-
come if the contributor died, would have
no claim on the fund, and neither would
the children. I would go that far with the
Treasurer in trying to deal with the situa-
tion.

However, there is something to be said
for the contributor to the fund who has
reached 65 years of age and continues to
be employed, or who has retired at 65 and
goes on the pension and then marries or
even remarries. One of the greatest bur-
dens and worries of old age is loneliness,
and there is nothing which sends an aged
person to the hospital quicker in the first
place, and to the grave quicker in the
second place, then this burden and pres-
sure of absolute loneliness.

So I always have a great deal of sym-
pathy, in the circumstances, for a man
who marries and remarries. After he gives
up his job he has no duties to occupy his
mind: he has no special interest; he loses
contact with his fellow-employees, and he
is adrift on the tide, as it were; and he
could easily feel, as many of them do,
that nobody wants hint that he has be-
come a nuisance and a burden and he
might just as well fade away and die.

So I would make an appeal to the Treas-
urer on the basis that he give considera-
tion, together with his colleagues who are
advising him, to this matter to ascertain
whether It would not be practicable-I am
sure it would be financially safe-to estab-
lish an age limit when a pension would be
payable to the widow should the husband
predecease her, provided that the widow.
at the time of her marriage to the pen-
sioner, -was beyond a certain age. I am
not go~ing to suggest an age, but if I were
asked to suggest one I would say at least
55, or maybe 60.

Mr. J. HEGNEY: This is an interesting
subclause, but I ask the Treasurer: What
would be the position of a pensioner who.
while still an employee in the Government
service and contributor to the superannu-
ation fund, before he reaches the age of
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retirement, is unfortunate enough to be-
come a widower and who eventually re-
marries, not with any idea, of having a
pension pass to his second wife? That
is a possibility. Under the superannuation
law as it stands now, I understand that if
a man's wife dies a little before the year
of his retirement, and he subsequently re-
marries, the second wife becomes a bene-
ficiary if the husband passes away shortly
after his retirement.

Mr. BRAND: I think the honolirable
member is referring only to the remarriage
of a pensioner after his retirement. If he
has been married twice before his retire-
ment, his second wife would reap the
benefits. There is no doubt about that,
because she is his legal wife at the time
of his retirement. The problem begins
with the remarriage after a contributor's
retirement.

I am prepared to look at the suggestion
of the Leader of the Opposition. He has
mentioned the age of 55 years. That may
overcome some of the difficulties envisaged
by our advisers. I would not like to go
further down the scale because I can visu-
alise some real anomalies developing If we
did. If after I have discussed the position
with the members of the Superannuation
Hoard and our advisers it is found that
it is possible, we may consider making an
amendment along the lines suggested, be-
cause evidently the subject has been con-
troversial for some time.

Subelause put and passed.

Clause 4-Superannuation Act, 1871-
1958-Short Title and Citation:

Mr. HAWKE: When speaking during the
debate on the second reading I tried to
express in my own words what I thought
was involved in this clause which has re-
lation only to pensioners who come under
the 1871 Superannuation Act. The objec-
tion I voiced to the proposals in this
clause was one which still stands. These
Pensions differ from those payable under
the 1938 Act because of the money required
to meet the Pensions Payable under the
1871 Act having to come from the State
Treasury. None of those who received
Pensions under the 1871 Act ever made
financial contributions during his period
of service in an established capacity with
the Government.

The objection I voiced previously, which
I again voice now, is that, as the State
pays the whole of these pensions, it does
not seem to me to be appropriate that the
State should, in deciding to pay Increased
amounts to these pensioners, Pay the in-
creased amounts on a sliding scale which
would be in accordance with the salaries
they were receiving at the time they re-
tired from the Government service. Some
of those Pensioners, when they retired,
.were receiving £:1,000 a year-to take a
figure. Others would be receiving a little

less per year 'and others would be receiv-
ing only £500 a year, and perhaps others
probably less again, because whm some
of these pensioners retired the level of
wages and salaries in Western Australia,
as in all other parts of Australia, was low.

As I understand these amendments, the
increases to be paid in the pensions-where
increases will apply-will vary. Some of
the pensioners will probably not get any
increase. Others, who were on the lower
salaries when they retired from the ser-
vice, will get a small increase-maybe
2s. 6d. or 5s. a week. Others who were
on a ltgher rate when they retired will
get l0s.; and others who were on a higher
salary still, will get £1 a week: and again,
others will get £2 a week, rising perhaps
to £5 a week. It does seem to me that
the system of increasing pension pay-
ments under the 1871 Act is a bad one.

I should think all these pensioners under
the 1871 Act are today very much in need
of some financial help; and if the need of
some were greater than the need of others,
it would be of those who were on the
lower wages, and the lower salaries, when
they were retired from the government
service. But instead of trying to meet the
situation on a needs basis, we are going
to meet it on a more or less opposite basis.

I think if there is any part of the
superannuation set-up in Western Austra-
lia where we should try to make a flat-rat~e
increase to all pensioners in the groups
concerned, it is in respect of these 1871
men. Instead of some of them getting no
increase, as I understand will be the situa-
tion: and some of them getting 2s. 6d. a
week; and some, 5s. a week increase; while
some get £1 increase or as much as £5 in-
crease, I think the Government should
average the increases which would apply,
and work them out on the pensions in
each section, and make to them a flat-
rate increase of the total amount involved.

In the system proposed in the Hill we
would be making fish of one and flesh of
the other. So I would ask the Treasurer
td have a close look at this situation.

Mr. BRAND: Before I read some of the
information I have here, I would like to
say that from the many approaches made
to myself and other people, and no doubt
to the previous Government, it is obvious
that the pensioners concerned were very
dissatisfied. They felt there were many
anomalies. The Previous Government
made an attempt to improve the situation
and legislated to apply £1 per week flat-
rate increase. From what I can gather
there were many People who were quite
dissatisfied with the decision made, or the
results that flowed from that decision.

Mr. Hawke: Only those who were best
off.

Mr. BRAND:
that may be so.
to me that the

I cannot say: of course,
But nevertheless it seems

first essential in tackling
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this matter was to work out a formula,
some basis on which we can reasonably
establish what the pensioners under this
Act should receive. I believe the sugges-
tion contained in this Bill is a fair and
reasonable one.

I recognise that the State is contributing
to all the pensioners. it has accepted the
principle anyway, and having accepted the
principle, it seems to me that for 200 pen-
sioners, or more, surely we are justified in
paying them a pension based on the same
principles as those paid under the 1938 Act.
Th&' Government accepted that sugges-
tion.

Mr. Hawke: But the pensions under the
1938 Act are worked out on the basis of
contributions made by the contributors.

Mr. BRAND: Exactly; but the formula
laid down in the Bill enables the pension
to be arrived at on the basis of the prin-
ciples which apply to the 1938 Act, and
worked out as if they had applied right
from the beginning of the pensioner's re-
tirement.

Mr. Hawke: But that principle is one of
contribution.

Mr. BRAND: Yes; I would like to read
the notes I have. This clause provides for
the adoption of a new formula which has
been designed to replace the 1871 Pen-
sioners on the same relative pensions as
pensioners under the 1938 Act. Pensions
under the 1938 Act are free, and apply
to officers employed in an established capa-
city-which was referred to by the Leader
of the Opposition-prior to the 17th April.
1905. The pension originally paid to each
officer was assessed according to the years
of service, and average salary received,
during the last three years of service prior
to retirement. The number of persons still
receiving pensions under this Act is 218.
On four separate occasions between 1948
and 1955 adjustments were made to the
rates of pensions in order to compensate
for the rising costs of living. The adjust-
ments made were awarded in favour of
the lower rates of pensions.

Mr. Hawke: There was nothing wrong
with that.

Mrx. BRAND: Nothing at all. In 1956
a former Auditor-General, Mr. Nicholas,
was appointed by the Government to ex-
amine the position, and he produced a
formula which was ultimately accepted in
a modified form, and which was included
In the legislation which was operative
from the 1st January, 1958. The Nicholas
report provided for adjustments of pen-
sions under the 1871 Act, according to the
increase in the basic wage between the
1st March. 1939, or the date of the pension
commencing if later than the date of his
report; when the basic wage was taken
to be £12 per week less an amount of £182

per ainnumn representing a proportionate
pension Payable by a contributor for 14
units under the 1938 Act.

On top of this the formula was related
to pensions of below £1,000 per annum.
This is where the Leader of the Opposi-
tion is being quite consistent. A limitation
was placed on the pensions below £1,009
per annum. Further increases were made
in pensions of less than £208 per annum,
and provision made on the established re-
sults the formula gave. No pension was
to be reduced to below the amount pre-
v'iously paid except in the case of pensions
of over £1,000. In the case of the latter
the pensions concerned actually suffered a
reduction of £52 per annum, because there
were a number of complaints about them
despite the supplementary benefits.

In view of the extraordinary adjust-
ments which were made to the original
pensions payable under the 1871 Act, all
relativity has been lost in the existing
rates, which certainly formed no basis
for future adjustments. So it was on that
history that we faced the problem equit-
tably and satisfactorily to all pensioners
under this Act, arriving at some formula
where we could start to make, as from
now, reasonable adjustments under the
principles which applied to the present
superannuation scheme.

As by far the greater majority of State
pensioners are under the 1038 Act-and it
may: be of interest to the H-ouse to know
that the figure is 4,316 out of a total of
4,582, excluding 157 children-It would be
logical to apply to the 1871 Act pensions
the same adjustments made to the 1938
Act pensions, and provision exists to make
this arrangement.

The method to be followed is to accord
each pensioner a number of units of
superannuation which would have been
necessary at the time of his retirement, to
give him the same original pension as
granted under the 1871 Act, subject to a
minimum of four units and a maximum
of 12, 20, or 26, according to the date of
retirement. The increase in unit value
since the date of the pensioner's retire-
ment would then be applied in order to
determine the appropriate pension now
payable.

The formula which Is set out In the sub-
clause of the Bll provides for the adjust-
ment of 1871 Act pensions to the nearest
pound as at the date of retirement. For
example, on £650 per annumn on the 1st
October, 1960, the determination of the
number of complete units to which the
Pensioner would have been entitled at the
date of retirement had he been a con-
tributor under the 1938 Act, in order to
provide him with the nearest equivalent
pension under the Act, equals 20 units,
which equals £012 per annum. in October,
1950.
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The determination of the current value
of the units to which he would have been
entitled had he been a contributor under
the 1938 Act is as follows:-For example,
the annual value of 20 units is now £910
per annum. In the case of the example
stated the original value of the 20 units
under the 1938 Act was £612, where under
the assessment of the 1871 Act pension on
retirement it was £650. The difference is
£38, and this is added to the current value
of £E910 for 20 units, making £948, which
would be the new rate for the 1871 Act
pensioner.

As is to be expected, the application of
such a formula would mean to some pen-
sioners an increase, and to others a de-
crease. This is because of the uneven
treatment in the past, whercunder pen-
sioners on the lower rates under the 1871
Act were more favourably treated than the
lower-paid pensioners in the 1938 Act; and
conversely, the higher pensioners under the
1871 Act received less favourable, treatment
than the higher-paid pensioners under the
latter Act.

The Government desires to provide that
no reduction of existing pensions shall
take place. After a great deal of investi-
gation we set out to place pensions on a
firm basis, in line with the other super-
annuation schemes in this State. I hope
this provision will be agreed to.

Mr. HAWKE: Members who have listened
to the statement read by the Treasurer will
realise how terribly complicated is this
proposition. One statement of the T1reas-
urer condemns this proposition wholesale;
that is, the appli 'cation of this formula
confers an increase to some and a reduc-
tion to others, but the Bill provides that
no-one shall suffer a decrease In -the
existing pension.

Any formula which brings out results of
that kind is basically unsound. The factor
which has brought about a justification to
increase the 1871 Act Pensions is the higher
cost of living. Surely an increase in the
cost of living applies equally to all these
pensioners. However, the proposition in
the Bill does not try to meet that situation
at all.

Sir Ross MeLarty: Why have these pen-
sions not been tied to the basic-wage
adjustments?

Mr.. HAWKE:. Because no Government
has put such a proposition before Parlia-
ment; if it has been put before Parlia-
ment, then it has not been accepted. I
am not arguing that the cost of living
principle should be directed to these pen-
sions, although there is much to be said
in favour of the idea. It would be a far
better way to deal with the situation than
the way proposed in the Bill.

If this provision is passed, some pen-
sioners will receive no increase, others a
2s. 6d. increase, others 58., and more and

more according to the salary or wage
the pensioner was receiving when he re-
tired. The basic reason for any action
being taken in these circumstances is that
the cost of living has increased. The cost
of living has increased no more for one
pensioner than another; therefore the ap-
proach to this question, if we are to give
relief equally to all, is to grant to each
and every pensioner approximately the
same increase per week. That proposition
would be simple of achievement and simple
of expression in legislation. There would
be no objection to it.

Had the pensions under the 1871 Act
been contributed for by the pensioners
then my argument would lose some of its
force; but they were not contributed for
in any shape or- form. It Is quite con-
sistent in principle to have a sliding scale
of pensions, and therefore a sliding scale
of increases for pensioners under the 1938
Act, and a flat rate increased payment for
those under the 1871 Act. The proposal in
the Bill relating to 1871 Act pensioners will
do less than justice to many of them. The
many of them will be those whose need
for an increase is the greatest.

The Treasurer mentioned that the pre-
vious increases in these pensions did not
satisfy everyone concerned. of course not!
That was a fiat-rate increase. Naturally
those who were on the higher rates were
dissatisfied that they did not receive a
higher increase, in line with the increases
for the lowver rates of pensions.

The Treasurer should not run away with
the idea that the formula in this Bill will
please all pensioners. Probably it will
please a few on the higher rate of pen-
sions, and displease the majority, because
the majority would be on the lower rates.
Those on the lower rates will receive very
small increases, compared with the in-
creases to be received by the few on the
higher rates of pension. Parliament should
approach this problem in a-different way
altogether. These pensions have not been
contributed for in any way.

Sir Ross YlcLarty: Except that it was a
term of their employment.

Mr. IIAWEE: A term of their employ-
ment to receive a pension; but they made
no contribution whatsoever. The need to
grant an increase to them at this stage
is due to an increase in the cost of living.
This increase in the cost of living is one
which bears almost equally upon each and
every one of them. Therefore, their need
for an increase is equal in volume.

So Parliament, if it is to try to do the
right, proper, and reasonably fair thing
in the situation, could provide for an in-
crease which would be broadly, though
not completely, a flat rate, thereby giving
an equal measure of relief to every pen-
sioner in relation to the increase in the
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cost of living which has taken place since
the last increase, which was a fiat rate
increase, was granted.

Mr. BRAND: This Bill was not intro-
duced for the purpose of increasing the
Pensions. Primarily it was introduced to
iron out a number of anomalies. I can
see no fairer way to do this than putting
all the pensioners on the same basis-
on the basis of the 1938 Superannuation
Fund. Allowing for the fact that the State
provides the pensions for the 1871 pen-
sioners, I cannot think of any better prin-
ciple if we are going to put these pen-
sioners under a superannuation scheme. It
was that idea which appealed to the Gov-
ernment, and it decided to include it in
an amending Bill of this nature.

It could be that the question whether
the superannuation benefits being paid are
inadequate will be considered in the future
in line with the position In other States,
bearing in mind that Western Australia is
a claimant State. However, we have
established a basis from which to start:
and one which will be fair to all of the
Pensioners concerned.

Mr. HAWKE: We have just had a
strange admission from the Treasurer. He
has told us that this Bill is not in any
shape or form intended to meet the needs
of these people-needs which have been
created by the Increase in the cost of liv-
ing which has taken place since the last
increase was granted to them. I see no
sense in making any alteration at all un-
less the alteration is being made for the
purpose of trying to alleviate the very
difficult situation which practically all
these pensioners are now in.

Why fiddle around with a complicated
formula to put these people on compara-
tively the same basis as pensioners under
the 1938 Act? Why fiddle around if the
net result is to be that some of these 187T1
pensioners will get nothing at all beyond
what they are getting now, whereas others
will receive an increase in their pensions?)
From what the Treasurer said just now,
we are faced with a deliberate proposition
to give some of these people-those 'who
less need them-increases: and to leave
the others-the most needy of them-on
their present rates of pension with no
relief at all. That is a poor old proposi-
tion in all the circumstances. This session
of Parliament is due to close shortly.

I am surprised to hear the Treasurer
say that if after further investigation it is
found there is need to ensure that all
these people should receive some increases
to give them relief from the cost of living,
the Government will do something about
it later on, because later on will be
the best part of 12 months from now.
The cost of living is, as we know, increas-
ing all the time in Australia. So, instead

of the Government making an effort in
this Bill, as I first mistakenly thought, to
relieve the position of these very needy
People and to give them some additional
income with which partly to meet the in-
creases in the cost of living, the Govern-
ment is doing nothing at all along those
lines. It never intended to do anything
at all along those lines in this Bill, accord-
ing to what the Treasurer said a few
moments ago.

I am surprised and disappointed at that
situation. How can the Treasurer or any
member of this Committee justify doing
nothing to relieve the situation for these
people? The necessity to do something be-
comes all the more urgent when we know
that the application of this formula to
these 1871 pensioners will give some of
them increases in pensions-particularly
those who are now on the higher rates of
pension-but will give nothing to many
of them who are on the lowest rates of
pension, and very little increase to those
who are on the intermediate rates.

This is not a proposition which should
commend itself to any Government: and
certainly should not commend itself to the
members of this Committee.

The Treasurer has, in the face of dis-
cussion and exchange of opinion, agreed
to have a look at two or three of the
propositions which appear in the earlier
parts of the Bill; and I appreciate his
attitude in that direction. In conclusion,
I1 ask him, together with his colleagues, to
have another look at this proposition,
mainly because the need of these people
is tremendously urgent. I am sure all of
them, having read of the introduction of
this Bill into Parliament, believe it con-
tains something for them-that they will,
upon Parliament giving approval to this
Bill, receive a reasonable sort of increase
in the pensions which they are now re-
ceiving.

It will be a shock to those who are to
receive no increase, and to those who are
to receive a very small increase to find out
how this formula in its application to them
gives them a stone when they need some
more bread. I do not put that forward in
any melodramatic fashion. Finally, I
appeal to the Treasurer and his colleagues
to have another look at this one.

Mr. BRAND: 1 amn prepared to h ave a
look at it; but I feel the principle which
we have established is one from which
we can now work in respect of all State
pensions in Western Australia, The ap-
plication of the formula of the 1938 Act
will mean an increase in quite a large
number of the pensions. In some eases, it
could have meant slight reductions, But
these reductions have been provided for;
and based on the principle of the 1938
Superannuation Act, these people who
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would receive slight reductions, have evi-
dently been receiving a greater benefit
relatively than their colleagues who re-
tired under the same Act.

Clause put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported without amendment and

the report adopted.

Third Reading
On motion by Mr. Brand (Treasurer),

Bill read a third time, and transmitted
to the Council.

ANNUAL ESTIMATES, 1960-1961

In Committee of Supply

Resumed from the 2nd November, the
Chairman of Committees (Mr. Roberts) in
the Chair.

Votes-Industrial Development, £207,495;
North-West, £2,459,665; Harbour and
Light, £422,560 (partly considered):

MR. NORTON (Gascoyne) [10.33J:
These votes give members representing
the north-west the opportunity of bring-
ing before the Minister and his depart-
merits various requirements in their areas,
and the first matter with which I desire
to deal is that under the industrial sec-
tion. It was brought to my notice earlier
this year that the Department of Industrial
Development had sent out circulars osten-
sibly to all local government authorities,
asking them to submit ideas and recom-
mendations on light industries within their
districts.

I do not know whether or not it was an
oversight, but the Carnarvon Municipal
Council knew nothing about this. I do
not know whether Carnarvon is considered
to be too small a town to be interested in
light industry, but it does pride itself on
the fact that it has potentialities in one
or two directions.

Whether fishing and the processing of
fish can be classed as light industries,' I do
not know; but when the council was
notified of the letter it was only too pleased
to write to the Minister to bring to his
notice-the possibility of establishing within
that area a fishing industry, especially as
a great deal of interest was being taken
in the catching of prawns and scallops
by a company which had a considerable
amount of finance behind it.

However, as the Minister well knows,
no matter how much finance a company
may have behind it, it will not carry on
with any proposition unless it is guaranteed
somie assistance and encouragement. It is
for this reason that the council wrote to

the Minister requesting, I understand, that
a fishermen's jetty be erected together
with suitable access roads. On two occa-
sions during the session, I have introduced
to the Minister, from the company which
is operating at Carnarvon, a small deputa-
tion in connection with the erection of a
jetty and the taking over of a road which
it had already started to construct in the
area.

There is no doubt that if a fishermen's
jetty were established at Carnarvoa, it
would not only serve this company, if it saw
fit to carry on there, but would also serve a
lot of others who would fish in the area.
It is all very well for people to ask who
there is to use a jetty, but there are
many utilities which are considered to
be unnecessary until such time as they are
established, and then there is always some-
one wanting to use them.

if a jetty and access roads were
built at Carnarvon, a considerable amount
of fish would be off-loaded in the district.
It was mentioned only tonight on the radio
that a boat had been about 100 miles north
of Onslow and through the waters around
Carnarvon. It was reported that this boat
had obtained very large catches of albacore.
It is also known that a considerable
amount of tuna, the southern blue fin, and
focur or five other varieties of fish are to be
caught in that area, and there is no doubt
that boats could use Carnarvon for off-
loading their fish and perhaps processing
them if the necessary facilities were in-
stalled.

The main jetty is not a safe place for
small boats to be moored, especially if the
water is rough. Also the Harbour and
Light Department's train would have to be
utilised in order that the cargo might be
brought ashore. If a fishermen's jetty were
erected at what is known as Tegg's Chan-
nel, the boats would have a safe anchorage
and the cargo could be transported easily
to the town, thus saving the boats the
necessity to'travel thousands of miles in
order to off-load their catches. From the
fishermen's jetty the cargoes could be
transported by road: and the Carnarvon
road transport being the best in the Com-
monwealth, the fish would arrive at the
market quickly in refrigerated trucks, thus
enabling the boats to continue to work.

I am led to believe that there is quite
a possibility that the company in Carnar-
von, to which I have referred, will not
operate unless some facilities are made
available, and I therefore ask the Minis-
ter to give early consideration to the erec-
tion of a jetty at Carnarvon.

There is no reason why there should not
be established at Carnarvon, a cannery
which could be utilised by the fishing in-
dustry, and also for the processing of
tomatoes and other products grown at
Carnarvon. if facilities were made avail-
able and encouragement given, I have no
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doubt we could develop some form of light
Industry, and that possibility is well worth
considering in order tbat the remoter areas
might be developed and Carnarvori con-
tinue to make the progress it has made
in the last few years.

I mentioned the fact that roads play an
important part in the development of in-
dustry. In mentioning the road from Perth
to Carnarvon, and other roads in the
north-west, I would like to support the
remarks of the member for Pilbara In his
Address-In-Reply speech, when he referred
to the engineer who has served the north-
west for a number of years. I refer to
Mr. Ron Duncan, who has controlled an
area which starts from 150 miles north
of Qeraldton and goes through to Wynd-
hamn-an area, which one would think Was
far too much for one man to control or
supervise. Here we have a man with a
great knowledge of construction and of
what is required in the district; and a
man who can build roads out of what
were considered to be impossible materials.

Not only has he done this job over a
number of years. but over later years he
has done it in ill-health I think it would
be fitting if, as the member for Pilbara
suggested, some recognition could be made
of his services by, perhaps, naming one of
the highways after him. I have no doubt
that this would be popular in the north-
west, because his name is well known and
his work is also 'well known and highly
praised.

When we realise that he has been prac-
tically responsible for the spending, over
the past few years of over £1,000,000 per
annum, one can appreciate the mighty
job he has carried out. He has done an
outstanding job with the materials and
the men available to him.

The provision of run-throughs is a
matter which concerns quite a number of
pastoralists along the north-west coastal
highway between Northampton and Car-
narvon, particularly on station boundaries.
I know that a new regulation has been
gazetted in respect of run-throughs, and
assistance is to be given to local govern-
ment authorities for the installation of
run-throughs on major highways in the
area. But a considerable amount of diffi-
culty is experienced in the Northampton
section by pastoralists who wish to have
run-throughs on their properties. One pas-
toralist has gone to the trouble of vermin-
proofing his property, and it is practically
vermin-proof with the exception of his
boundary on the north side.

it might be thought that the provision
of a run-through does not present a big
problem. ]But when one realises that on
this road run-throughs have to be 22 feet
in width and made suffciently strong to
carry vehicles which have a gross loading
weight of approximately 40 tons, one will

[no&)

appreciate that they are not small struc-
tures. The run-through which would
serve a station owner would be only a nar-
row one, and I do not think it is right that
a station owner, a pastoralist, or the
owner of a farm should be called upon to
put in a run-through of the size and
strength required on a main road such as
this.

I am wondering what the reaction would
be if these people applied to the depart-
ment to have registered or gazetted gates
built on their boundlaries. I am wondering
what the reaction of the public would be:
and I am wondering what the cost to the
property owner would be for the mnainten-
ance of those gates.

I think it is only reasonable that these
run-throughs should be put in. I recently
made a request concerning a run-through.
The following is part of the reply I re-
ceived from the Commissioner of Main
Roads:

I have had the position examined.
and it appears that the request is
based on the fact that emus travel
down the road and enter the Mary
Springs property through fences
which are inadequate to prevent their
ingress.

I understand that these people have gone
to considerable trouble to erect an emu-
proof fence; and I think it is; quite likely
that their contention that the emus are
travelling down the road and through
their boundaries Is correct. I feel that
irrespective of whether or not it is an emu-
proof fence, the Main Roads Department
should put in a run-through on any boun-
dary. Many complaints are received, and
run-throughs should be erected on a road
which is used extensively for the conven-
ience of all concerned.

Another matter concerning Carnarvon
town in particular is the insufficiency of
building blocks in the town area. I have
for a long time been pressing the Lands
Department to have more of these blocks
thrown open and more surveys carried out.
At the present time only 16 blocks In the
Carnarvon town area are left to be thrown
open for selection. These were originally
held by the Housing Commission. But the
commission decided they were unsuitable
for building purposes and they have now
been returned to the Lands Department
which, I understand, is going to throw
them open.

At present the State Housing Commis-
sion holds only one block of land in the
town: and, as far as I know, that is the
only vacant block in the whole district
which has a reasonable setting and a rea-
sonable position. The 16 blocks which are
to be made available are alongside the
aerodrome and are subject to a consider-
able amount of dust. People will be wll-
ing to pay for those subdivisions because
they are the only ones available.
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If the Housing Commission is going to
carry on with a programme-and one is
badly needed-then more land must be
made available. Several areas have been
suggested, one of which I consider very
suitable. But apparently the Public Works
Department is frightened about the area
bordering it, which is known as the south-
ern arm of the Gascoyne River. The de-
partment is afraid of the erosion that has
taken place, and it has recommended, I
understand, that this area be not thrown
open. for housing purposes.

No matter what we do or where we go
in Carnarvon, we are going to be laced at
some time or other with the question of
erosion from flooded rivers. Why not
tackle the problem right from the start
and develop the town properly? Why
make. it a. Patchwork town, selecting pieces
here and pieces there, and eventually get-
ting a disjointed town with services spread
all over the place?

I understand that the Town Planning
Department has had a look at the area; yet
there appears to be no oo-ordfnation of
thought on the whole matter. It is up to
all departments concerned to get a move
on and see whether some land cannot be
found which could be subdivided so that
building which is urgently needed can take
place.

The town is spreading and developing,
and on an average 15 houses .a year are
being built. This is barely catching up-
in fact it is not catching up-with the de-
mand . for houses, which is increasing
every day. We are finding now that quite
a number of married couples are coming
up from Perth to live. The husbands
are getting work in the area with trans-
port companies, on Main Roads Depart-
ment work, with the Civil Aviation Depart-
ment, on plantations, and so on. We are
also finding that young people in the dis-
trict are being married, and getting
families. All those people require houses.
I admit that the housing commission has
done a good Job, and I hope it will con-
tinue -to do it; but the department will
not have much chance of carrying on with
the good work if there is no land available
to it on which to build its houses.

I.do not think there would be any great
difficulty in the departments coming to
some agreement, and coming to it quickly,
if only they would get together and forget
their inward and outward baskets. If
only they could get their heads together
in conference I guarantee that within two
hours some agreement could be reachled.

undoubtedly there will have to be the
expenditure of some money in the future
to stop erosion; but that is a problem
which will face the Government of the
day, whichever Government it might be.
Where there are rivers, and rivers which
flood easily, there will always be erosion;
it is a p~roblem that must be met today, to-
Morrow, next year, or whenever it occurs.

Therefore, why not face Up to the prob-
lem now and let us get started with the
work? I know a contract has been let
for work in the main part of Carnarvon
which will have the effect Of Controlling
the flood waters. It Is an, urgent lob and
one which should be proceeded with as
quickly as possible because, during the last
two floodings, considerable inconvenience
and loss was caused. This is in one of
the highest parts of the town and the river
is eroding very quickly into the area near
the Gascoyne Hotel.

Other areas, where the land is low,
could be more easily dealt with and the
work required in building retaining walls
and so on would not cost the same amount
of money as this work, But it is work
that should be put in hand as quickly
as possible. Also, I hope that something
will be done about providing land so that
more houses can be built in the town, and
so that light industries can be established
at Carnarvon. Land should be obtained
so that in the event of the fishing indus-
try, or any at the light industries requir-
ing land for industrial sites, it-can be pro-
vided. We must make plans for the future,
and make them quickly; otherwise the
town will stagnate.

We must do everything possible to pre-
vent that happening, Particularly with the
north-west and outback towns,- when we
are trying to encourage industries to go
to those areas. The Government is not
slow in offering all kinds of inducements
to large companies to establish themselves
in the metropolitan area. There seems to
be no idea of decentralising industry; but
these small companies and similar indus-
tries are the ones which will help decen-
tralisation. I have yet to hear of any small
company that has been off ered any in-
ducement at all by the Government. I
would like to know from the Minister what
inducements, if any, have been offered to
the Australian Pearling Company to carry
on with the work it started, and which it
has continued over the past two years, in
Carnaryon. Here is a company which
has spent a lot of money, and it Is one
which deserves some recognition and
assistance.

There is no doubt that once industries
are established at Carnarvon the fishing
fleets will use the port. The area. is a big
one and there is considerable room for
development, If the Minister could tell us
something that is being done to encourage
this industry I know the people In the
north, and membrs in this Chamber,
would greatly appreciate it

Another Industry which seems to have
been neglected in the north-west, and in
my electorate in particular, is the Mining
industry. In the centre of the electorate
there is a very large strip of greenstone
country which contains many minerals. In
the early days gold was produced there,
but only by prospectors. As far as I know
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no survey work or prospecting has been
done, particularly by drilling plants, in the
area since then. The main part of the
electorate in which gold was produced was
at Bangemall, but the work had to be
abandoned because of the excess of water.
In the early days unless a prospector could
get rid of large quantities of water he
could not carry on: and as far as I know
no work, other than that done by prospec-
tors, has been cardied out at this field.

I understand that the yields of gold
were very encouraging: and, when one
looks at that country, one cannot see any
reason why it should not be turned into a
good field. Proof of what is there could
easily be found by the use of a rotary rig
or a diamond drilling plant; and probably
one or two holes could prove it quite
successfully. I am also aware of large
deposits of copper. Samples from one
place have been analysed and show an
assay of 25 per cent, pure copper. I under-
stand that the Japanese would be willing
to work in the Filbara area on some very
low-grade copper for export. A copper
mine yielding up to 25 per cent. pure cop-
per is well worthwhile developing. Ad-
mittedly it is in isolated country; but
when we have something of value, and
something that is worthwhile developing,
.people will go for it if they are given some
encouragement.

Beryl has been a great money spinner
for a number of Prospectors. However,
with beryl prospecting I think the wrong
tactics have been used. Most prospectors
just go out picking up what are known
as floaters. As members know, beryl is not
found in reef formation. It is found in
large crystals which usually come singly
and are completely burled. Some of those
crystals contain many tons of beryl. It
is not hard to mine: but if the floaters are
all picked up. no indication is left on the
surface of the country as to where this
mineral can be found. I think some steps
should be taken to see that the mining or
gathering of' beryl is controlled and some
record kept of the area in which it is
being found.

Mica was mined there for some consid-
erable time, but nobody seems to know
what happened in respect of it. Just after
the war the area was being worked and
some mica was flown to Adelaide. Whether
there is more mica available than the Com-
monwealth requires, or whether there is
something wrong with the mica in that
area, I am not able to say. But here is
another mineral which, if it is in a fair-
sized sheet, is worth a considerable sum
of money. Bismuth and iron are two
other ores which are there in abundance.
I believe that with the aid of a diamond
drill geologists could survey the area
closely and provide information and make
recommendations so that we could prob-
ably encourage companies to have a look
at the area and see whethler it wa6a worth
doing -anything with,

Many people have said they believe that
mining for minerals will be one of the
principal factors to assist in the develop-
ment of the north. There is no doubt
that mining in any form is one of the
best ways to attract population to any
centre and, in turn, this helps to open
up the country by new roads having to
be built and other industries being estab-
lished, all of which activities assist in the
development of a mining town and its
surroundings.

I am not suggesting that there is any
centre in the Gascoyne electorate which
is likely to attract large numbers of people
because of the possibility of discovering
some valuable mineral, but if minerals
could be sent from any area in the north,
it would Prove to be the means of earn-
Ing wealth for the State and the Common-
wealth and would help to attract popula-
tion to those areas which we are anxious
to see developed.

I do not know what is wrong with the
Department of Agriculture. We get some
excellent officers in the department in
the north-west but, with the exception
of one or two, they do not stay very
long. One wonders what is the reason
for this large turnover of agricultural
officers. Many who are sent to the north
are apparently interested in their work;
they Perform their duties in an efficient
manner, and it has been found that their
credentials are sound. In addition, they
are well liked, but apparently there is
something that does not attract them.
They are not transferred from one section
of the department to another, but leave the
service of the department altogether.

I wonder whether those in charge of the
department have ever made an investiga-
tion into why this trend continues. I
wonder whether these key men are re-
ceiving the same salary and enjoying the
same conditions as their colleagues in
other departments of agriculture in other
States. Is the C.S.I.R.O. offering better con-
ditions? V/bat is the answer? Is it that
those In private enterprise have found
that the services of these officers are more
valuable to them than they are to the
State? I believe that a man's value to
the State is just as important as it is to
Private enterprise; but I know that, in
this situation, we are up against the
Public Service Commissioner, in that each
officer has to accept his Promotion and
other conditions relating to his employment
according to his length of service.

However, there is one thing that could be
done for these officers and that is that
their conditions could probably be im-
proved. This perhaps could be done in
regard to their housing; their leave entitle-
ments; the furnishing of their homes; and
the education of their children while serv-
ing in remote areas. Whatever the reason,
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there Is something that is attracting these
key men away to other employment. I
have not noticed a similar trend in other
Government departments, but in the
Department of Agriculture the officers are
coming and going all the time; and not
only does it apply to the senior men but
also to the technicians.

This position has existed for a number of
years and I have drawn attention to it
before. No doubt there is a reason for it.
It could be administration. I wonder
whether that aspect has been looked into?

I would now like to speak on the
question of vermin control. The dingo
populati 'on in the Gascoyne has been
increasing considerably. Not only is it
increasing in the outer or marginal areas.
but the dogs are constantly working closer
to the coast despite the fact that this area
has been free of them for many years. At
one station which I was visiting, and
which is right on the coast, five dogs were
caught in one raid. I understand that
dingoes have not been seen on this station
for many years. In my electorate, all
down the coastline, it is found that the
dogs are working their way closer and
closer to the coast.

It is also found that the men capable of
and interested in carrying out the work of
doggers are becoming fewer. it is found
that, at present, from the questions that
are answered in this House the de-
partment has only three doggers, instead
of six, in the north-west. I think the
department should make an urgent drive to
recruit men to carry on this necessary
work. These men should be instructed
that, wherever possible, they should go on
to a station and ensure that the station
hands and others employed on the pro-
perty are familiar with the proper methods
of dog trapping and dog poisoning. This
work is almost a profession and one does
not learn it in five minutes; and it is not
something which one might teach oneself.

The experienced station hands who
understood this class of work have either
become too old to continue being engaged
in it or they have Passed on. We will have
to train more men to assist to control this
menace, because there is no doubt that
dingoes are becoming a menace. More en-
couragement should be given by the depart-
ment by offering larger scalp bonuses and
by making ammunition available at a
reasonable price. I can assure members
that .303 ammunition is not obtainable at
a reasonable price. In faot, it is practically
too dear for kangaroo shooters to buy, and
they are men who make their living from
the rifle.

The Agriculture Protection Board could
do far more than it has done in the past-
to control dingoes. It seems to me that it
spends a lot of its time and a great deal
of Its money on teriel baiting in the out-
back. However, is it in the outback that

we have to control the dogs? If the Agri-
culture Protection Board started to bait
the dogs back from the coastline I think
that in all probability, it would achieve
better results. it is also surprising to
me, to notice from the North-West Esti-
mates that the fisheries vote has been
decreased. Admittedly it has been de-
creased by only £84. However, the
total amount of the vote is only £2,89 6.
If a proper check and survey is going to
be made of the fishing industry in my
electorate, this sum of money will not
be sufficient to serve that area, apart
altogether from the areas in the other two
electorates in the north.

CThe Deputy Chairman (Mr. Crommelin)
took the Chair.]

In this morning's Issue of The West
Australian I noticed a report that it
was necessary for a member of the
Fisheries Department and the Police
Force to board a boat at Shark Bay
because it was not manned with the
correct crew. As many as 30 boats visit the
waters in my electorate in the snapper
season and all of them have to be watched
by the inspector, not only to ensure that
they are manned with the correct number
of crew, but also to ensure that their fish-
ing gear is of the correct size, and that
they are not catching or processing under-
sized fish; and to see just what is going on,
I cannot see how it would be at all possible
for the 'Fisheries Deparrnent to control the
Shark Bay waters alone on an estimate of
£C2,896.

If we are going to have a regulation
such as we passed here the other night, and
if we are going to look after this Industry
properly-as it should be looked after, be-
cause it is a valuable one-how it will
carry on on the amount which is set aside
in the Estimates, I just do not know. I
will conolude on that note. There are
many other matters on which I would like
to touch, but I will deal with those on the
Loan Estimates.

MR. RHATIGAX (Kimberley) [11.111:
Once again I desire to make a few remarks
on the necessity for the further sealing
of roads in the Kimberley electorate. This
might sound a repetition, but it does not
worry me very much if it is. Each year
since I have been In this House I have
stressed the necessity for sealed roads in
the north; and while I have the good luck
to remain in this House, I Wll continue
to press for more bitumen roads in that
area.

Although an increase has been made this
year in the sealing of roads in the Kimber-
ley electorate, I am not at all satisfied with
the sealing of a mere 27 miles of road at
a cost of £70,000. To populate and develop
the north, sealed roads are essential; and
I am sure that Ministers, of either this
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Government, or the previous Governiment.
who have travelled the north by road, will
agree with me. I can even recall reading
where the Minister for Agriculture, on his
return from the north, stressed the fact
that sealed roads were of vital importance.

The old days of the drover have died out.
The old type of drover, droving his cattle
to the abattoir, took great care of them;
but the modemn type of drover is really a
driver, and, as a consequence, the cattle
do not arrive in the condition in which
they did previously. The transportation,
by cattle trucks, of cattle to abattoirs and
ships is coming into its own, and will con-
tinue to be favoured: but to deliver these
cattle without bruising them it is neces-
sary to have sealed roads on which trucks
can transport the livestock in a satisfactory
condition to either the ship or the abat-
toir, as the case may be-whether it be
at Broome or at Wyndham.

Without touching on the Eyre Highway
again, I would say it is absolutely vital
that if the Government has any moneys
to expend, it should expend those moneys
on the sealing of roads in areas such as
the Kimberleys, because that would help
open up the country further. I would like
to see a road put through from Wyndham
to Derby, through the North Kimberley
area to stations such as Kurungie, Gibb
River, Mt. Barnett, Mt. House, Mt. Hart.
Napier Downs, Kimberley Downs, and
Yeeda. This would tend to open up the
North Kimberley area.

Kurungie Station, which is only 140 miles
from Wyndham, has no road at all. A
few years ago there was the semblance of a
road there, and it was possible for the man
who owns this station to get his goods out
by truck. But a truck has not attempted
to traverse this road for the last two years,
and, as a consequence, it is necessary for
this station owner to obtain his supplies
by air at a cost of £40 a ton. That is a
prohibitive amount for a person to pay
when existing in a Place such as that.

The figure I have quoted is quite accur-
ate, because it was supplied to be by Mr.
Rust, the owner of the station, some short
time ago. A road through the stations I
have mentioned would benefit the North
Kimberley area, and the leases which have
recently been let to various people; it would
assist them in getting their supplies
through from a port in the Napier Broome
area. it is very difficult for the lessees of
the properties in the North Kimberley areas
to do anything about developing them, be-
cause they have no means of getting their
supplies other than by air, which, of course.
is most costly. The only alternative is by
lugger, and then it is impossible for them
to transport any of the material out other
than by pack horse.

I was very glad to hear the Minister's
remarks in connection with electric lights
for Wyndham. This is Most vital to a

town such as Wyndham. I was also glad
to see in The West Australian of the
2nd November that some senior officers of
the State Government will fly to Wyndham
to help frame long range plans for the
town's development. I trust that at long
last Wyndham may have an electric light
system installed. I would like the Minister
for the North-West to use his influence
with the Minister for Lands with a view to
establishing a representative of the Rural
& Industries Bank in that area. As civil
servants are going to Wyndham they could
make Inquiries as to the feasibility of es-
tablishing such a branch of the Rural &
Industries Bank-the people's bank-in the
most important and Progressive town of
Wyndham.

I agree with the remarks made by the
member for Gascoyne regarding dog trap-
pers in the Kimberley area. I did ask a
Question of the Minister some time ago;
and, if I recall correctly, his answer was
to the effect that there were two trappers
in the West Kimberley area and none in
the East Kimberleys. There is no doubt
that the dogs are there in their hundreds.
It is most essential to revert to the old type
of dogger, rather than continue with the;
system of air baiting which has not proved
at all satisfactory in those areas.

I also endorse the remarks of the mem-
ber for Gascoyne regarding Mr. Pon Dun-
can. I did mention this gentleman in my
remarks on the Address-in-Reply. He has
rendered a service second to none in the
north. Stationed at Carnarvon, he con-
trols the area of road just south of Car-
narvon to the border of the Northern Ter-
ritory. He has done an amazing Job, and
deserves every commendation it is possible
for the Government to give him. There
are a few other matters on which I wish
to touch, but I will deal with these on the
individual items of the Estimates, and
when the Loan Estimates are discussed,

MR. BICKERTON (Pilbara) [11.20]: 1
want to refer to one or two matters con-
cerning this vote, The Minister stated
there is an increase in the vote for the
north-west in the estimates for this year,
but we do not seem to get the increase
which is required. Even if the increase
were doubled our requirements would not
be satisfied. It is pleasing that at least
on this occasion the increase is quite sub-
stantial. compared with the vote in pre-
vious years.

The north-west is quite important. In
area it comprises more than half the
State. The difficulties of development are
a factor militating against greater produc-
tivity from that part of the State. Before
that portion of Western Australia reaches
a high state of productivity, much more
financial assistance will be required than
the State Treasury is able to supply. The
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financial resources to carry on develop-
ment in the north-west are far beyond
the means of the State Treasury.

The Minister stated that there was
quickening activity in the north-west. I
agree that over the last ten years there
has been increased activity. At least that
part of the State is not going backwards.
I believe it is advancing. The greatest
amount of activity has been going on in
the Kimberley area. I am pleased to see
development there, but I regret that the
other areas in the north-west are not
advancing as rapidly as one would hope.

When speaking on the Loan Estimates
the Leader of the Opposition referred to
an all-party committee which was ap-
Pointed some years ago for the purpose of
approaching the Commonwealth Govern-
ment for financial assistance on a pound
for pound basis to develop the Klinberley
area. All the grant made by the Com-
monwealth Government was expended on
development above the 20th parallel. The
reason for that was obvious: because that
was the locality on which the money
should be spent. However, we should not
overlook the portion of the north-west
lying between the 26th and the 20th
parallels. The time is ripe for another
all-party committee to be appointed for
the purpose of approaching the Common-
wealth Government for financial assist-
ance to develop that portion.

The previous all-party committee did a
very good job. Another such committee
forned along similar lines could possibly
produce the same result in obtaining
financial assistance from the Common-
wealth. It is not as though the potential
in the area I am referring to is lacking.
Such a committee could look into the ex-
ploitation of the iron ore deposits. This
could be the salvation of the area around
Port Hedland. The committee could also
inquire into the provision of additional
water supplies; into the exploitation of
minerals generally; into the development
of the pastoral industry; and into the pro-
vision of a water supply f or the town of
Qascoyne, where much can be done. Such
a committee could be appointed to make
those investigations, with a view to ap-
proaching the Commonwealth for financial
assistance to develop that area.

I have here a letter from the Pilbara
ward, of which all the road boards in my
electorate form part. It statesr-

The following resolution was cardied
at the recent half-yearly conference of
the above-named ward:

That the secretary inform Mr.
A. Bickerton, M.L.A. and Mr. P.
Brown, M.H.R. that the Pilbara
electoral ward is a "no man's
land" between the southern part
of the State and the 20th Parallel
in that it is not sharing in the

interest expressed in the North-
West and suggest that an all-party
committee be formed at State
level to investigate this problem.

A letter has been written to the
Federal member on these lines and
your advice and assistance in getting
such a committee formed will be ap-
preciated.

That was the unanimous opinion of the
six road boards in my electorate. They
feel that they missed out on the financial
assistance which was given by the Com-
monwealth on the last occasion.

That Government has refused an export
license for iron ore from the Mt. Golds-
worthy deposits. It may have reasons for
such action, but I cannot understand them.
In my view the iron ore deposits in this
State are Quite sufficient for the national
requirements, and this State should be
permitted to export a large tonnage of ore
from the Mt. Goldsworthy area.

The funds which would be used for the
deepening of the harbour, providing the
facilities, and improving the roads will be
wisely expended, because it is well known
that if a big industry can be established
in an area, such action would assist many
small industries to be established nearby.
The roads which would be put in under
such a Project would benefit not only these
small industries but also the pastoral in-
dustry and the small mining shows in the
vicinity.

The solution of this problem may be
achieved by the appointment of an all-
Party committee to investigate the develop-
ment of the area above the 26th parallel
and below the 20th parallel. Prior to the
last election the matter was raised in my
electorate concerning the pastoral in-
dustry. and once again we seem to have
missed out.

A meeting took place at which the Min-
ister for the North-West and the Minister
for Lands met quite a representative body
of the Pastoral industry in that area; and
try as I may to ascertain the outcome of
a report that was put up by a Committee
formed by the Minister for the North-
West and his colleagues, I do not appear
to be able to get very much information
on it. There seems to be a mystery sur-
rounding what has been done with this
report Of, the Pilbara Pastoral Com-
mittee.

Mr. Court: There is no mystery. You
know that after we left the meeting they
divided on the issues.

Mr. BICKERTON: Nobody divided.
although a few might have had one opinion
and some another.

Mr. Court: Not a few: a lot.
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Mr. BICKCERTON: To my knowledge
there were many things in that report
that practically all present were in agree-
menit with: and for that reason it must
have been some form of a starting point
for the Minister to assist the industry in
that area. From what the pastoralists
told me, they have heard nothing more
of it since. I do not know whether that
is correct or not, but perhaps the Minister
could enlighten me.

Mr. Court: It Is not correct. There
has been a lot happening between them,
the Minister for Agriculture, and myself.
You know they could not reach agreement
amongst themselves and they divided bit-
terly after that meeting, although they
were unanimous at the meeting.

Mr. BICKERTON: Whether they divided
after the meeting or not, I do not know.
But I do know that they put forward con-
structive matters to the Minister for the
North-West, particularly on vermin con-
trol: and to my knowledge they have re-
ceived little or no extra assistance above
what they were receiving at that time. I
think that would be worth going into
again. I do not think it matters whether
a group such as that agree amongst them-
selves or not, so long as it is possible to
derive some benefit from the meeting. The
Minister at the time thought it a good
idea: but as time has elapsed he seems less
enthusiastic about what was considered to
be at least a start on a difficult problem.

Mr. Court: A lot has been done since
then, and I think there is a better under-
standing today between the Government
and the pastoralists, and among the past-
oralists themselves, than ever before.

Mr. BICKERTON: That surprises me,
because I have only Just come down from
meeting Quite a lot of pastoralists and
they did not seem to me to have the im-
pression that there was a complete under-
standing. In fact, I gathered from some
of them that they had not received re-
plies to some of their correspondence. I
am passing on only what they said to
me.

However, in reply to a question I asked
on this matter the Minister said negotia-
tions were going on with the pastoralists.
I do not know the pastoralists to whom he
referred. I do not know whether they are
the same pastoralists as those to whom I
am referring. I am speaking of those
pastoralists who have properties in the Pil-
bars area and who live on those properties
and work them. I am not referring to
the pastoralists who have properties in
the area but who live down here. If the
Minister has had consultations with them
and sorted out many problems, that is
something about which I know nothing:
I am referring to the pastoralists who are
up there.

I think this is a matter that should be
rekindled. Those people should be called
together again with the object of further-
ing the cause of the original meeting
which the Minister for the North-West and
the Minister for Lands attended. The ori-
ginal meeting was organised prior to the
last election. It was something that had
to be switched around because, as a result
of the election, we had a change of Gov-
erniment and the present Minister for the
North-West and the present Minister for
Lands took over from the previous Minis-
ters in regard to this meeting.

So if the Minister would consider hav-
ing another meeting along similar lines,
even if only to point out where he con-
siders these people have gone wrong in
not sticking together, many of these diffi-
culties might be overcome. We are cer-

-tainly getting nowhere with things as they
are. I think the Minister should take
more notice of those people who are actu-
ally doing the job than of his advisers; and
I say this with all due respect to them.

Mr. Court: Our latest advice of the de-
cision by the pastoralists on the question
of the Pilbara report came from the area
and not from Perth.

Mr. BICKERTON: Can the Minister see
anything wrong with the three-man re-
port? I have found lots of recommen-
dations of a constructive nature in it
which could be carried out and which
would be of benefit to the area. There was
no great difference of opinion at the meet-
ing even though I was there only as an
observer.

Mr. Court: You amaze mue that you are
not better informed on the great cleavage
that took place in the Pilbara district,
from one end to the other, on this question.

Mr. BICKERTON: I can assure the Min-
ister there is no need for him to worry
whether I am informed or not. I think
I can safely say I would be informed by
the people who live in the area. I do not
know how I could be better informed than
that. I can quite appreciate that at the
time there were differences of opinion as
to the best way to assist the pastoral
industry. What sort of a meeting would
it be unless there was a difference of
opinion?

When these people held their first meet-
ing it was very difficult to iron out any
sort of policy or any sort of programme
to put before the Ministers when they came
to the area; but they did it eventually,
and this three-man committee was formed
to investigate the problems at first band.
They produced a sizeable report which was
presented to the Minister who, in turn,
discussed it with delegates of the pas-
toralists in the area. According to my
knowledge, that is as far as it got, and it
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seems to have remained there: I do not
think that should be the case. I think it
should be brought out again and gone into.

Mkr. Court: Consideration of it has never
stopped. You seem to have the idea that
it has been put into a pigeonhole and
forgotten.

Mr. BICKERTON: I am quite convinced
that something constructive should have
come out of it; yet in answer to questions
the Minmister simply hedges. The pas-
toralists got an impression, which I did
not give, that that meeting would be so
much better than meetings with the pre-
vious Minister, or the one before him. I
would say to the Minister that they are
starting to change their opinion in that
regard. I think the least we can do is to
make arrangements for another meeting to
see what can be done to assist them.

Mr. Court: They must be speaking to
you with one voice and to me with an-
other.

Mr. BICKERTON: I do not think the
Minister has seen them since then.

Mr. Court: I cannot while we have no
pairs.

Mr. BlICKERTON: My goodness!

Mr. Court: You grant the pairs.

Mr. BICKERTON: Pairs have nothing
to do with it; the House is not sitting
from Friday until the following Tuesday.
This pairs business has been given the
political run-around.

Mr. Court: When you are there for a
short time they say it is not long enough.

Mr. BICKERTON: Mr. Chairman, I do
not know whether the question of pains
should be discussed under the North-West
estimates, but the time when the House
sits is small compared with the time when
it does not sit.

Mr. Court: I am afraid you have a, very
poor idea of parliamentary responsibilities.

Mr. Rowberry: If that is so, why do
you want pairs?

Mr. BICKERTON: Electricity in the
north-west is a matter I wish to mention
to the Minister in the hope that he will
be able to give me some information, Par-
ticularly in relation to the charges. As
he is probably aware, they are extremely
high in the north-West.

I have had communication with the
Port Hedland Road Hoard which gave me
the impression-and the Minister can
correct me here if I am wrong-that the
present Government had given an under-
taking to reduce the charges or to subsi-
dise the towns in the north-west in order
that they might compare with similar

towns in the south-west. The road board
assures me tint nothing has transpired
up to date, and it is eagerly looking for-
ward to the day when this plan of the
present Government is put into operation.

To give an idea of the charges in Port
Hedland, it might be best to say that a
quarterly account in Port Hedland would
be the equivalent of a six-monthly account
in the suburban areas, this being in spite
of the fact that the only use for the elec-
tricity is lights; refrigeration; and, in some
cases, fans. Although there is not a great
drag upon the electricity supplies, the
charges are extremely high.

I will leave the other matters with which
I wish to deal until the debate on the Loan
Estimates, as they are rather general and
do not necessarily concern the Minister
handling these Estimates. However. I
would like to say In conclusion that I
sincerely hope something can be done
by an all-Party committee for the lower
part of the north-west. If any area in
Australia needs a sympathetic Federal
embrace, it is certainly the north-west;
and I do not believe that Federal authori-
ties are unmindful of the north-west, I
just think that from time to time they
do not mind it enough. They are not
unaware of its existence, but wonder how
it exists.

I have never been an advocate of plural
voting. In fact, I would Oppose It were
it suggested; but I often wonder what
the eff ect would be if each person in the
north-west were given 100 votes as against
everyone else's single vote. I feel we
would be inundated by attention from
Federal authorities. It is quite true, as
we all know, that as soon as the voting
power of an area drops, so does the atten-
tion given to that area. I suppose it is
only natural, but it Is unfortunate. How-
ever, I do hope that further*Federal money
can be obtained for the north-west.

I do not believe in any string-pulling;
but I do believe that if the inside Is trying,
then the outside should help; and I think
that one can safely say that the people
in the north-west are, by the very fact
that they live there and exist under con-
ditions not pleasant by the average stan-
dards. trying. I think one Federal
seat should cover the north-west alone
because we do not have sufficient Federal
representation. AS we are placed at present,
the Federal seat of Kalgoorlie extends
from Practically the extreme south of the
State to the extreme north, and this is
far too great an area for one Federal
member to cover. There should be one
Federal representative in Canberra for the
area above the 26th Parallel.

Progress reported, and leave granted to
si t again.

House adjourned at 11.45 p.m.
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